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TOBOGGANING: Excellent at
the Snow Bowl. Hosmer’s Pond.
SKATING: Flooding apparatus
installed a t Hosmer's Pond and
ice in general skating area and
rink smooth as glass. Excellent
at Community Park and Pres
cott’s.
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TIRRELL M AKES LAW COURT PLEA

Volume 92................ Number 16.

F U N D S TO PROTECT MAINE MEN
NEW FIRM FOR ROCKLAND

R ockland A ttorn ey C arries F igh t To Save R euben
S. B rew er To H igh Tribunal

Rep. Elliot H as Bill In L egislature Seek in g To
The former Fuller-Cobb store, being vacated Monday, will re 
open in early March as the permanent home of a women's and misses
apparel and accessory store of the best type. Laurence K. Mansfield
and Karl J. E. Gove of Salem, Mass., partners in the new venture,
are experienced men, well groomed in the business and both will
locate here as permanent residents.

B alk C om petitors To Fisherm en

beat her to death and then placed
Albert Elliot. Thomaston's studi missioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries,
her body on the shore to indicate
ous appearing young legislator, is fast today, in appealing for public sup
drowning. The defense denied an j
becoming a personage of quiet power port on a Legislative bill to ear-mark
attack had been made, and insisted I
Commission
in Augusta. He has lately introduced Maine Development
the woman had taken her own life.
a bill to set aside Maine Development funds for the fisheries.
Tirrell argued before a full bench
Canada is a big competitor and
Commission funds for the protection
HOCKEY: Game Sunday a t
of the Supreme Judicial Court Jus
of Maine fisheries and reports excel has been conducting an extensive
•*
Never ask t favor of a man
the Snow Bowl.
tices Thursday that the evidence at
promotional campaign for several
lent support for the measure.
■» until he has had his dinner —
the
trial,
which
resulted
in
Brewer's
years, he pointed out. This activity
If
the
State
of
Maine
wants
to
re
•«- Punch
conviction on May 29 indicated
main in the fish business we must will be Increased in 1937. Dealers
CAMDEN GIRL ON AIR
plainly th a t Mrs. Brewer, had been
keep pace with the other states and and the government are together on
despondent, had previously th reat
this and are obtaining great results.
Miss 'Ruth jDamery Will
ened to commit suicide, and had, ul
Tile Department of Fisheries spent
Broadcast Tomorrow Over
timately, carried these threats out.
$300,000 for advertising last year and
A note found in the woman's bed
Station WLBZ
it is understood that this amount
room after discovery of her body
Not long since Carrie Williams 1 The story has a sequel however, for
will be increased.
The University of Maine Radio
was the focal point of the trial and Fowler. Central Maine Power Cot I Union has a male cook whose fame
An educational campaign to edu
broadcast for Sunday. February 7, at
Tirrell told the Court in asking for cooking and home economics expert has also spread to the Canal Zone.
cate
the dealers and fishermen to put
2 p. m„ will feature a musical pro
a new trial for Brewer th at it was oonducted an electric cookery school He is Harry Burns and he has the
out better products and to adopt
gram by students and a brief talk by
“the important part of the entire in Union and imported for demon- I distinction of having studied under
modern merchandising methods has
Karl Larsen of the faculty. The pro
case." He contended that this note, •tration purposes Rockland's mightl- j the famous Fannie Farmer in per
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY"
been launched. The government is
gram will center about the work of
clearly stating Mrs. Brewer's inten « t biscuit concoctor, Edward O B .' son in her well known cooking school
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
running large advertisements in the
the American composer Victor-Her
tion of ending her life, was actually Oonia.
in Boston He has appeared profes
newspapers and the entire Dominion
bert whose life and work will be dis
written by her. The State had sought
sionally in several summer camps for
MON.-TUES., FEB. 8-9
is becoming fishery minded. Con
cussed by Mr. Larson.
at the trial to prove that the note
Evening at Eight
boys and has earned his •’c'" a t
sumption figures are at a new high
Miss Ruth Trickey of Pittsfield and
was forged by Brewer in an effort
Thompson’s Inn. South Bristol.
“COME A N D GET IT”
1level.
Miss Ruth Damery of Camden will
to avert suspicion of the crime, but
Mr. Burns will invade Rockland
EDWARD ARNOLD
As the fishing industry represents
sing selections from the work of
Tirrell said, in his argument th a t the
JOEL McCREA
in
his professional capacity at the
the
livelihood of about 50,000 persons
Victor
Herbert,
and
Albert
Salkind
of
FRANCES FARMER
evidence overwhelmingly supports
Central Maine cooking school to be
in this State, the Commissioner be
Brooklyn. New York, wilt present
the defense position that it was writ
held Monday night. 7 to 9 at Univiolin selections, all three are fresh
lieves that it should rate some a t
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 10
ten
by
Mrs.
Brewer
versalist vestry, specializing in yeast
men at the University this year. This
tention from the Development Com
BANK NIGHT
rolls, valentine 6tyle. The public,
The State's case was submitted to
Evening at Eight
half-hour presentation will be one of
mission. “This would not cause added
The demonstration was a complete men and women, is cordially invited
the Law Court entirely in the form
the series of regular University pro
expense to the State," he said, “and
“W ITHOUT O R D E R S”
grams being broadcast from station j Frank A. Tirrell, brilliant Rockland of briefs by Lincoln County Attorney success and Ed. completely mysti to this affair. The food products Rep. Albert Elliot of Thomaston, who would bring excellent returns." The
SALLY EILERS
ROBERT ARMSTRONG WLBZ at Bangor six days a week
Attorney, who is leading fight for Weston M. Hilton, who prosecuted fied the Union audience by produc Valentine and Washington specials,
knows his way around in Augusta
groundwork for a greater apprecia
From the novel by Peter B. Kyne IThe musical program will replace a
ing perfectly gorgeous biscuits with will be given to those present. Mr.
Reuben Brewer
Brewer.
tion of our seafoods and a new spirit
I program of one act plays originally ------------------------------------------------- 1 Sentence was deferred after Brew- "a handful of this and about so much Burns is full of fun as well as being i the Canadian government In promot of co-operation among the dealers
THVRS.-FRI.. FEB. 11-12
chance for him to establish his in -jer's conviction pending the outcom of this,’’ being entirely nonchalant an excellent cook. Mrs. Fowler will ing the sale and quality of our sea and fishermen would result, it is be
scheduled for this time.
Evening at Eight
be in charge of the demonstration.
nocence.
1of the defense appeal. Should the Iabout it
EDMl’ND LOWE.
foods, stated Rodney E. Feyler, Com lieved.
CONSTANCE CUMMINGS
Reviewing in detail the evidence Law Court decide after considering
MGR. DYER FOUND HELP
presented at Brewer's trial at Wls- the arguments presented th a t the
“SEVEN SINNERS”
Each day is the same bn board so they FARRELCO. INC., SELLS
Over 100 experienced wbnters ip the casset last May. Mr Tirrell argued lower court's decision should stand
t mark off the calendar and are wait_____
garment industry were on hand at that the State had not proved be- a sentence of life imprisonment will
SATURDAY, FEB. 13
ing now for the Coronation T o u r ! ja m e s Bailey Co. Buys Well
Matinee 230. Evening 7 and 9
the re-employment office Friday In yond a reasonable doubt that the be mandatory,
[ which will take them home in May.
!
Known Rockland Auto‘The Case of the Black Cat’ answer to the plea for workers broad- j lobsterman had killed his attractive Tirrell went over the evidence step
I must close with a eulogy to the ,
cast in The Courier-Gazette by the
Wjfe Doida.
by step in an attempt to show that
RICARDO CORTEZ.
contest manager. Our first objec
Electric Firm
JUNE TRAVIS Chamber of Commerce and the Naj j er 5 ^ . was {oun{j beside the sea i its weight was contrary to the vertive in working on this contest w as,
tional Re-employment Service.
near ^er home at Ocean Point last diet th at was found and that Brewer
a trip to Havana, so I'm doubly ' The day's chief business transfer is
SUNDAY, FEB. 14
Manager Dyer and Mr. Goldfarb[April. The State alleged that Brewer is entitled to another trial,
grateful for the longer cruise and the
sale of the Farrel C o . Inc., by
Matinee at 230. Evening a t Eight were thoroughly pleased by the show- I_____________________________ ____________________________________
extra pleasure of a visit to Nassau. Miss Grace Blake to James Bailey Co.
Double Feature
(Second Installment!
ing for workers of both sexes ap
Church of Stockton Spring asked for
FRED ASTAIRE. IRENE DUNN
I've also endeavored to thank my of Portland, wholesale automotive
BLAMES THE BRIDGE $50,000
Nassau was hot! I wore feet. Everyone was on deck, campeared familiar and expert in all
equipment dealers. The local plant
i “RO BERTA”
branches of the garment trade. Mr
my sun glasses. I bought eras were in constant use, especially 1
will contnue along its old successful
Tne
Bucksport
Company
claimed
and
Dyer stresses the fact th a t all work Bucksport Ferry Co. Names its "entire ferry business'' was wiped
lines except for a general broadening
a raffia wide brimmed moving picture cameras and Havana
“One Rainy A fternoon”
disappointed no one. To slip i n 1
ers desiring employment in this or
out in its scope. Harris Cram of the
out
by
diversion
of
traffic
to
the
hat. I removed my silk
Waldo-Hancock Span
FRANCIS LEDERER,
through such a narrow opening beany subsequent industry must enroll
James Bailey Co., well known in this
bridge.
IDA LUPINO
jacket and went in a suntan back tween two historic forts would make
at once at the re-employment office.
I city, will conduct the enterprise, asBenefit Red Cross Flood Relief
The company estimated its average
Several other industrial prospects are 1
^ ra o rd m a ry bill is at pres
i dress all day and even discarded my anyone think of history and ask
1sisted by Guy Douglas of the present
yearly income, before the bridge was
in sight and it is highly important ,ent *n Legislature whereby the Wal
knee length stockings. Are you con- themselves what else could be there
force, and one other new man.
built, totaled $6500.
1vinced?
•
!^ut buIwarks of protection.
that workers desiring employment do-Hancock bridge plays the part
The Farrel enterprise started serv. R IA D T U r
It was grand fun watching the “I was much interested in social I ing the auto electric needs of this
in any industry whatever, cotton, of the villain and the Bucksport
We shopped, we rode in a hack for
.
.
activity (Canadian) on ship and
NOTICE TO MARINERS
monstrous anchor chains follow the
leather, or the heavier trades, registei Ferry Co. seeks damages.
community two decades ago. In 1934.
a
good
nour
with
a
"Stephen
Fetchit
intricate
system
of orders (intricate ashore"
now.
i February, the plant was visited by a
The Bucksport Company in a bill
driver who was very informative. We and beyond me. at least). At last
destructive fire and Miss Blake with
by Representative F. R. Emery of Deer Island Thoroughfare—Crotch
saw three vivid shades of the same we were there but we did not dash I Knox County friends from the b o t-' characteristic courage caused to be
Bucksport, asked for $100 000 and a Island Light, reported extinguished
flower—we saw an aquarium and for shore. We still watched the tom of my heart, both personally and erected the flne modern home „t 634
bill presented by Representative H .,00 Jan- 28- was relighted Feb. 2.
diving boys and much to our sur through TlitA Courier-Gazette but j Main street, now housing the thriving
hardly understood one word the fel
prise they were swimming all the my final word must be another big business
low told us—we visited a native way out to us this time. No English "thank-you."
The James Bailey Co., well and
COMMUNITY COMETS
school and took pictures of the chil- terms either—strictly native—which
IEd—This Is the second in a series favorably known the length and
VS.
’ dren. An old fort was made of proved to be symbolic of the city. of articles by Miss Edna Gregory who breadth of the State, will be a wel
I coral stone and yet had withstood Hoots, yodels and much signaling with Miss Vivian Mullen won the come addition to Rockland's business
ROCKPORT ACES
$1. Shampoo, Fingerwave, Manicure
enterprises.
! three centuries.
We saw Gov. were their system. I watched until cruise contest of late fall I.
one fellows mouth got so full of dimes
$1. Haircut, Shampoo, Fingerwave
j Curley's home from a distance. I
i
he took time out to carefully store
ALSO PRELIMINARY GAME
TEL. 996
have a grand picture of the Pan- them away in his belt. Just another
Over Leach’s
ADMISSION 25c.
FIRST GAME 7.30
American Airport, etc., etc.
racket!
386 Main St.
' The motion of the boat gave me a
T hat evening we went to the “Cen
i good dose of sea legs on land and I
tro Asturiano" (Spanish Club) a Jal
every so often I'd have to step in
Alia game. National Casino and the
side a store and sit down.
Sans Souci. One drives miles to get
According to the noise and general
to these different spots but we were
AT TH O M A STO N HIGH SCHOOL G Y M
trend of chatter from the group re
In an old Packard with the top down
All types of coiffures can be adapted to
Every available inch of booth space building. From the dynamic general
turning to our boat-hotel on the and felt quite the ritz. The cocoanut
our permanents—Curls for Business,
for
Rockland's great Community Fair manager, Parker E. Worrey, down to
ROCKLAND HIGH (B o y s and Girls)
same tender with us I'm afraid some palms do make lovely silhouettes
Sports. Evening. An individual hair style
of
Feb.
22-27 has been sold. This the humblest bit worker on the great
|
of
the
folks
didn't
see
as
much
of
vs.
against the tropical moonlight!
will be created for you upon request.
event, not a penny is paid for per
The next day we shopped but spent fact is especially remarkable in that
TH O M A STO N HIGH (B o y s and Girls)
Nassau as we did. It was a charmsonal services. Knott C. Rankin Is
ing place to shop and everyone was very little because Havana, in our this gear's fair is to be held in the general ticket chairman and very
Aft t f aU Permanpntf’ witb sPe"
Two Great Games Expected!
<pZ»VU O i l cial creations. This discount
loaded down with English wools, minds, just does not cater to tourist commodious new Community Audi shortly his forces will be abroad sell
First Game 7.30 P. M.
Doors Open 6.30 t.jM .
1- on our $5.00 wave.
perfumes,
raffia bags and hats (a trade. A chiffon handkerchief, no torium. Add to this circumstance ing the biggest bargain in entertainReferee, Charles C. Wotton
Telephone 826
doubt handmade, with a Spanish
ROCKLAND
phrase for "I am yours" lettered on the fact th at the huge 75-seat beano , ment and Public spirit ever offered
WHY NOT HAVE THE BEST?
286 MAIN STREET
in Rockland, 11 splendid perform
it only cost six dollars. We laughed game has been moved from the audi
ances for $1 and the whole 100 cents
torium
ito
th
e
readjoining
billiard
or
and left.
in every dollar going toward equipping
pool
room
section
to
make
booth
We visited many interesting spots
the Community Building for your en
the remainder of our time in Ha room, and th a t several non-paymg
joyment and that of your children.
spaces
have
been
eliminated
to
pro
vana. historic and otherwise. One
homelike touch was the monument vide booth space.
ROBINSON IS NOMINATED
Thiq'all sums up to mean th a t the
to the "Maine” and we have some
nice pictures taken there even with 1937 Community Fair will unquestion
Among the recent appointments
Featuring
•
the guide and all his emblems. Co ably be the largest and most colorful
of the Illustrious series. Never before made by Gov. Barrows was that of
lumbus
Cemetery,
the
police
train
H
ARR Y B U R N S
T O . dEing camp, the Capitol, etc., etc. has such >a sharp demand existed for Arthur O. Robinson of Gardiner, re
OF UNION
Marble everywhere, quaint customs, booths and never were foodstuffs for nominated as Kennebec County Pro
.r
noise of auto horns, venders and lot gifts offered with such liberality. bation Officer. Mr. Robinson, na
tery ticket salesmen. One more day Gifts of generous dimensions will be tive of Warren, is well and pleasantly
M ONDAY, FEB. 8
in Havana and they just wouldn't given away a t the door at all ses known in this section which receives
TO ALL THOSE WHO INTEND TO SOMETIME PUT
put it over on us poor victims of sions and samples literally by the a jovial visit or two from him each
UNIVERSALIST
ON MORE LIFE INSURANCE OR INVEST IN AN AN
summer.
"Paid homage to the ■Lady of the English speech.
thousands each day.
Harbor"
Entertainment of high calibre will
NUITY. EFFECTIVE MONDAY, MARCH 1, 1937, AN IN
Cruise
life
was
more
intense
from
VESTRY
Havana to New York. One just nat be presented daily, including bands, YOUR FA VO RITE POEM
CREASE WILL BE MADE IN OUR PREMIUM RATES
Christmas list supply in some cases) urally knew more people and min orchestras, dancing acts, group acts
ON NEW BUSINESS WRITTEN ON OR AFTER THAT
If I had my life to live again I would
Valentine and
and hobby treasures.
utes just had to be filled up—they and dozens of high grade specialties. have made a rule to read aome poetry
DATE. THE DROP IN THE RATE OF INTEREST OB
I already had an English made were becoming too short. I talked Two great high lights will be the and listen to some music at least once
a week The lose of these tastea la a
Washington Menus
TAINABLE ON NEW INVESTMENTS HAS MADE THIS
sailor doll from H. M. S. Samaria at with everyone who would talk with •baby show and a style show featuring loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
INCREASE NECESSARY. PROMPT ACTION WILL OChome and now I've added a sailor from i me and found out a lot. The crew- men's wear as well as women’s cloth
HOURS: 7 TO 9 P. M.
A CANDLE’S BEAUTY
the M. V. Britannic and a darling man s slant on the Wally Simpson ing and accessories that will dwarf
. CASION CONSIDERABLE SAVING.
beauty of a candle touches me:
pickaninny from Nassau made by case (just like every other English any similar show ever attempted east The
It la so softly gay.
Directed By
So steadfast and so careless of Itself
the same Norah Wellings. They are man's slant I would say—If he only of Portland.
Giving
Its life away.
There will be many free attractions
about eight inches high with real hadn't chosen a twice-divorced
Carrie Williams Fowler
istic velvet dressed bodies and cute woman), the elevator boys and each day, including free motion pic- With waxen body, slender, white and
felt faces.
why they leave school so early. tures, a midway with games of skill Melting as snow or ice.
CARRIE
WILLIAMS
FOWLER
Auspices
INSURANCE
' tJ s • spendthrift with a soul of flame
We settled down naturally
to They don’t. They finish at 14 un and of course the monster beano Offering
a sacrifice.
425 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
TEL. 98
cruise life again that night with less they have a scholarship. Our game in the huge billiard section.
A
little
space
of moments and of hours
yivid expectations of Havana ahead stewardess told of Christmas aboard
Every penny of the proceeds of this In which to shine
and glow—
PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED
! of us. Our entrance to that famous Iship. It wasn't observed among the greatest of great fairs will go toward A candle s beauty touches me. oh more
Than anything I know.
Iharbor the next, afternoon was per- *crew until they reached New York. the equipping of the splendid new
—Anne B. Payne
The eyes of all Maine are on Frank
A. Tirrell of this city, attorney for
the defense in the Reuben 8. Brewer
murder case, who is making a des
perate last ditch fight for his client.
The defense carried its fight in be
half of Reuben S. Brewer, Ocean
Point lobster dealer, convicted of the
murder of his wife, to the Maine Law
Court Thursday as it sought another

WALDO THEATRE

BATTLE OF BISCUITS

R ecent Invasion Of U nion B y K ing Of R ock lan d ’s
Cooks B rin gs C ounter A ttack

A PEEP A T ED N A ’S DIARY

C harm ing G lim pses Of Life On S. S. B ritannic
A s Seen B y R ockland Trippers

SEM I-PRO BASKETBALL

M onday-T uesday S p ecials

C om m unity Building, M onday, F eb. 8

P eter P an B eauty S hoppe

NOT AN INCH TO BE H A D

Every B ooth Sold F or Com m unity Fair— Food

BASKETBALL TONIGHT

C O O K IN G S C H O O L
E X T R A O R D IN A R Y

FEBRU A R Y SPECIAL!

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON

IM PORTANT ANNOUNCEM ENT

E. C. M ORAN CO M PANY, Inc.

CENTRAL MAINE POW ER C O .

Sam ples B y the Ton
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big legion_meeting

D ID N ’T QUIT W ITH O UT STRUGGLE

THREE-TIMES-A-WF.EK

Rejoice in the Lord alway: and
again I say, Rejoice. Phil. 4: 4.

Bath M ak es Lively F igh t To S ave H er Industries
A s A . & K. S eek s To Fold Up

- M - + + + + - n - + + i- i- i- r + + + + + + + + + + 4

♦

| N O TIC IN G

11

KNOX M UST REACH M ARK

Knox County Post9 Will
Entertain the Department C o u n t y j f e j
A big day in the Legion calendar
fox next week is Thursday when an

Evcry-Othcr-Day

R e ]Je f p n n J g j JJ| C o n s id e r a b ly

Short Of M inim um G oal

T H E D & H A N T H R A C IT E

RADIO CONTEST
Is P r o f it a b le A m u s e m e n t

Rockland may well take a
j from Bath's book of civic energy
willingness to fight to retain
.
utilities. A year ago Rockland

leaf pany’s yard where they are loaded, i extremely important meeting of the j Knox County's total in the flood Mr. and Mrs. Frank N ew ton..... 2.00
and iThe use o{ trucks, it is said, would IKnox County Legion group will be relief drive tops $2300 this morning, Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig Setter .... 1.00
!still nearly $700 short of the $3000 Mr. and Mrs. F. A. S w a n .......... 5 00
its i be ^practicable involving added'.
Have any of this paper’s
expense because of the additional.
goal. To County Chairman Stinson Dr. and Mrs. W. F. H art .......... 5.00
readers, gifted with the
and ,
...
...
. . o. ... ..
handling
of
the
product.
Should
the
.
has come an appeal from Washington Mrs. Roxy W hitehouse............. 2.09
noticing faculty, noticed—
neighboring Penobscot ports sat idly present system of switching be interto carry the drive bayond the $3000 Mrs Inez E. Fisher ................... 5.00
by
and
allowed
a
century
old
steamfered
with
company
officials
intimate
mark if possible. Be that as it may, Mr. and Mrs. H. J. P o tte r.......... 2.00
THAT the much practiced Souththe men and women of Knox must Mrs. Alberta Brown ................. 1.00
ern vogue of crossing the track with boat service between Boston and , they will seriously consider removal ;
! not fail to a t least fill the allotted A Friend ..................................... 1.00
the sorely-laden School bus, finding i ^ ain e ports to go painlessly by the , from the city, a catastrophe that f*?w i
Mr. and Mrs. Roy A. Fuller ....... 2.09
itself new outmoded by the Florida i board.
! want to consider is as much as this j
quota.
oils discharging into the roadside , Not one lance was broken in tilting 'would mean a loss in payrolls and ,
Previously scknowledged ... $1,647.56 Miss Ethel R eard o n................... 2.00
Camden Rotary Club ............... 25.09
canal its 32 passengers. 17 of whom i a&ainst ^ e windmill of so called'eventually in taxation.
it drowned, is likely to renew atten- ' Progress that deprived us of one o f ,
. . . .
Nettie A. C la rk .......................... 1.00 Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim Wiley .... 2.00
tion to the established reliability of : our finest local assets and a con- ; Ceramic Feldspar Co. shipped SOCP J
Hattie A. K eatin g ...................... 1.00 Mrs. Katherine Nutter ................ 5.00
the railroad as a vehicle of modern stant source of revenue. We took it tons of spar in 1936. an average f ,
Annie B. Blackington ............. 1.00 Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Greenlaw 2.00
□ut
in
bemoaning
the
fate
that
had
four
cars
a
week,
according
to
;
travel.
Friend, Lake Avenue ................. 5.00 Mr. and Mrs. J. H. H obbs........ 5.00
Our congratulations to Mrs. A. M. Hig
overcome us without a single cOn- Thomas J. Cummings, treasurer and j
A Friend .....
1.00 Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Cleveland 2.00
♦
gins,
I I Cottage street, Rockland, She
THAT there is no more agreeable structive step towards correcting the general manager. Both Mr. CumMary Bird Hudson ................... 1.00 Employes WPA Sewing Project 1.70
has
found
the D. & H. Anthracite Contest
obvious
causes
of
the
decline
o
f
!
mings
and
Charles
Wainford,
the
i
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wm.
Packard
....
2.00
picture
emphasizing
the
busy
Mrs. J. H, Flanagan ................. 2.00
most
profitable.
The lucky winner of a ton
Mrs.
Nathan
Barrett,
Hope
....
10.00
horoughfare of trade, than the j freight business for the lines or rais- vice president, agree th at at the
Mabel Stover ...._........................ 100
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Newhall .... 1.00
of D. & H. Cone-Cleaned Anthracite (mak
comely housewife, bearing in hand ing a legal or financial hand to keep time they reopened the d d CumMiss Millers Sunday School
the well-filled paper sack in whose the white flyers running or subsidize mings Feldspar Co. plant it was
ing her eligible for one of the GRAND
Class ........................................ 1.10 Mr, and Mrs. Ernest H e a th ..... 5 00
awaited contents, marked by an the service if necessary.
without the thought th a t they would
H. E. Keywood ........................ 5.00 Mr. and Mrs. James A. Curtis .. 6.C0
PRIZES). Mrs. Higgins found her time
economy of purchase, the entire fam
Now comes Bath with an even be hampered in their shipments by
jMr. and Mrs. E W. Pike ........ 2.00 D A. Dougherty ........................ LOO
well spent. Enter the contest today!
ily is joyously to share.
more pronounced case of ailing la-ck of electric switching service to
Ethel E. Ferson ........................ 1.00 Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge. .. 10.00
«> «>
utility with its petition by the A.&K. the Maine Central tracks. Mr. Cum- That dynamic Executive Committee- Mr. and Mrs. F. H Wood
1.00
2 00 Mrs. Annie Boynton ........
Nothing to buy! We will gladly supply
THAT your mind following the electric road for abandonment And. mings says it is wholly impracticable
man Leslie B. Dyer
A Friend ..................................... 1.00 Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Thomas 2.00
you
with a free entry blank.
floods down Mississippi way con clipped from the Bath Times comes to think of moving their product by
------------------------------------------------- Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C u rtis....... 2.00 A Friend ....................................... 1.26
fuses the tongue with the ''levees'' part of th at wide-awake city's ag- trucks to the Maine Central yard,
Tunc in the D. & U. Anthracite Radio Program- every
held at Legion hall, this city. Every Miss Mary Harriman t.............. 1.00 Miss Grace A. D ra k e............... 1.00
Sunday 2.00 to 2.30.
whose rightful pronunciation one gressive answer,
1not only because of the additional Legionnaire in the county is person-'
Misses
Frances
and
Elizabeth
and -'l^- John Burns ...... 25.00
finds differing from the winter fes
• • • •
expense caused by extra handling. ally urged to be on hand.
Porter ..................................... 20.00
Helen E and Ernest J ' Burns'
tivities our red shirted firemen used
The petition of the Androscoggin & but because of weather conditions
Friendship ............................. 2.00 Dr and Mrs. A. F. Green ...... 5.00
to celebrate at Farwell & Ames hall, Kennebec Railway Co. for abandon and the likelihood of dirt gettir^
Department big shots will be in Nofth Hayen Qrange ............... 10M Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Pendleton 1.00
with "blue-monge" and mince pie at ment of service on its line between mixed with their product. Without attendance including Department I c a rl Benson .............................. 3.00 Mrs. Helen Hunt ......................... 1.00
the side tables, followed with brisk Lisbon Falls and Bath and the Bath proper switching facilities Mr. Cum
Commander William E. Southard Mrs. Charles A. Studley ......... 1.00 Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Gould .... 2.00
dancing to the blown music by Col. local line which will be heard before mings says it is likely his company
519 MAIN S T .
TEL. 487
Department Adjutant Jam es L. Boyle Mrs. Faith B e rry ........................ 1 00 Mr. and Mrs. A. Harwood. Hope 2.00
Meservey, while Twister Demuth with Lbe public Utilities Commission in will seek another location.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo S tro n g .......... 2.00
Sherman T. Jameson, Friend
Department
Vice
Commander
Her
the support of his inspired fiddle did its offices in the State House at Au
5 00 Miss Alta Pendleton ................. 1.09
Both companies, it was learned,
ship .......................................
the ‘‘caning-off.”
gusta on Feb. 15 at 10 a. m., may. plan to appear before the city coun bert B. Oliver and th a t dynamic Friend ...................... _................. 100 Mr. and Mrs. Clayton McCobb 2.00
•$>
.......................................... j 03 Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Mayhew 2.00
if granted, affect two Bath indus cil and ask for the city’s co-opera Department Executive CommitteeTHAT the one-time predicted dis
10 00 Miss Olive A. Coates ............
tries to such an extent that they tion in solving the perplexing situa ' m an Leslie B. Dyer. Supper will be Dorcas club ...........
2.00
appearance of the cross-word puzzle
TO BE NO EVICTIONS
‘ SOUND" FOR MORSE
served at 6 30 by the Auxiliary at a
Douglas B rin g s Z Z . ’.’’ 5 00
may go elsewhere, it was learned tion that now confronts them.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Bert
M
illay.....
-...
1.09
has long since yielded to a steady in
• • • •
very modest fee. Officers and mem- jgr and Mrs j obn p Om eroy
1.00 Mrs. J. L. Tewksbury ............... 1.00
Wednesday. These are the Bath Box
crease in the ranks of its votaries, a
From the petition th a t the Andro- bers of every Legion Post in the pj.ances ch atto
2 00 Mr. and Mrs. |J. H. S m y th ........ 5.00 “ Usual Methods” To Pre Bath s New High School
Co. which employs approximately
goodly section of whom find the
100 at its plant in Bath and 25 more sooggin & Kennebec Railway Co. county will find it to their advantage Ruth Mayhew Tent, No 14
vail, Says the H. O. L. C.
Miss Dorothy Walsh ................. 1.99
Equipped With Modern
columns of The Courier-Gazette
in each of seven portable mills in has filed with the Public Utilities Ito be at that supper table at 6.30 Daughters Union Veterans
5.00
Elihu
Larrabee
..........................
1.00
Manager
among the satisfactory purveyors of the outlying districts, and Ceramic Commission and upon which hearing | next Thursday night
Movies
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Sleeper. So.
Mrs. Ivie L. Bennett, H o p e .... 1.00
that form of intellectual entertain
Feldspar Co., which employs 15 men I® 1° be Riven, the company states in
------Thomaston .............................. 5.00 Mr. and Mrs. H Montgomery 2.00
Financial distress has brougnt many Morse High School of Bath is be
ment.
at the local plant and 40 at the paragraph 4 'T h e S tate highway Q Q E S TO WASHINGTON Mrs E. Ross ............................. 1.00 L. F. B___ ________________ 1.00 Knox County men and women into
«> *
Friend ......................... ............... 1 00 Miss Angie Drinkwater ............ 2.00 the unhappy position of being un ing equipped for sound moving pic
THAT the instant response to the mines. Both companies depend upon . leading from Brunswick to Bath is
the
A.
&
K
St.
R
y
,
to
switch
now
in
process
of
relocation
and
reJ
Joshua
N.
Southard
A
X
/ill
Mr. and Mrs. Cargill ................. 2.00 Miss Mary McIver ..............
1.00 able to meet their payments to the tures, thus joining South Portland
Macedonian call out of the rain-beTenant's Harbor Sunday School 5.09 Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Gross ...... 1.09 Home Owners Loan Corporation. As and Rockland High Schools which al
lcaguedWest brings to mind a similar freight cars to and from the Maine construction, which will require imLead Fight,For Better Har
cry of many years ago. when in the Central tracks. Both companies will mediate changes in the location,
Ernest Rawley. Tenant's Harbor 1.00 Arey-Heal Post Auxiliary ...... 5.00 a result they have seen foreclosure ready have this modem device widely
bor Depth
briefest possible time the citizens of be represented at the meeting of the grade and character of approximateMr. and Mrs. Philip Seekins .... 1.09 Mrs. Annabel Hodgman .......... 5.00 notices appear and the result has hailed for its educational possibili
Miss Ella Pendleton ................. 1.00 been a natural fear of eviction.
Rockland brought out and forwarded city council tonight when efforts will 7 two miles of the company's road
Storer-Collins
Post. Auxiliary.
ties.
Rockland's vigorous action in com
to their friends in California a thou- be made to seek co-operation from bed and equipment between Cook's
Union ...................................... 10 00 Mrs. Mary A. Fogler ................. 2.00
Reassuring is the word from head
bating the adverse report of the
A recent demonstration by the Vic
the
city
council
in
solving
a
problem
Corner
and
Bath
at
great
cost
and
Donald W. Fogg ........................ 5.00 Mrs. Martha Clark ................... 1.00 quarters which says “Foreclosure pro
sand-dollar check.
| that will be both satisfactory to the | without any benefit to the company.'' I government engineers in the matter Georgia A. Harkness ................. 2.00 Mr and Mrs. Elmer Young .... 2.00 ceedings on Maine homes by the tor Talking Machine Co. showed how
THAT with Captain George Snow a .&K., and to the industries involved.
And in paragraph 6 the company ' of dredging the harbor has brought Aldana F. Bicknell ................. 2.00 Mr and Mrs. Chas. G ratrix .... 1.00 Home Owners Loan Corporation has the sound movies might be used for
one of the foremost upon the pilot I
. . . .
says, “The revenues of said line be- results in that a hearing is to be held Carrie E Brainerd .................. 5.09 ' Mr. and Mrs. Merton Johnson 2.00 resulted in 'some' evictions," accord
educational purposes, and also gave
lists. and lately joined by Stanley
Bath Box Co. which over a period tween Lisbon Falls and Bath includJ . B. Paulsen ............................ 1.00 Mrs. Olive Pease and Mrs. Luing to Manager Basil A. Ames.
in Washington Feb. 16.
two plans, by which the machine
Boynton. quickly running into high- of 15 years, has had an average ing said local lines in Bath, are lnella Tuttle ............................. 5.00
Post Office employes ................. 30.09
Ames said he had not perused could meh purchased. One would ba
The
champion
of
the
better
harbor
class rank, the name of Rockland ■yearly pay roll of $83,000. plus $3500 sufficient to pay the costs of operatClaremont Commandery, K T. 25.91 Mr. and Mrs. H. Leadbetter .... 2.09 charges by Representative Ralph O.
by ontribution of pupils who would
certainly has achieved distinction weekly for seven portable mills where ing the same and to provide for the facilities has been the Rockland Mr and
o i iman seabury
2.00 Mr. and Mrs. Finlay Calder and
Brewster in Washington, th a t the give a voluntary assessment of ten
upon the rolls of Pan American Air- 25 men are employed, has had 8129 expenditures referred to in paragraph Chamber of Commerce and in order sunshine Society. Friendship ....
5 00
family __ ____ ....___ ......___ 3.00 corporation followed “most unusual"
cents monthly. The other plan would
ways and needing only the taking cu cars switched between its plant and 4 of this petition; and the revenues -q carry through its fight to a sue- Mrs. Maurice Simmons, FriendMrs. Helen Martin .................. 2.09 procedure in Maine in starting “court
be by putting on entertaining pic
of Capt. Bill Wincapaw to mak» it , the Maine Central tracks, wholly by of any part thereof which will not cessful conc]usion that organization
s h ip ...............
103 Mr. and Mrs. Alton P. French 2.00 procedure to eject people from pos
tures and charging admission, after
unanimous.
, a switcher of the A.&K. or an aver- involve the company in said expend!' .
Mrs. Calvin B
Simmons,
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Hughes 10.00 session and throw them, literally, out school hours.
<s>
age of 540 cars per year, during which tures would be wholly inadequate'to has ' oted w ®*n
05 ua
u
Friendship ............................ 1.00 A Friend .........................
1.09 into the snow and cold."
When built. Morse High School was
THAT if the Administration in , jt has p aid the Androscoggin & Ken- pay the out of-pocket operating cost." ard
Washington to lead the fight Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R....... 5.00 Mrs. Georgia Hobbs ............... 2.00
Ames said the corporation fol provided with a booth for the use ol
place of burning its fingers with the nebec Railray Co., $60,450.
The company asks for permission in the committee hearing.
2.00
E. L. Graves. West Rockport ....
Mr. and Mrs. Leon C rockett..... 5.00 lowed "usual methods'' adopted by
pictures, but it has never yet been
Supreme Court should launch upon
The company has depended upon 10 abandon the operation of its lines
This is a wise choice in that Mr. Mr. and Mrs. George T. Stewart 2.00 M r. and Mrs. Charles E. King .. 3.00
local institutions, and so far as he
used. While in Bath the sound en
an over-deafened society a piece
the a &K. rails to move its products on April 1 and to dismantle and sell 1Southard has long been an earnest Huntley-Hill Auxiliary, 2499.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie B a ll.......... 1.00 knew there had been no forcible
legislation adequate to checking that over the steam ranrOad. The freight |such property as shall no longer be advocate of better harbor facilities
V.F.W....................................
5.00 Mr. and Mrs. Jay M oody.......... 1.90 evictions. The corporation, he said, gineer of the company made calcula
public crime of rear horn blowing 1cars are sbunted direct to the com- , used or useful in its service.
and is thoroughly familiar with all Mr. and Mrs. M. M. G riffin..... 5.00 Miss Mary Taylor ................... 1.00 had no discretion In the m atter oi tions relative to correcting the acous
from a waiting row of cars, it would
tic properties of the high school au 
angles of the present controversy. He Miss Hughes' room. Junior High
Miss Eva Rideout ..................... 1.00 procedure.
find its name written deep in the
1.19 Mr. and Mrs. Carlton P. Wood 2.00 Brewster declared that "not even ditorium, and with the installation
School ________________
MAINE SAYS “W H O A ” levy as a threat to their own highheart of a discriminating posterity.
5.09 Mr. and Mrs. Geo. T. Kitching 2.00 the worst loan shark has ever re of Gi(r sound mode equipment, the
Ralph Ulmer Camp, US.W.V.
[way financing programs. Many of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wall ........ 2.00 Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Thomas 1.00 sorted to such a process as is now corrections will be made. This pro
THAT a detail not without its e'e- Asks Federal Government 1them have floated highway bond la
No
Name .................................... 1.00 Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnson 1.00 being practiced" in this S tate by the posed installation is identical with
ment of surprise to the winter visitor. |
To St
T axi
Her A uto ’
eXpectation <hat 5tate
ic A in g 1 i t i n u i u M oline tax revenues would provide
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Johnson .. 5.00 Beatrice and Lucy Johnson.... 1.00 corporation in the matter of fort that in thl- local High School.
is the filled column of the Florida
Friend .........................
1.00 Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Burrill .... 1.00 closures.
Drivers
, the finances wherewith to meet paynewspapers urging upon their read
Miss Josephine Thorndike ...... 1.09 Mrs. Annie M. P h illip s............. 1 09
------|
ments
of
principal
and
interest.
In
TO LICENSE ALL SHOPS
ers the visits of numerous preventives ,
Two Friends ............................... 2.09 Mr. and Mrs. A. A. B a rn e s.... 2.09
Withdrawal of the federal govern- many cases state gasoline tax revof colds, the one disease which the
HEBRON TAKES US
Local barbers and their patrons
Stonington Furniture Co........... 5.09 Mrs. Sarah Barnes ................... 2.00
untaught visitor from the North had ment from the field of gasoline taxa- enues are pledged as security, and
No Name ................................... 2.09 Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Wood .. 10.00
will be interested in a bill presented
tion
by
repealing
the
duplicating
‘be
action
of
the
federal
government
believed his investments in railroad
Rockland Hockey Team On to the Legislature yesterday spon
Alice Erskine ............................. 5.00 Misses Harriet and Josephine
tickets and hotel rooms should, ren federal gasoline tax of lc per gallon !in lakin8 out of the state 50 much
W W. Gregory and family .... 5.09
.
,
.
.
.
money
in
the
way
of
federal
gasoline
the Short End |bf 3 To 0 sored by Senator Arthur G. Spear of
Young ....
2.00
der mugatory.
has been asked by Maine and several 1
, ,
.
.. .
B ritt H om e................................. 5.0i Mrs. Christine Hansen ............. 5.00
1
taxes
is
regarded
as
jeopardizing
the
♦ «>
Score
Portland who is well known in this
other states through thte general as
states' highway financing.
Mrs. Ella F. Hart ........
1.90 Anonymous .........................
THAT if apologetic allusions to
2.09
city.
sembly of the Council of State
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Trecartin .. 5.09 Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Fitzgerald .... 2.00
It is estimated th at in 1936 the
Rockland High School’s hockey
eating and places set apart to that
Governments
The bill will provide for physical
federal gasoline tax took $190.000 000
Ida T. Libbey, Warren ............ 5.00 Maurice Fitzgerald ................... 1.00 outfit was defeated by the crack
human weakness seem to overshadow
All states were represented at the
from the states, in addition to a
Dr. and Mrs. B. E. F landers.... 5.00 Mr. and Mrs. George Higgins .... 2 00 Hebron team Thursday by a 3-0 examination and licensing of barbers,
the vacationist letters home, their
, ,, reader
a
•„ bear in minri
meeting
and for inspection and supervision of
Agnes Sherman ........................
59 Milford Payson ........................ 1.09 margin
federal lubricating oil tax of around
friendly
will
mind recent_ Council
_
...
. .at Washing
. .
ton. D. C„ at which this resolution
0 Rockland sanitary features of barber shops, its
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. McCurdy .... 2 00 Mr. and Mrs. Bert Fletcher .... 1.00 Hebron 3
$30 000.000 plus other motor taxes
th a t this is a chief problem the j
was adopted:
Mr. and Mrs Eldrean Orff ... 209 Dr. and Mrs M. B. Long .......... 3.00 Cottrell, rw .................. lw. Billings sponsors said, and will establish only
visitor has to encounter a rd ever
running into millions of dollars. On
"Resolved: The original temporary
M E. Church Guild, Washing
the average the federal levy increases
which are shed the bitter tears of
Mrs. Frank Bowers ................... 2.00 Anderson, lw ................ rw. Harden such fees as may be necessary to pay
emergency nature of the federal
ton ........................................... 5.00 Mr and Mrs. Geo. W. Conant 5.90 Field, c ........................... c, Marriner for administration of the measure if
disappointment.
the motorist's gasoline tax bill by 25
gasoline tax. improving yields from
E. W. G ro ss................................. 1 00 A Friend .................................... 1.00 Irving, r d ........................... id, Dorgan it should be enacted.
percent.
THAT listed among the chief federal levies, the vital importance
H arriet Buker ............................ 1.00 Harold Corthell ........................ 1.00 Treat, id ........................... rd, Childs
It was believed the fee woujd be
nuisance of vacation time is the of gasoline state revenue sources, and
For Sunday Dinner desert, try a Joshua N. Southard who goes forth E. H. Mosher ............................. 1.00 Mr. and Mrs. Harry Thurlow 1.00 Wertheim, g ........................ g, cross approximately two dollars for the
cocktail party met in the room adja the essential role of gasoline as a Cherry Nut Roll, covered with maca
Mr. and Mrs Manfred Humph
Hebron spares—C. Hardy, Glover, barber license and a similar sum for
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Thurlow .... 1.00
to war for a better harbor
cent and engaged in the loud and commodity utilized in transportation roon crumbs; four large servings 35c
rey. Tenant’s Harbor ............ 4.0C Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Grinnell .. 2.00 Maher, Gifford, Bonzani, Cleveland the shop license.
silly manifestation of what has been and communication, prompt th" Your nearby Fro-Joy dealer has them. Is commodore of the Rockland Yacht Mr. and Mrs. Fred P.Colson ..
2.00 A Friend .................................... 1.00 Rockland spares—Johnson, Hanley,
Senator Spear said a similar meas
Third Assembly of the Council of They are delicious.—adv.
alluded to as the Better Life.
ure was defeated by the 86th Legis
Club and has an additional incentive Miss Flora P. Colson ............ 100 Mr. and Mrs. Rollo M. Gardner 1.00 Stewart.
State Governments to request and
First Period
lature, four years ago but th at the
thereby through his personal pride Walter G. Upham .................... 1 00 Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Wiley .. 5.00
THAT one of the satisfactions of urge that the Congress of the United
in the Yacht Club and Rockland's Earl H. Barter and family ...... 100 Mr. and Mrs. Karl Leighton .... 2.00 1—Glover (Bonzani* ................. 5.00 present bill has the approval of bar
the Florida visit consists in the case States relinquish this recognized field
A Friend .................................... 100 Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Libby and
Second Period
bers’ associations and medical and
beautiful new Public Landing Park.
with which you enter into talk with of state taxation at the termyiation
Thomaston
Mrs. Mabel Burrage ............. 3.00 2—Anderson (unassisted) .......... 3.00 public health authorities.
The hearing will be held at 11.15
the tourist out of any distant part of of the current fiscal year, or as soon
Mrs. J. F. Norwood ................... 1.00 3—-Bonzani (unassisted) .......... 15.20 Senator Wiley said the bill could
on Feb. 16 and Mr Southard has al Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Demthe worlds four corners, finding in thereafter as possible."
mons ...................................... 5.00 Mr. and Mrs. Neil Magee ........ 1.00
Third Period
properly be introduced in the
ready been assured of the active sup
him always the regular feller, bearing
Maine was represented by Senator
No score
1-W I Three Friends ........................... 15.00
Senate because the fees involved
port of Senator W hite and Represen Mary Tazik
an intelligent and well applied line Clinton T. Goudy of South Portland
Referee, Priestley. Time of periods, were not for revenue purposes of the
tative Clyde Smith. If the decision Fourth Orade ............................ 1.00 Dr L. W. H art .......................... 5.00
MB.
i
l
k
l
of conversation.
Prior to the adoption of the resolu
slate.
is upset Rockland harbor will have W alter Henry ........................... 1.00 Mr. and Mrs. T. J. F re n c h ...... 10.00 three 20's.
$> <s>
tion, the legislatures of nearly onegreatly improved facilities at the im Arthur Henry ........................... 1.00 Mr. and Mrs. Nino Sparta ........ 1 00
T H A T the reader's particular fed
1.00 Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Barrett,
half the states including Maine had
portant Public Landing area and also Frederick Henry ....................
wanting which no . man's
. . . life
. . finds. memorialized Congress for repeal of the
Eighth
Grade
...........................
2.00
Hope ........................................ 1.00
at the coal privileges in Lermond's
Happy-go-lucky Club ............. 1.50
Cove.
Sanitary
reasons
also
make
it
to bringing into the light once more
Camden
pected that additional legislatures!
Total ................................. $2.34821
T H E Y A R E PO PU L A R
imperative that Lermond's Cove be
those much dispersed "private mugs"
Mrs. Daisy N orris......................
.59
Iwill take similar action this year.
dredged
for
there
empties
the
city's
G U M -D IP P E D T IR E S
which back in our city’s easier years
W E M A D E 125 L A ST YEAR
Rev. Wm. Berger ...................... 100
main sewer.
marked with the names of the c!tl
„
Lend-a-Hand Club .................. 2.00
ra
.
j
n,ith ,h 3- taxation of gasoline since the tax
zens of
and graced
withto tha.
0 in 1932 viewing the
RESULTS A R E G U A R A N TEED
note
of repute
Ownership,
unparted
the ^rst was levied
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar B. Annis .. 5.09
A R ISTO TLE W A S R IG H T
Mr. and Mrs. J. Crosby Hobbs 2.09
S
tonsorial of those now far-oll P<»‘ey as a federal invasion of an
Seed Sown H ere
We loan you $1000.00. You pay us $10.00 per month for 139
“Taxation," said Aristotle, “is the Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Taylor 1.00
happy days » special form of dis- exclusive state tax field.
months and the loan is rancelled. You have paid us back $1000.00,
a rt of plucking from the goose the Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Maynard .... 1.00
S o n which its promoters of the
The -states first taxed gasoline in
the amount of the loan, and $390.00 for interest. Net cost of loan
Falls In Fertile
largest amount of feathers with the Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Crosby...... 2.00
nresent tim e would gladly see re°n the theory that those wh0
$2.81
per month, and the result will be in the same proportion on
present tim e w
a
r
highways shou]d contribute
least amount of squawk." The aver Mr. and Mrs. J. Hale Hodgman 3.09
AUTO SUPPIY & SERVICE STORES
tu rn e d to
to thelr CQSt AU state gaso]ine tax
age person who thinks of his own Mrs Henry E. Woster ............. 5.00
any loan up to $5000.00, which is ojir limit. Isn't this worth look
Soil, Insuring a
I CO
ing into?
’
taxes in terms only of the direct as Mrs. Ada R. Dyer ..................
THAT the urged law dealing with revenues were allocated to highway
sessments he pays would be surprised Miss Louise Dyer .................... 1.00
cosmetics b rings national worry to financing. The federal government
WINTER STREET,
TEL, 889 to know that he actually works more Allen Dyer ............................... 1.09
Bountiful Harvest
ROCKLAND L O A N & BUILDING A S S ’N
the h eart feminine, lest the growing however, levied the tax in an emer
than two months out of the year to Miss Mary L. Codman ............. 2.00
gency,
with
revenues
going
to
general
emphasis of th e reddened Up get ^in
18 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
funds and not earmarked for ro ad . Listen to the Voice ol Firestone, Monday pay taxes—most of which are hidden Camden-Rockport Lions Club 25.00
—W O F.
terfered with.
ironings, over N.B.C. — Hod Network
lOStf
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. P. K elley..... 5.09
in the cost of things he buys.
The
states
also
view
the
federal
Miami, Feb. 2.

M. B. & C. 0 . PERRY

QUICK STOP?
GIVE THAT EXTRA
MARGIN OF SAFETY
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TA LK OF THE TOW N
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Feb. 8 — Union — Senior class play.
"Diamonds" at the Town hall.
Feb. 10—Ash Wednesday.
Feb 10—Rockport—Open meeting of
Carden Club at Helstad home
Feb. 11—Thomaston — Parent-Teacher
Association meeting at High School.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 13 — Second-team basketball
tournam ent at Thomaston High School
Gym.
Feb. 15 — Knox County Christian
Endeavor union rally a t Littlefield
Memorial Church.
Feb. IB—Junior class play "Skidding.”
Feb. 18-19—Rockland High School's
annual Klppy Karnlvol.
Feb. 19—Educational Club meets at
Grand Army hall.
Feb 20-22 — Second annual winter
carnival of Camden Outing Club.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22-27—Community Food Fair In
the new auditorium.
Feb 26—Camden—Annual Firemen's
Ball a t Opera House.
Feb 26—Annual ball of Camden Fire
Department.
Feb. 27-28—Union — Winter Carnival,
sponsored by Air Line 4-H Club.
March 4—Annual "guest day” of
Methebesec Club.
March 28—Easter.
April 13—State Fire Chiefs' Convention
a t Community Building.

Page Three

COMMUNITY

F A IR

FEBRUARY 22 to 27
E D U C A T IO N A L - ENTERTAINING - FU N - W ORTHW H ILE
The Entire W eek—Afternoon and Evening

Is Chock Full of Special Features, Such As

F O O D E X H IB IT S A N D F O O D S A M P L IN G

E N T E R T A IN M E N T A fte r n o o n a n d E v en in g

Hundreds of Samples Given Aw ay Daily and Many Other Special Exhibits and Demonstrations

Free M oving Pictures Afternoon and Evening

H u n d r e d s o f G R A B S to b e S old a t 5 c E ach

B E A N O an d O th e r G a m e s o f Skill

Many of Them Worth Considerably More

B A B Y SH O W

P A T A G O N IA N A U C T IO N
And a Great Many More Extra Special Features

V A L U A B L E P R IZ E

G U E S S IN G G A M E S

Awarded to Lucky Ticket Holder Each Night Valued A t Better Than $ 1 5 .0 0
Exhibitors A lso Awarding Special Prizes

S E A S O N T IC K E T SA L E S T A R T S F E B R U A R Y 1 0 - T H E S E T IC K E T S A R E O N L Y $ 1 .0 0

WEATHER

E n t itle t h e B e a r e r s t o A ll 1 1 P e r f o r m a n c e s a n d a C h a n c e t o W in t h e P r iz e . T ic k e t s a r e T r a n s f e r a b le . B u y Y o u r T i c k e t a n d
Old Man Winter continues to pull
B e R e a d y f o r a G o o d T i m e , C a r r y A w a y t h e S a m p le s , T a s t e t h e F o o d s , W i n t h e P r iz e s , a n d H e lp U s G e t O u r N e w C o m m u n i
his punches. Here it is Feb. 6 and
the family snow shovel has yet to
t y B u ild in g E q u ip p e d a s S o o n a s P o s s ib le . T h e S o o n e r W e G e t It E q u ip p e d t h e G r e a t e r V a l u e t h e B u ild in g W ill B e t o O u r
function and the city snow plows
have not left their moorings. This
C o m m u n it y . E v e r y C e n t G o e s t o t h e B u ild in g E q u ip m e n t F u n d . S in g le A d m is s io n 2 5 C e n t s
mornings temperature hovers around
the freezing point and Rideout
promises warmer weather for tomor
row with precipitation, though he
The “grab" committee of Com
County Attorney Burrows is one of
wisely refrains from saying whether
I t is an interesting fact that today
it will be rain or snow. Still bare Maine has only 84 miles of unsur munity Fair asks all merchants to the latest victims of the epidemic
PUBLIC LECTURE
and is confined to his Summer streetground though skating is reported faced road in a total of 4870 miles of bear them in mind.
w Ihome.
rural State road. It must be admit
excellent every place.
The same old furniture store where your father and mother
ted however that there are 1709 miles
COFFEE PARTY POSTPONED
purchased their furniture since 1904. before you were bom. They are
The
Lions
next
Wednesday
noon
George Young has returned to his with low type surface.
Unbiased truth about Russia,
still with us. why not you? Every new sale means another cus
will hear Dr Rupert L. Stratton
S E R M O N E TT E
St. Johnsbury Vt. home after a brief
based on the personal experi
St. Bernard's Annual Coffee
tomer. They cannot forget our all-time low prices. We are always
tell
the
inside
story
of
his
recent
The
annual
crusade
against
the
ences and observations of the
rrady to trade new for old. also pay rash for any article you wish
visit with Leslie Somers, Berkeley
Party which was to have been
lecturer.
Mystic, Ministers and Message
tour of Europe and England during
to dispose of. Always at your service.
brown tail moth is in full swing with
street.
held in Community Building.
PROF. MARION J. BRADSHAW
the hectic abdication period.
keen eyed and agile footed workmen
William Gayley Simpson, a
of Bangor, who spent all last
Feb. 9. has been postponed until
abroad
with
their
ropes
and
long
nystic,
talked
to
the
ministers
of
summer In Russia and Finland.
A meeting of the executive commit
j
Last
night's
basketball
games
bej
after Easter. The change in
Illustrated with
?reater Portland early this winter
tee of the food fair is called for 4 snipper poles in search of the highly
TELEPHONE 1151
ROCKLAND
283 MAIN STREET
j tween the boys and girls term; of j
COLORED VIEWS OF
at the Minister Union.
plans was made in the interests
p. m. Monday afternoon, at the undesirable nests
7Stf
j Rockland and Camden High Schools j
RUSSIA AND FINLAND
» —■
Listen to what this mystic said
of public health, due to the ex
Chamber of Commerce Rooms.
taken
personally
bv
Prof
Bradshaw
were cancelled because of illness
Statistics from the Federal Gov
to our ministers; "I want people
treme prevalence of semi-conat the
among the players.
WILLIAM WHITE CASE
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
ernment show th a t 35,695 persons
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
to have a God whom they know.
tagious illness.
J
Mrs. Josephine Perry has been
SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 7
died last year in automobile acci
who
knows
what
Jesus
back
in
transferred from the bookkeeping'
Dr. Rupert L. Stratton will shortly
7.30 P. M.
“Spirit" is the subject of th e Les- j Rockland lost a well known citidents. 67 perished in airplane crashes
department of McLoon Sales A- Serv
find himself classed as the “Great Palestine meant, when he said,
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
and not one single passenger was
BORN
son-Sermon
which will be read in zen an(j ^ jo n of one Of its finest
I
and
my
father
are
one.'
We
Colleetion
taken
to
detray
expenses
ice to a like department of A. C.
American traveller" because he has
killed on the sea. Lo the poor "Bel SIMONTON—At Rockport. Jan. 27, to
rear
all
kinds
of
ideas
about
God
16*
all
churches
of Christ. Scientist, on j 0)d families in the death of William
McLoon <fc Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard A. Simonton, a three speaking dates within the week
fast.''
son, Howard Arthur.
on his recent trip to Europe-England. and today we are practically a
Sunday. February 7. 1937.
White Case who died at his Main
TORREY—At South Thomaston. Jan. 30.
country of atheists. In the pews The church school with ^classes for t The Golden Text is: "We all, with
William Richards, janitor at the i n takes more than three cracked
to Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Torrey. Jr., a Scotland and Fiance. At yesterday s
street apartm ent yesterday. Private
daughter. Carole Frances.
men, women, boys and girts will meet open face beholding as in a glass the
Rotary session he delighted fellow ire atheists, and in the pulpits are
High School, is ill. Ralph Doherty ribs to disturb the good natured
funeral services will be held there
atheists.”
at noon. The Endeavorer's Inspira glory of the Lord, are changed into
members with his naive yarn and
is wielding the clinker bar at Pur equanimity of Mrs Mary Flanagan,
tomorrow at 2 p. m. Rev. Corwin II.
He
urged
a
closer,
more
intimate
tion
Hour
will
open
at
6
o'clock
with
DIED
the
same
image
from
glory
to
glory,
has further engagements Monday
chase street during the illness of but, as she puts it, "It's no fun "
Olds officiating. Friends have been
fellowship
with
deity.
"Except
a
Mrs. Evelyn McKusic and Margaret even as by the Spirit of the Lord" (2
Janitor Ernest Jones.
Mrs. Flanagan sustained the painful BOYNTON—At Rockland. Feb. 5. Ida V . and Wednesday with Kiwanls and
asked to omit flowers. Deceased was
man has an experience he lias no Rogers as the leaders, he people's Cor. 3: 18).
widow of Warren C. Boynton, aged 65 Lions Clubs. There w«."» no visiting
though not serious injury in a fall
years. 11 months. 13 days.
born in this city Oct. 11. 1860 son
God. We need and have a God
evening service will open at 7 15 with I Among the citations from the
lothrop —At Rockland. Feb. 3. Thomas Rotarians and no guests at yesterNever before has the Valentine at her home.
of John S. and Lucy White Case and
by whom we can live. A personal
A. Lothrop. aged
years. 10 months. (rtav.s mPPtinsr
Bible
is
the
following;
"To
whom
the prelude and big sing, assisted by
season produced such an array of
10 days. Funeral
Funera today at 2 o'clock IQa* s m e e u n 8relationship and experience of God the organ piano and choir. Mr. i then will ye liken me, or shall I be Rockland had always remained his
Kitchen utensils are highly neces- j from Burpee's parlors.
these large red heart shaped boxes
which each man wants even if MacDonalJ will speak on the subject: | equal? saith the Holy One. Lift up home.
—At Rockland. Feb 5. Levi Mank.
of candy. These heart boxes were al sary for the lodge at Camden's Snow mank
Funeral Tuesday a t 2 o'clock Irom I
NOT YET DECIDED
eold
and hungry. Hunger is a ter "The First Tiling Needed." The your eyes on high, and behold who He was associated with various lo
ways popular but this year are as Bowl and in order to provide these [ Burpee s parlors.
rible
experience but even in this happy prayer and praise meeting will hath created these things, th a t bring- cal enterprises and institutions in
n le n tifu l as cases of eriDDe
i a bridge party is to be given start- , LEWIS—At Monhegan. Feb 4, R o s e tta
pientliui as cases oi grippe.
j
i n
. .. I H . wldow ot Robert Lewis, aged 101
Great interest continues to be
machine
age such an experience
eth out their host by number: he many capacities, taking special in
be held on Tuesday night at 7.15.
_____
j
at 2 p. m. next Tuesday at the
years. 2 months. 1 day. Funeral today
manifested in the matter of the |
with God is possible."
calleth them all by names by the terest in the Rockland National
• ■• •
vto ir,P
» total of tfl i as R77 no lodge at Hosmer's Pond. Mrs. C. H.
at 2:30 from Monhegan Church.
eoming cf the new garment inBank, the Georges Valley Railroad,
Maine paid a total of $8,136,677.09 I *
LERMOND-At Thomaston. Jan. 31. Mrs
Whether this man is called a
At the Universalist Church S u n  greatness of his might, for th a t he the Rockland Steam Mill and several
to th e Internal Revenue Bureau in Jameson and Mrs- Walter Rich will
Mary p Lermond.
dustrv to Rockland. Chamber j mystic or whatever; this God is
is strong in power; not one faileth"
day morning Dr. Lowe will give the
1936. The State also paid $2879 in be in char8eLlBBY-iAt_WarrenL Feb. 3. Sylvia Ring,
of Commerce eommittres were In
lime producing ventures.
iIsaiah 40: 25, 26i.
wife of Charles Libby, aged 75 years.
the one Jesus revealed to man.
fourth
in
Ills
series
of
sermons
on
the
constant session yesterday with
agricultural adjustment taxes and
1 month. 17 days. Funeral today at 2
Where cross the crowded ways of life,
The Lesson-Sermon also includes The particular personal interest
John R. Durrell. sub-master and
o'clock
from
Warren
Baptist
Church.
"Fruits of Religion" as he sees them
where sound the cries of race
Morris Goldfarb of the company,
$3,323,427 in miscellaneous internal
the following passage from the of Mr. Case was vested in the Rockhead of the science department at DURAND—At Brooklyn, N. Y . Feb. 2.
and clan.
after 35 years in the ministry. He
arriving to satisfactory financial
revenue taxes.
Evelyn S.. wife of Edward Durand,
Above the noise of selfish strife, we
Christian Science Textbook, "Science Jland Lodge of Elks. He was a
Rockland High School, is secretary of
aged 65 years. 8 months. 10 days
will touch upon the most notable and Health with Key to the Scrip- ’charter member of the organization
hear Thy voice O Son of Man.
and labor agreements, but strik
Funeral Sunday a t 2 o'clock from
O Master from the m ountain side,
I the science division for the National
ing an impasse on the matter I
Friendship Methodist Church. |Correc
make haste to heal these hearts event of his generation, the birth of tures" by Mary Baker Eddy: “Spirit and largely instrumental in acquiring
Knox Lodge. IO.OF. will have a | Educational Association for the State
tion)
of pain.
of a factory Definite decision |
the new Protestantism.
Church being God. there is but one Spirit. the clubs fine home at the corner
rehearsal on the third degree Mon of Maine, and is named a delegate to CRUTE—At Cushing, Feb. 6. Mary L.
Among theae restless throngs abide.
School
sessions
convenes
at
9
30
a. m. for there can be but one infinite and of Main and Granite streets. He was
must
be
made
Monday.
MeanO
tread
the
cltys
streets
again
widow
of
Thomas
E.
Crute.
aged
88
day night. All members taking part the National convention, which is to
years. 6 months. 3 days. Funeral Mon
time a moderate sized shoe fae- j Till sons of men shall learn Thy love and following the morning service, therefore one God. He is all-inclusive one of
in this degree are particularly asked be held in Detroit, Mich., this year.
■flrst exalted rulers and
and
follow
where
Thy
feet
have
day a t 2 o'clock from residence. In 
,
Mrs. Glover's Class meets at her and is reflected by all tiiat is real and was active in its affairs for m any
| tory is an assured thing.
term ent In Norton cemetery.
trod:
to be present as it is going-to be
TUI glories from Thy Heaven above
CASE—At Rockland. Feb. 5. William
residence and Dr. Lowe’s class In the eternal and by nothing else. He fills years. Mr. Case was also a member
shall come the city of our God.
worked in another lodge.
A well known Camden strept resi
White Case, aged 77 years. 4 months,
—F. Mason North
church parlor. Alpha Omega Society all space, and it is Impossible to con- of Rockland Lodge, F.&A.M., King
6 days. Funeral Sunday a t 2 o'clock
The to-be-expected splendid record
dent stepped on the starter of her
from his Main street apartment. Please
Let
us
heed
the
mystic's
mesfor young people in the vestry at ceive of such omnipresence and Solomon's Temple Chapter and
Dr. Rupert Stratton will be the sedan Thursday afternoon expectin?
of carrier service has been chalked
omit flowers.
speaker at Kiwanis Club Monday as a result the whirr of the starting
up during this past sickness-filled e, none need walk life's dark 7.00 p. m. Dr. Lowe will give a talk individuality except as Infinite Spirit Claremont Commandery, Knights
on the Henry Ford Wayside Inn illus or Mind. Hence all is Spirit and Templar.
IN MEMORIAM
night to be held at the Salvation motor and the pleasant drone of six
weeks. Several of the boys have est paths alone.
In memory of Senja Hill, who died
trated with pictures. Refreshments. spiritual." (Pages 334 : 31-32, 331:
William A. Holman
Army hall. His talk will cover his cylinders working. Instead she heard Feb. 8. 1927.
been ill but deliveries have ticked
a • • •
20-25),
To Raymond D. Bowden, long tint'’
recent travels in Europe. Kiwanians the drone of the diapnone and the Deep in our hearts lies a picture,
along just the same though some
"The
Attitude
Of Today's Church
Of a loved one laid to rest:
"National
Deliverers"
will
be
the
teacher
of history in Rockland High
in charge of the supper are Robert six cylinders she listened to were In memory's frame we keep It.
nights it has been well into the eve
Toward Other Churches And Insti- j
ABRAHAM LEVY
School, comes the appointment of
McCarty, Pearl Studley, Alfred those of Engine 2. screaming up to For you were one of the best.
ning befote the doubled up routes sermon topic by Rev. Charles A.
Our lips cannot speak how we miss you.
tutions.'' will be the theme of the ser- i
chairman of the department of soPlourd, Richard Bird, George Brack save her sedan.
were covered. Carrier Director John Marstaller a t the Littlefield Mem moil by Rev. Corwin H. Olds at the |
Our hearts cannot tell what to say
Ood alone knows our aching hearts.
orial Church Sunday morning at
Abraham
Levy.
70,
died
yesterday
cial studies, in charge of the section
ett and Lawrence Miller. The Rock
M.
Richardson
is
thoroughly
pleased
As we battle along life's way.
Congregational Church. This will be
land Kiwanis Club donated $20 to
with the spirit and said—I nominate 10:30. There will be a children's the second in a series of sermons on following a long illness. A native of to be held in Portland this year by
An unusual opportunity to learn
Mother and Sister
the Club's National Flood Fund and the truth about condit ions in Russia, |
the whole ten for the Courier-Ga story. Church School meets a t 11:45; ‘T h e Church of the Living Age. Fac New York, he had been a resident of the Maine Teachers' Association.
IN MEMORIAM
$5 00 to the Red Cross.
zette Hall of Fame and add to it junior C. E. at 5:15 and senior C. E. ing the Ages to Come.” The unified Rockland for the last 25 years and
from the lips of one who has had
In loving memory of daughter, sister
at 6:15. Praise service and sermon
unique experiences travelling inde and mother. Mrs. Gertrude F. Pettee, emergency carriers Gordon Richard
service cf public worship and church was one of the leaders n th e city’s
at 7:15 when the topic will be "Con schoof
U at 7o?X) a’ m .’ w lthchlldren * ebrew. M npe“ UM' Surviving are,
son and John Storer.
For Sunday Dinner desert, try a pendently in the land of the Soviets departed Feb. 6. 1936.
F IR S T AID
Mother. Sister. Brothers, and Children.
trasting Requests." The communion
his wife, Mrs. Esther Levy; three
Cherry Nut Roll, covered with maca only last summer, will be presented
joining
in the worship and attending
T O KILL A COLD
will be observed at the close of the
roon crumbs; four large servings 35c. at the Congregational Church on
during the sermon. "Christi- | sons, Augustus of Waterville, Sam
W A S H IN G S K LV service. Prayer meeting Tuesday eve classes
anity In Russia" will be the theme of of AugU£la and Harry of New York;
CARD OF THANKS
Your nearby Fro-Joy dealer has them. Sunday evening. Prof Marlon J.
ANY DAY OF WEEK
I wish to express my sincere thanks
ning at 7:30.
an illustrated lecture in the evening, (thrce ^ “ghters, Mrs. Jennie Orenski
They are delicious.—adv.
Bradshaw, one of the most impar and deepest appreciation to all who In WET WASH including 3 blankets 75c.,
• * *•
beginning
at 7:30 Prof. Marlon J. and Mrs
Lermond of Portland,
small wash 50c, no strong bleach or
tial Students of world affairs, will lx’ any way helped to lighten the burden
Services at the Pratt Memorial Me
of my recent bereavement In the loss of
soaps used, washed by, “ Speed
Bradshaw
of
Bangor,
who
spent
all
and
Mrs
Annir
^ e m a n of Portland
Eilse Allen Corner School of the the lecturer, and will show colored my dear sister, Mrs Alice Eaton Gray;
Queen" washer.
thodist Church on Sunday will be as
floral tributes.
MRS. LESTER Wm. JACOBS
last summer in Russia and Finland. and a sister' Mrs- Llpman Cohen of
Dance, open for spring term registra stereoticon views taken personally also for the beautiful
usual.
The
Friendly
Men's
Bible
Mrs. Clarence E Gray
111 Pleasant St.
Itoekland
The Flu killed more people than
tion. Studio 22 Brewster St., Rock in Russia and Finland, including
Class will meet at 9:30 a. m. "Re will tell of his personal experiences: Rowland.
the World War!
and
observations,
and
will
illustrate
'
Funeral
services
will
be
conducted
C
A
R
D
O
F
T
H
A
N
K
S
land. Maine. Tel. 670.
views of the “Midnight Sun."
First Aid when you are threatened
sponding to God's Call" will be the
We wish to express our sincere thanks
16-17-20&22
nnd appreciation for the many acts of
sermon topic of Rev. Charles E. the lecture with a large number of a1, tbe '10me on Robinson street, Sun- with a cold breaks it up quickly.
day, at 11 a. m.
A well known Northend motorist kindness shown during the illness and
When head gets stuffy, eyes in
Brooks a t 10:30. There will be spec colored views taken with his own
of our loved one especially to our
flamed and you feel grippv, Mecounted five narrow escapes from death
camera.
This
will
be
an
unusual
op
nurse Mrs. Cassie A. Simmons; also for
ial musical numbers by the vested
Engine 2 made a hurry call yester- CARTY'S COLD CAPS do the
crashes in a single forenoon at the the beautiful floral tributes and all
choir. The Baraca Class and Church portunity to learn the unbiased truth
trick. They open the bowels, kill
those who aided In the use of their
Ambulance Service
hazardous new cut-off crossing of cars.
School meet at noon. Norma Haven about religious conditions in Russia, j day afternoon to the Waldo Avenue the cold germs and tone up the
James D. Benner, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
North Main, Cedar, Birch streets and Benner
er will be the leader of the Epworth The lecture will be in the church home of Fred M. Blackington and j system. No opiates. Nothing harm 
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
ful. Be prepared. Buy a box—
Broadway. Here are six streets en Benner and family. Mr. and Mrs. Harold
League service at 6:30 p. m.; the auditorium, and the public is cordially found a threatening chimney fire in '
Benner and family. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
trances centering a t a single point, Benner ad family. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
topic, "Young People and Their invited. There will be no admission 1progress, the house fille dwith smoke i
•
one of them a Federal through Delano and family.
Parents." Evening praise service and fee, although a collection will be and apparently the attic already inAM BU LA N C E SERVICE sermon a t 7:30 p. m.
taken to defray expenses. Comrades volved. To further complicate mat- Mail Orders Promptly Attended To
highway. If some club or group
AN APPRECIATION
Morticians
• • ♦•
of the Way will meet in the vestry at ters both Mr. and Mrs. Blackington
wants a project, why not work out
I wish to thank Chief Van Russell and
the boys from Central Fire Station for
"Safeguarding The Lord's Table" 6:30 p. m.. with Elizabeth MacAlary were ill. Chief Russell therefore!
some scheme to make that spot rea the
fine Job they did yesterday In saving
will be the subject of the sermon at as assembly leader, and the speaker worked carefully and succeeded in I
sonably safe for strange drivers or my home from destruction by fire ana
REG. DRUGGIST
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
also for their consideration of Mrs.
TEL. 662
the First Baptist Church on Sunday will be Prof. Bradshaw. All Com- isubduing the blaze without damage 1 THE FAMILY DRUG STORE
local motorists either. Seems too bad Blacklngton and me. confined to the
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND to await a fatality before action is house by Illness.
9 C L A R E M O N T ST. R O C K LA N D
ROCKLAND, MAINE
morning. The choir under the di rades arc requested to come prepared to the house or forcing its ailing ac119-tf
Fred M Blacklngton
98tf
16-17
rection of Charles Wilson wil! sing. to remain for the lecture following 1cupants into the winter weather.
taken.
Rockland, Feb. 6
•

Churches

"CHRISTIANITY
IN RUSSIA”

V. F . STUDLEY, Inc.

V. F . S T U D L E Y

i

j

j

McCARTY’S
COLD CAPS

BURPEE’S

25c

■
R ussell fu n e r a l H om e

D . L . McCARTY

Every-Other-Day
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Page Four

GOOD FOOD, LOW COST

INCOME TAX IN A NUTSHELL

The Surplus Crop of Lambs
Is (Resulting (In Public
Benefit

WHO? Single persons who had
net income of $1,000 or more or
gross income of $5,000 or more,
and married couples who had net
income of $2,500 or more or gross
income of $5,000 or more must
file returns.
WHEN? The filing period be
gins January 1 and ends March
15, 1937.
WHERE? Collector of inter
nal revenue for the district in
which the person lives or has his
principal place of business.
HOW? See Instructions
on
forms 1040A and 1040.
WHAT? Four percent normal
tax on the amount of net income
in excess of the personal exemp
tion. credit for dependents, earned
income credit, and interest on ob
ligations of the United States and
obligations of instrumentalities
of the United States. Surtax on
surtax net income in excess of
$4,000.

Natives of St. George, Knox Coun
ty, State of Maine, from Wiley’s
Consumption of lamb throughout
Corner on the north, Tenant's Harbor the country is increasing as a result
.
I
on the east. Port Clyde on the south, of the current campaign conducted
the St Georges river on the west, by 37,000 chain stores in 48 states to
and all the territory between, to help market, at reasonable prices, the
gether with their husbands, wives,
surplus crop of nearly 3,000.000 lambs,
children and others, numbering one
hundred in all met at the Hotel a most palatable and nourishing food.
The campaign was inaugurated at
Woodbridge, Somerville, Mass., Jan.
30 for dinner and “Old Home Night,'' , the request of the National Lamb
number one.
I Producers’ and Feeders' Committee
“For It's always fair weather
I when a large increase over normal
When St. Georgers get together."

FOR YOUNG MEN

MAINE'S OWN STORY
She Must Tell the W orld If
She Expects To Sell Her
Products

A t T h e H igh School
(B y the Pupils)

College Graduates Will Find
An Opening In the Steel
Industry

' I

COURIER-GAZETTE C R O SS-W O R D PUZZLE
1

1

5

L

7

8

------' With many who were ill returning j
id
II
Nearly one thousand college trained
Among other weighty m atters to to school, Rockland High is bursting
w
come before the Legislature now in wjth activity for the 9th Annual men are expected to find Job^openjo
• i 13
IM
lb
15
17
them in the steel industry when they
session is th at of agricultural adver- Kippy Karnlvul. The Junior Class is
x
l
20
19
21
18
graduate this spring, according to
tising It is well established that especialiy busy for many are taking
estimates made by the American Iron
Maine's foodstuffs must be adver- ! part |n th* ulay “Skidding" or are
23
2M
25
27
2b
tised. To fail to do so will be
In- helping with stage, costumes, and and Steel Institute.
Jo
i
28
The number of such youths going
vite poorer times to settle down with 1ticket selling. Each class has memMaine agriculturists permanently.
bers soliciting food, candy, grabs, ! into the steel industry this year will
Proponents of an agricultural ad- remembrances and articles for the be larger than ever before, reflecting
vertislng campaign say that it will| country store. They appreciate the
35
the expanding operations and in
bring greater prosperity for Maine be- aid already given them by helpful creased employment in the industry.
3F~
3b 37
cause it will open up new markets for merchants and business men of the Most of them will be from technical
3 9 MO
w
our products. Of equal importance is city plans for colorful decorations of and engineering schools,
And this occasion was no exception lamb production and a depressed
43 I
Ml
M2
MM
H5
the fact th a t we must advertise to (he gym and booths show a patriotic
number of steel companies have
to the rule. When the dinner was | market threatened farmers and
w
some
extent
merely
to
hold
our
own
splrit
wlth
the
selection
red.
white.
organtod
plans
for
recruiting
college
“fait accompli," as Elmer the C hat ‘ stock-raisers with heavy losses. The
I
49
M8
Mb
M7
50
to say nothing of increasing our busi- and blue. A good variety of enter- tralned men close contacte tx-mg
terer would put it, Mrs. John T.
w
gravity of conditions in lamb areas
ness
tainment
which
will
surely
please
maintained
with
various
institutions
Mathews, chairman of the committee
52
53
51
5M
55
It is evident that during the next aj, wUl be presented free on Friday for that purpose Ltkelv candldates
of arrangements, called the meeting proceeding the campaign are shown
58
few years agricultural advertising in afUrnoon. February 19 in the high for )obs arp seIected from among the
5b
57
59
bO
to order, and in a very pleasing and in this statement from W. P Wing,
some form will be adopted by nearly 1school auditorium. Rehearsals are | ?raduatlng classes gome companies
W
gracious manner welcomed the manager of the California Wool
bl
b l
every large food raising center in the poing on in every corner where there a,SQ arp planning offer Opportuni“Home Folks," and thanked them for Growers' Association , who pointed
,0
country.
Particularly
is
this
true
in
is
a
plano
and
sufficient
space
for
the
Ups
for
summer
tralnlng
the
mUlg
their hearty co-operation in making
Lb
bM
out that there were 80 percent more
the potato industry. We have seen ^ fo r m e rs It all suggests a gala oc- to under-graduates.
this "Home Town Night” such a
INCOME-TAX
DON'TS
Idaho. a state that ranks fifth in ! casion equal at least to other Kippy
More than 70 percent of the college
grand success. She then announced lambs on feed in seven Western states
potato production (Maine is first* Karnivals which no one should miss, men hired by one leading steel com
H O R IZ O N T A L
H O R IZ O N TA L (Cont.)
V E R T IC A L (C o n t)
that one A. "Boze" Crocker, who had than there were a year ago: “In i
DON'T prepare your return give us a rub all along the line be• . • •
1-Repalred
49-Fa*ten*
16- W o rth le ** plant
pany in the past thirteen years have
the good fortune to be born at the California, our supply of lambs is 130 without first studying the in
5-Hollow form
cause of their improved merchandisAttendance has improved this week,
51- Old tim e* (Poet.)
17- Ventll«te«
held degrees in engineering. About
Harbor, and lived there for a few percent greater than th at of the last
9-Plaeed
52- Marry
19-A m ilita ry (Ig n il
ing methods.
there being only about 20% absent
structions on the form.
13 percent of them were bachelors of
11- Part of a plant
years when young, would try as five-year period. We want to move
53- Uaed In negation
22-Melody
Pennsylvania,
itself
a
big
potato
yesterday.
DON'T procrastinate.
Early
12- And (L a t.)
55- Greaae
. . . .
arts or of science. Included in the
2 4 -H * lf a acor*
toastmaster to see if he could make
14-Portugueae eoln(pl.) 56- Plural eufflx
assembling of data permits a care raising district and at the same time
these lambs without loss of the grow
26- P u lv e rlie *
good his reputation as a booster for
An exhibition of national park issue remainder were specialists in econo
16- Alienate the affec 67-Kitchen utenall (pi.) 27- Hlnder
ful consideration of all tax prob a big consumer of Maine potatoes, is stamps, in blocks of 20. with plate | mics. marketing, architecture, ceramers and are greatly encouraged by the
his native town.
tion* of
58-Lacerated
29-D rug*
sponsoring a campaign to boost their
farmer-consumer campaign that has lems.
17- Near by
ics. business administration. Journa
60- Act
The Toast Master requested Wor.
31-Eetabllahed
h
tubers. Wisconsin, Minnesota. New numbers. were shown this week by
been Instituted by the national food;
18Adjuat
DON'T
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the
memoranda
61Twlated
33- E x lite d
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Bro. John T. Mathews to call the
Leland Turner in Civics. They in  lism and law The men were gradu
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New
York,
and
other
states
20Condenaed
moisture
chains."
62Egyptian
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34- Mareh
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from which your return was
ated from some 102 colleges, univer
roll. The roll was called and three
21- Ever (eontr.)
64- Waated
are looking to advertising and new clude pictures of Yosemite lc. Grand
38-Dry
Such campaigns, designed as they prepared.
sities and technical schools.
22- Blnd
very prominent St Georgers were
Canyon
2c.
Mt.
Ranier
3c.
Mesa
Verde
65Shallow
dish
3 7 -T e a r
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are to prevent distress price collapses,
DON'T omit explanation when merchandising ideas to make the lot 4c, Yellowstone 5c, Grater 6c. Acadia
23- Warmth
The degree must commonly held
3$-Plant-juiee
•>
found to be missing: Whisker Bill,
are in the interest of the consumer such information is essential to of their agriculturists a happier one.
25-Small
candle
40- Group of three
Pointer Bill and Man-O-War Bill,
7c. Zion 8c. Glacier 9c, and G reat was that of mechanical engineer, re
VERTICAL
27A
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covering
It
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apparent
that
in
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we
as well as the producer because if ( an intelligent audit. Attach mem
41- T rouble*
»
ceived by 149 of the men. Other de
who are supposed to be cousins and
10c.
28- Moved sw iftly
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must do something along these lines Smokey Mountains
surplus farm commodities were oranda to your return.
•
•
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•
grees
were
in
chemistry
and
chemical
30Bow
the
head
1New
men of Hart's Neck. As the roll was
-13-Monetary unit
if only as a self-preservation measure
dumped on an unprepared market the
31- lnterdiet*
2 - Forty
There's good skating at Community engineering. 97: civil engineering. 95;
45- Girl«' name
called each person arose as the loss would be appalling The econo
A
bill
now
before
the
Legislature
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crystal*
3
Corn-spike
46- Percol*te»
YO U R IN C O M E I A X
metallurgical engineering. 70; mining,
Park.
name was called A very impressive mic welfare of all of us is directly re
34-Pa*sage-money
4 - Expired
would tax every barrel of potatoes
47- Tore
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No. 3
57; bachelor of arts, 46; electrical
38-Rows
gently
ceremony. Before the regular pro lated to the economic welfare of agri- ]
5Heavenly
body
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sold here the sum of one cent. Over
Ercell Simmons, of the advanced engineering. 42; and bachelor of
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god
of
w
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WHEN
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REPORT
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6A
fowl
50- Slant
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gram a tribute was paid to that dear culture. The farm market absorbs a j
$100,000 yearly would be realized in Domestic Science class, assisted Mrs.
3 8 -Bird home
7 - Tvpe measure
52-Desire
FROM SALARIES, WAGES
science, 38. More than 100 had
friend of us all, who did so much very high percentage of the products
this manner for an advertising fund Carrle Powler at a c00king school
41- Part of the eye
•-T a rd ie r
54- Make a misst-p
ETC.
specialized in or had received degrees 42- Part of a circle
for St George, and was one of the of our factories, and it is the source
10- Course of food
57-Eneloei're
With this sum it would be possible conducted in Camden. Thursday,
in
business
administration,
industrial
44-Venture
best and truest friends the town ever of employment for millions of workers
Of the millions of income-tax re- to make a start towards assuring the
11- One who foretell*
59-Old English measure
• • . 46- Slide
engineering, or affiliated subjects
13-Golf mound*
51- Exist
had.
Office boys this week have been
in all fields. Collapse of the purchas-; turns th at are filed annually, the Maine tuber of a permanent place in
47A»e*nde
15-Web-footed fowl
55- Eaeh (abbr.)
A large majority of the college men
Nellie Ludwig MacKenzie
the
sun.
Paul
Rackliffe.
Neil
Russell.
Harold
ing power of even a small segment of vast majority are from salaried perchose "overalls" jobs at the outset
(Solution to previous puzzle)
who passed from this life on earth this market would hit us all.
Eventually, however, some means Bray. Lewis Mazzeo, Roland Thompsons and wage earners whose inrather than "white-collar" work.
January 8 1936.
must be found to raise even a larger son. Kelsey Benner. Richard Rising,
Campaigns that move farm pro
Twelve percent entered the sales de DROUGHT AND FLOOD
personal
“And when she passed we think there ducts are economically and socially come is derived from
n A S P c nra
amount of money for advertising our and Albert Pease.
went
partment and three percent entered
A 3 G, 1 R R □ a s
A soul to yonder firmament
food products. The money the Legis
sound, and mark a definite forward
The Recent Dry Spell In
p T o E L. A B P
So white, so splendid and so fine
Mary Bray has been school ste the administrative department, all
i
step in attaining agricultural stabiliIn general, compensation for per- lature has appropriated in the past to
I t came almost to God's design "
R E L E V □ lilti
□
TtelClTiE
the others showing preference for the
the West Did Permanent
sonal services should be reported for stimulate our recreational industry nographer this week.
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The first toast of the evening was zation.
various producing divisions of the
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Damage
E;M H A 3 A
to our native State of Maine:
taxation purposes in the year it is has been returned to the pockets of
Twenty-one percent
Mrs Esther Rogers and Miss Eliza- corporation.
a
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"We love you for your smiling skies. the old red schoolhouse in Dist. No. j received or unqualifiedly made sub our taxpayers many times over. It is beth Hagar, of the music department, went into metallurgical work; 18 pera R iElIsl □ A S iE
Deep soils shrink and expand with
c:
Your Jagged coast we prize;
safe
to
say
th
a
t
agricultural
advertis
19—but only three of the '76-'77 term
a CD
E
N E.
But best of all. we love you. Maine.
ject to demand.
Compensation ing would prove as sound and as attended last Saturday the Initial cent into the rolling mills; 8 percent the weather. In dry weather there
"O. days of my boyhood I bless you.
Because you're Maine—and Home."
r
s
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A
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□
s
meeting
in
Portland
of
music
teachers
into
open
hearth
furnace
department;
While looking from life past Its prime.
is a noticeable shrinkage, while in
Response by Hon. Bertram E. Pack The treasures are lingering with me credited to the account of or set beneficial. In Maine we are realizing to form the Supervisors' In and Out and 9 percent into combustion and
IL!C T El NlA r-i g I
wet weather the soil expands, accord
AN
I gathered In life s early time."
apart for a taxpayer, without any that money allocated for advertising Clubs throughout the state. The steam departments. Other operating
ard. Commissioner of Education of
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ing to measurements taken by the
ARN6
is
not
an
expenditure.
It
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an
invest
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The last toast: “The New School- substantial limitation or restriction,
the State of Maine, by letter to the
meeting took place at Columbia Hotel >divisions absorbed the rest,
Soil Conservation Service at the
' e ' r ) In E ME A R 1 5 L>
toast master concerning what our house." Response by Miss Edith and which may be drawn upon by ment th a t pays huge dividends.
V E O & |V E A
where a luncheon was given by the
Their earnings as a rule increased Bethany, Mo., soil-erosion station.
native State is trying to do with Watts for herself and her scholars him at any time, is subject to tax
Portland music teachers as hosts to relatively slowly for the first three or
During
the
extreme
drought
of
1934
_____
The meeting was then declared open 1for the year during which so credited
her educational problems.
SNOW SURVEYORS
over 100 supervisors and teachers of lour years of employment while they large cracks frequently appeared In ' crftcks than lhose appearing at the
The next toast: “To our native for everyone present to talk, and as or set apart, although not then
music. Speakers included Geoffrey were acquiring a solid understanding the soil, extending to a depth of 3 to surface
no one ever accused St. Georgers ol (actually reduced to possession. If Interesting Task of Men O'Hara, composer, of New York. Dr of the industry's problems Later the
Town of St. George"
4 feet in many instances. Digging
Checking against elevation read
being dumb and getting away with the services were rendered during
"There are places good to visit.
Summer
Russell Cook of Boston, Superintend increases were more rapid.
Who
Estimate
into the subsoil, C. M Woodruff, of ings taken the previous year on plots
There are cities fair to see;
it, they didtalk until
11.30 p. m. the year 1935. or even prior thereto.
ent Jack of Portland and Dr. PackThere are haunts of charm and beauty
the station, found more and larger of alfalfa and the blue grass he found
W ater Supply
As some of the folks had to drive to I but the compensation was not reWhere at times It's good to be:
1ard, S tate Commissioner of EducaUNFAIR
TO
MAINE
But. be It great or humble. It stUl
the vertical shrinkage on both plots
Worcester that was late enough. a l - Ceived, or made unqualifiedly sub
Although actual measurement of tlon.
Holds mankind In thrall.
amounted to almost 2)4 inches, al
For the old town, the home town Is the though I honestly think there was jeCt t0 demand by the tax-payer until mountain snow, to determine next
ROCKPORT
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Our Fishermen Will Suffer
Best town after all."
though arosion measurements showed
conversation
enough
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to
|
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year
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the
entire
amount
is
summer
s
supply
of
irrigation
wa'«r,
I
The
Eastern
Maine
School
Music
After a brief history of the Town
Marian Upham, worthy matron of j on,y & [race of
losg on each ot
F ro m th e N e w M a s s a c h u 
keep them talking for a month.
| taxable in the year received, or made is made in the late winter montnc. Festival which was held last year In
of St. George from its incorporation
Harbor Light Chapter O.EB. and her ( the plots
It was a grand and glorious night j unqualifiedly subject to demand much of tne work requiring judgment Rockland, will be held in Fairfield,
setts Billk
by the G reat anrd General Court of
mother. Mrs Cora Upham attended,
the unuflual re6uIts of
|
------the Commonwealth of Mass., Febru both in doors and out of doors. God when the taxpayer is reporting on and endurance takes place in July May 15.
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contraction
and expansion was
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A
bill
has
been
introduced
In
the
certainly was good to the St. Georg- Jthe cash receipts and disbursements Iand August. These are the months,
ary 7, 1803. the response to the
ers on this occasion. A nice dinner, basis, which is the basis used by most says Georep R. Boyd. Assistant I The manual tralnin8 classes under Massachusetts House of Representa- cers of Grace Chapter. Thomaston, i tbe jrregU[ar settling of foundations
toast was made by one of the old
Miss Doris Hall has returned to 1On several large buildings in the area
100 of the home folks. A perfect persons in reporting net income.
Chief of the Bureau of Agricultural
Chick are 8oing forward with tives which would prohibit the use of
red schoolhouse boys of '76, Sher
her duties as secretary at the High 1distorting and cracking the superwinter night and everybody happy
Engineering,
which
directs
the
sur,
man^
^
ns
projects
for
the
exhibition
otter
trawls
and
beam
trawls
within
The names of all employees to
man B Hupper, now of Stoneham.
*n dune T*le advanced three miles of the coast of th at School building after being confined Istructures—a serious damage reHurrah for “Old Home Town Night whom payments of $1,000 or over a veys. when new courses must be laid
Mass. He admitted that the w an
No. 1“ and now look forward to Old year are made must be reported. The out old courses cleared, and cabin ■c'asses after completing a 9-week state. If this bill is passed and the to her home at Rockville by illness. I quirlng costly repairs. These reports,
dering feet of his had taken him Home Town Night No. 2. Same I
Due to illness of several of the Jhowever, were largely from the re
information return should be made shelters restocked with firewood and mechanical drawing course, designed Maine Legislature fails to pass a
into almost every State in the Union,
food. More than 300 new courses and drew up many original pieces, j measure now before it barring non- players the basketball game which I glon where glacial till provided the
place, April 1, 1938.
on
form
1099.
accompanied
by
trans
sailing and steam ships had taken
Others took theirs from books, mag- residents from fishing in Maine was to have taken place at the local | parent soil material. Any such damGood night! And God bless us all! mittal form 1096 showing the number •ve.e established this year.
him to ports in many lands and hav
Location of snow courses is a sci- azlnes catalogues, and blue prints waters our fishermen will have a gymnasium between Rockport High age ls unlikely to occur where there
Boze
of returns filed.
These returns
ing visited those “cities fair to see."
should be filed on or before Febru- e” ce
itself
c u r a t e forecast ^ ^ X T r e k ' p Z L ^ r t c o X '
SUm Ch“ ” °f
”y'
Somerville. Mass., Feb. 1.
and Lincoln Academy tonight has is a solid-rock foundation near the
and "haunts of charm and beauty”
of next summer s water requires an ; p etea an 18 weeK preliminary course, cordlng to commissioner Rodney E been postponed to March 2.
surface of the soil.
ary 15. .
he was now giving as his opinion—
.
.
.
intimate knowledge of the way snow and are now startin8 on thelr lar8e . Feyier of the Department of Sea
Members
of
Harbor
Light
Chapter
FRIENDSHIP
“that the old town, the home town
All of the various types of com- blows and drlfts wj(h the wjnd
projects th at will take up the re- and shorc
met at Masonic hall Thursday after THE TRAILER TOURIST
is the best town after all." And
to Qblain jn the malnder of the school year.
Measles and grippe are prevalent pensation. unless specifically exempt the objectlve
There are hundreds of boats out noon for work on the new draperies
Sherm got a great hand for that. A
by
statute,
or
exempt
by
fundam
en-ilength
pf
a
in town.
about
The following from the seventh fitted for inshore dragging in Massa for the banquet hall. The Chapter Some Timely Tips For the
letter was read from Roscoe H. H up
A. E. Wotton and son are harvest tai law. should be included in the 1,000 feet—snow measurements rep
chusetts and as it is now most of has also bought new table silverware.
per. Esq now of New York City, for ing ice with the aid of 20 men.
taxpayer's return of gross income, resentative of snowfall over many grade were formally initated into
Roadside Rest Homes
them come to Maine waters during
the
Junior
High
Boys
Glee
Club
merly of Martinsville High School
<Mrs. Earl C. Davis is able to be
The Methodist Ladies' Aid was such as salaries, wages, fees, com- square miles. Experience has shown
the
best
fishing
season.
Passage
of
Operators
a t the Harbor. Hebron Academy. pleasantly entertained recently at the missions, bonuses, tips, honorariums, that ln the Cascade
out following two weeks' illness.
at leaJt Friday afternoon: Clarence denochemont. Herbert Ellingwood. Douglas the Bay State bill will send all of
Bowdoin College Law School at home of Mrs. Lola Rodemar of Brad prizes awards, retiring allowances
Mrs. Clara Lane has been substi
The tourist home, from roadside
properly located courses may rep- Cooper, Philip French. Arthur S u l- : I*1656 boats to Maine it is believed
Washington. D. C. Had he gone ford Point where a dainty lunch was for past services, etc. Where services
tuting this week in the absence of sign to birthday cake6 for guests, is
resent conditions on several water
sailing as his cousin who spoke did, served by the hostess. Mrs. Guy are paid for in whole or in part sheds as snowfall for any year seems livan, Charles Huntley, Dudley H ar and our meagre supply of groundfish Mrs. Veda Brown, teacher in the East
discussed in a new University of
he would have been no doubt a sea- Bessey and Mrs. Ruth Pryor were with something other than money, to be uniform over large areas at vey, Roland Hayes, Arnold Fernald. would be caught up ln a short time side fifth and sixth grades.
The
Maine
bill
would
bar
these
and
William
East,
Refreshments
Maine Extension Service bulletin en
lawyer. He remained ashore and be also recent hostesses to this organi the fair market value of the thing comparable elevations.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle met for
boats and boats of other states. It
V'ere
served
at
the
conclusion
of
the
came an Admiralty Attorney Ihstead zation.
titled
"Tourist Homes in Maine."
taken in payment must be included
sewing Wednesday afternoon at the
“When there is 10 feet of snow on
is pointed out that non-resident
He expressed his great regret at not
Mrs.
Rena
C. Bowles, home Industries
as income. Other items subject to the ground," says Mr. Boyd, "and 20 ceremonies. The committee ln charge
home of Mrs. Lester H. Bhibles.
boats take advantage of our best
specialist, is the author of the Illus
being able to meet with his fellow
L’NCLE SAM IS DIETITIAN
tax are fees received by ministers of feet is not uncommon in the Cas was: Elmer Havener, Joseph PieThe Copper Club was entertained
fishing grounds and seasons, take
trated 32-page publication, available
St. Georgers on this great occasion.
|For The Courier-Gazette)
the gospel for funerals, baptisms, cades. the whole aspect of mountain troski. Carl Kalloch, James Economy,
Thursday at an all-day session at the
and
Christie
Adams.
our
fish
to
other
states
and
leave
on
request from the Extension Serv
Then there was a rush of boys and Not gone are all the grapefruit
masses,
and
like
services;
executors’
country is changed. Usual landShipped to Maine some time ago.
absolutely nothing in return. “This home of Mrs. Oliver Ingraham in ice, Orono, Maine.
girls to say a good word for the "Old For yesterday I saw one resting
fees; directors' fees; Federal jury marks are obliterated. This is the
Through the courtesy of T. E. leaves little for our own fishermen Rockland. The delectable dinner was
Rest, Mrs. Bowles declares, is the
Home Town." Mrs. Herbert David Frozen, ln a back yard on the snow.
fees; and prizes received in contests
With a prune and grapefult diet
t>h e isumrnPrtlme 'Stone of the N. E. Tei unci Tei. Co., and the situation is getting more augmented with a prettily decorated
principal thing a tourist home has to
son recited a poem “Maine." Tire Resistance lost Is folks' belief
of various kinds.
mark
bends
in
the
trails
and
loca(an
instructive
and
interesting
talking
It's no wonder Influenza
acute each year," said the Commis cake in honor of the birthday an- sell. Good springs, good mattresses,
“folks from home" then arose and Of
all winter Ills Is chief.
The salaries of Federal officers and tion of food caches and cabin shel- picture was shown at the Tuesday sioner. He believes that the bill iversary of one of its members, Mrs.
and fresh linens th a t assure rest will
gave a great big hand to the two
employees are subject to tax. includ ters with tree blazes 25 to 30 f e e t: Senior High assembly on Telephone should be passed and has the support Elsie Hawkins. A nice gift was also
grapefruit be a "city diet"
soon prove to be paying investments,
ladies who in their wisdom thought If
I t must be country diet too
Starting
w ith th
u. of« fishermen
i.
ing the salary of the President of the above the ground. At one end of
> &
J I Communication
communication, w
aning wun
mee I of<■ a 1large number
and presented to Mrs. Hawkins.
she says. Neat, attractive buildings
it would be just a grand idea to get By the looks of all the grapefruit
United States and judges of courts cabin a circular tower about 2 feet | eariy history of this invention by deaiers
Uncle Sammy railroads through
A covered dish supper will feature and grounds th a t suggest absolute
St. Georgers of Boston and vicinity And those prunes, delicious eating
of the United States taking office in diameter is built up to a p o in t, Ben, it developed how the voice is j The measure was recommended by the meeting of the Trytohelp Club
and fried, and ofttlm es stewed.
cleanliness in the house arc essential,
together on this occasion; who got Baked,
after the date of enactment of the we" above any possible snowfall to carried over the air route as well as
Add for flavor Just the fru it Juice
j a special groundfish Commission and Monday at the home of Mrs. Edith according to the bulletin, which gives
the folks to come; collected the T hat from grapefruit has been brewed.
Revenue Act of 193B, which was Provide quick entrance. In the sud- on lines, and the difficulties arisin g , presented by Representative Cleve- Overlock.
. detailed instructions for making the
money and made all the arrangement Can It be that some poor creature
June 6. 1932. The salary of the Vice den storms that occur at high alti- in winter caused by snow and ice on I land slpeper J r Qf
An
interesting
program
is
assured
tourist rooms attractive and restful
To
Uncle
Sammy
made
complaint?
for this successful "Old Home Town
For now we find Instead of grapefruit President of the United States, and j tudes. the surveyor’s life depends on 1the wires. The great part which the
all who attend the open meeting of as well as clean.
Night' —Mrs. Alice Balano Davison Along comes food fit for a saint.
the salaries of Members of the House j his ability to find shelter in a hurry, telephone plays inbroadcastingrad io ,
the Oarden Club Wednesday at 8
and prunes are now the diet
Menus and rules for table setting
and Mrs. John Tracy Mathews, and Peas
of Representatives and the Mem- For this reason “ ls customary to re- programs was also depicted. This 2 p. m. Thursday to Junior and Senior
Peas for food, prunes for dessert
o’clock at the home of Mr. and Mrs. are included, as are instructions for
High.
It
carried
the
audience
from
voted “T hat the same committee a r Peas for breakfast, dinner, supper,
bers of the United States Senate are quire each snow-survey party to mark picture has been recently shown be
Hans Heistad. Miss Anna E Cough serving guests at the table. Another
range for Number Two to be held at A la prunes—boo, the mixtures hurts.
and supply the courses it will cover fore the Rotary Club in Camden, and j
also subject to income tax.
lin of Rockland, a former principal section of the bulletin deals with
glories
of
ancient
Egypt.
Palestine.
Well
It's
known
to
cure
depression
the following winter:’
the same place in April 1938, and
the local Lions Club.
Folks must work, and eat, and work,
Syria, Anatolia. Assyria, Babylonia. of Rockland High School, will bs methods of keeping accounts, an es
Measurements gathered by snow
named as a helper to aid and abet But Lord bless us! Peas, prunes and
grapefruit
The weekly meeting of Troop 203 and Pers*a. The film required 3 guest speaker. Each member may sential of the well-managed tourist
| surveyors are averaged according to
them, Mrs. Belle Hathorn Clarke.
Need a Supreme Court's rebuke.
home.
make, 2 special journeys to invite a guest.
known characteristics of each water was held at the high school, Tuesday j Jears
The committee acknowledged the Kill the hogs, plow under Wheatfields,
Isabelle
Robinson.
R.
N.
returned
The concluding pages give sugges
Buy
up
all
the
peas
and
prunes.
at
7
p.
m.
The
first
fifteen
minutes
lhe
Near
East'
°
ver
9000
miles
of
shed, and forecasts are issued in the
expressions of the assemblage, and All the extra sacks of grapefruit—
A dvertising In
ln specially chartered planes, Thursday to Portland after passng a tions made by successful tourist home
early spring on the amount of water were spent in test passing followed J
promised to do even better next time. While Nero's fiddle makes the tunes.
few days with her grandfather, Ma operators on many everyday man
by the patrol meeting and opening and near,y 40.000 feet of film.
that will be available.
As a reward they were told to go Then who Is there who'll tell us
T
H
I
S
rion Grey.
agement problems. A list of refer
How
the
taxes
can
be
paid.
exercises
in
the
gym.
Robert
Robbins
--------down next summer and take the Those one cent, two cent, five cent taxes
ence bulletins is also included in the
Services
at
the
Baptist
Church
was voted into the troop. Thirty
VINX,st' eamboat coKI AND
Town of St. George, new road and T hat are on the shoulders laid
P
A
P
E
R
Sunday will open with morning wor publication. The bulletin is No. 231
Happy country, this we live ln—
minutes
was
spent
in
games,
after
Telephone
402
Rockland,
Me.
all. Next toast, The Old Red School- Hand out prunes for every 111;
which came the closing ceremony.
Read Dnwn
Read Up ship at 11 o'clock, subject of sermon of the Maine (Extension Service,
house. Response by that great friend Eat stewed peas with grapefruit relish
. . . .
A. M .
P , M . by the pastor, J. W. Hyssong, “Love Orono. Me.
TUI a stomach gets Its fill.
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a
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of the old Progressive Fourth Reader Every day we're nearer Heaven
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an
air
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4.40 Immeasurable;" Bible School at 12;
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the roster of the school term Nov. For Uncle Sammy’s grapefruit, prunes
picture sketching man's rise from i »-J« Ar Rockland ............... Lv 1.10 Virginia Brown; union service at 1 T O ed F o m lt u z e W
and peas.
"76-March "77. And quite a number
—"And So Forth"
savaRpry to civilization was shown at |
l t t - t i West Rockport at 7 p. in
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Students listed on the High School
Maine Boys Will Be Of
honor roll for the second quarter
Had
Rousing
Housewarm
fered Chance In the
includes: Seniors, Helen Thompson,
and Janet Wade; juniors, Winona
ing Thursday
"Leathernecks”
Robinson; sophomores, Annette H as
Members of Rockland's fast step 
Congress will likely be asked in the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
kell and Sisko Lehto; freshmen,
ping
Rifle
Club
will
rejoice
with
the
|
near
future to increase the Marine
Gertrude
lampinen.
George
Robin
A retired sea captain tells t i t
Lincoln County Rifle Club in the ac
(Corps
up to 10,500 additional men,
son,
Virginia
Starred,
Charles
Stimpstory that he was asked by hjs
quirement and opening of its new
son.
I
according
to an article appearing in
mother to take to her a quart each
home.
Edgar Barker returned home last
I
the
Washington
Sunday Star of
of alcohol and wine. He made the
i For a long time the members of
night after attending the Sports
,
January
24.
1937.
Officials
assert that
Lincoln club have been working on
purchase and was walking to the
men's Show in Boston. He was guest
at
the
present
time
the
Fleet
Marine
i
a
unique
club
house.
A
lot
near
the
depot to take the train home when
since Monday of Abbott Spear in
Atlantic
Highway
was
given
them
by
i
Force,
which
is
about
to
undertake
upon meeting a friend, he set the
i Newton Centre, Mass.
Maurice E Day and Edwin S. M et
J war maneuvers off the California
bundle down to shake hands. After
Frank L. Davis was in Augusta
calf donated spruce logs tor the
a few minutes' conversation he
coast, is under strength by some 4.700
Wednesday on business. He motored
building. Now it is complete and
reached down Xo pick up the bundle
I to the city with Herbert Hawes,
fitted up throughout in simple and
and lo, it was gone! He had to make
; Donald McEdwards, and Philip
Authorities say that the present
appropriate style.
another purchase. The two purt
Morine df Union.
strength
of the Marine Corps, which
Thursday
night
75
couples
of
their
chases having cost him $6. he kept
The Teague crew has been cutting frlends took part ,n a houSewarm.
is
around
16.500 men. is approximate
tWf second bundle under his arm
ice at North Pond this week. Ice | jng Music and dancjng and card
Until he boarded the train for home.
ly
10,500
less
than “the number of
measures a foot in thickness and ls , p,aying
refreshments were pro.
•r••
enlisted
men
considered
adequate to
yery clear.
| vided.
meet requirements for a treaty Navy
Ed. tells this story ion himself1;
Maurice W atts is engaged in cuttciUbhouse Is believed to be
in furnishing proper guards for navy
W hen he was 19 he went to M ar
ing ice for Charles McIntosh, on
oniy one of
kind used by a
yards and stations, maintaining
tinsville to a dance. His weight at
Chickawaukie Lake, Rockland.
rlfle club in the country; at any rate
Marine Detachments afloat and at
th a t time was 160 pounds. A small
I
Mrs. Herbert L. Kenniston and it is the only one ln Maine. Besides
the same time maintaining the Fleet
fellow from somewhere came to the
,
,i
j ~
j
E-I. •
z» mi
. <>. Part Mrs Roland Starrett motored 6 atu r- I the main room there is a gallery 55
Marine Force at 50 percent of its
dance hall and engineered Eds girl Florence R.ce and Theodore von Eltz in Lnder (over of Night, at the Hark
W atpn.iUe wUh Mr and Mrg
be
Qff
complement, which is the minimum
‘
- —
—- •hefTheatre Monday and Tuesday.—adv.
away from him. “He danced
with
John Durrell and infant son, James, the club room proper.
This room
requirement of such a force in im
a few times and then gave her a seat
Several of the Georges River Mill is 30 by 20 There is a kitchen admediate readiness for emergencies."
This was too much for Ed. >He
CAMDEN
UNION
employees are ill with the prevailing joining.
Just what portion of the required
walked over and invited him out i
------influenza.
| All the adjuncts of an up-to-date
10.500 additional will be asked of
The Baptist Calendar Club will
doors
| Mr. and Mrs. David Wilcox of Bidmeet at the church parlors Wednes-I Mrs. Chisie Trone has been substi- rifle club are there and not only is
Congress has not been revealed.
"You looking for trouble?" asked deford were weekend guests of Mr.
day for supper at 6 o'clock.
jtuting at the Malcolm Corner P r i- |it used “ a place for target shootIn the meantime, the Marine Corps
th e stranger.
«' I and Mrs William Thomas.
mary School for Mrs. Florence Davis ing but for general social gathering
is
building up its strength by assign
Mrs.
Zena
Nelson
was
hostess
Mrs. Curtis Weed and son Leroy
“ Sure th in g ," re p lie d Ed
who remained at her home to care
Besides the regular membership of
ment of monthly recruiting quotas, ln
■'Well, take that!"- and with the j Wednesday to the Christmas Club went Friday to Boston for a visit,
for Mr. Davis, who is ill.
( about 40 sharp shooters there is an
order to reach the present authorized
remark went a hard right to Ed's • Mrs. Bernice Payson returned home
Parker Morse Hooper of Fall River,
Mrs.
Gertrude
Starrett
who
is
carhonorary list of older men and a
i strength of 17 COO by June 30. 1937.
face and a left on the other side. Monday from a hospital in Portland. M>gs a mpmbpr q{ thp summer
Dick Powell and Joan Blondell are the stars of “Gold Dggers of 1937,"
The Eastern Recruiting Division of
then a sock on the chin that put film I Mr and Mrs W alter Ayer have colony is spending a few days in ing for Mrs. Mary Mathews spent Junior membership of about 30
fifth and biggest of the Warner Bros. “Gold Diggers" series. Theirs was a 1 the Marine Corps will accept 150
Sunday here at her home.
j sub®01 boys.
into a large shoe box. He had quite been ill at the home of their daugh- town.
_
.
t
t j
I The club proposes to teach the old hard task, but the day it ended, the two slipped aboard a vessel bound for qualified young men for enlistment
Recent guests at Warren Lodge,1
a hard time getting out of the box ter, Mrs. George Cameron.
A. D. Coose has been confined to I.O.O.F.. were from Lodges of Union, idea t0 sh00t' M Wel1 aS the y°Ung' New Yoik and were married.—adv.
j during February. These men will be
The
Community
Club
meets
Tues
but he had enough punishment and
________________________________________
1accepted from the New England
day in the school building. The hls home on Pearl street by lllness
Appleton, and Waldoboro.
the club WaS a year °*d ° n6
went home tn'nus the girl.
of the members, Merton Staples,
Camden Lodge. K P. will partake
„. , „
„
J
a „
„
. 4, _ .,
_ , States, and from New York, Pennsylprogram
is
to
be
in
charge
of
PrinDick Powell and Joan Blondell are Harry Warren and A1 Dubin. This vanJa Npw Jprspy Dplawarp ,M afy.
This same fellow came back to an
Because of the prevalence of ln- made a statp rpcord and thp club
other dance and started to clean out cipal Thomas and teachers
Mr of supper Monday at 6 o'clock. Work j fluenza. and illness of the pastor, mainUins an excellent standing the stars. It will be an unforgettable introduces 200 girls In amazmg pre- ,and Wpst vlrginia and thp District
the hall A voung man by the name ' ™ * wh° represents a commer- in the first degree.
’ Rev. H. I. Holt, no services will be
..
nf
° of Columbia.
The Farm Bureau meets at Me- J held Sunday at the Congregational' among . the similar organizations oi picture for both of them, because it
of Wilson gave him an uppercut clal musical comPany wiU show an
was during the making of this big
td^ ^ ^ eCtCd bJ
Young men in this vicinity who are
educational
film
and
also
a
short
engunticook
Grange
hall
Wednesday,
j
p
burcb
itlie
State.
which knocked him down a flight of
Very proud of the work of their musical that thelr courtship was con- A in(,lrai enough comedy-yarn U i‘lterP'st<' J ln aPPI>in8 lor enlistment
tertaining picture.
Hostesses for for an all-day session. Pictures will
stairs into the street. He never c»me
a logical enougn com .ay jarn is should communicate with the Officer
the meeting include Miss Florence be shown by Ralph Wentworth,) A telephone has been installed at ^ands are members of the club. Tom
ducted. And it was on the day after provided, upon which the songs and ln charge Marlne Corps
back for any more.
w. Thurston. Mrs Agnes Creighton and county agent. Mrs. Bessie Robinson the home of charles Dolham
Prior is president; E. Kenneth Small
• • • •
Harrison C Lyseth, state agent of (v,ce president; Verne Battese. secre their last scene together that they dances are strong. I t has to do with s t a tion. New Post Office Building,
Mrs. Martha Fuller. The Club s pub- and Mrs Inez Witherspoon are the
uere married and started honey- Powell, as an unsuccessful life insur- Post Office Square. Boston. Mass.
A few items taken from an April lie card party to be held tonight is dinner committee.
tary, and Charles F. Sherman, treasmooning.
ance salesman, selling a million dol2 issue of Town Talk, year 1887. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. George
School Tuesday, and spoke briefly to urer.
Mrs. Margaret Spruce has returned
Both look very gay and happy in lar policy on the life of Victor Moore,
the student body.
This town was visited by a heavy Fossett with Mrs. John Creighton
VINALHAVEN
from a visit in Boston.
the picture. Dick sings as splendidly a leading theatrical producer. Moore
snow storm with six-foot drifts.!— and Mrs William Thomas as co
The joint installation of the offic
WALDOBORO
Seaside Chapter, OES., will meet ers of Georges River Lodge K P. cf
as ever, and Joan joins in with a takes a fancy to him and makes him
Barney Rawley was appointed to take hostesses. Mrs. Irving Rich, presi_____
Mrs. William Smith and daughter
head of hls stage enterprises.
charge of the town farm at Wiley's dpnt Qf thp c,ub was sgnt
Ap_ Monday night. Beano and refresh Warren. Arcana of Thomaston. I Mrs Elmer Jameson. j r „ has been pleasingly harmonious voice.
Mrs Laura Skoog w-ent last Saturday
Speaking of the Weather" probabJoan Blondell and Glenda Farrel. to Bangor.
Crescent Temple. PS of Warren, and | vjsltjng relatives ln Union.
Corner—The annual school meeting gusta
represent the cIub ments will follow.
ly
will
be
sung
and
whistled
about
as
chorus girls out of a job continue
Mrs
Winfield
Witham
will
enter|
Mayflower
Temple,
of
Thomaston,
to
was held Monday, W . E. Sheerer was at tbp Mainp Federation of Womens ,
David Duncan entertained his SunChester Jones, who has been a
town. So will “Let's Put Our Heads the fast and funny gold-digging Lhat day 8chool class of'bo'ys'aYhi?home
chosen agent -M rs . Anna Wall. Julia club meetings others from the Club taln thp ladies of the Con*re8ational I havebeen held Tuesday has ueer
patient at the Little Nursing Home,
and Nellie W atts and Grace Daiv»s : tQ attend thp day session p ^ , were ■Society Wednesday afternoon at the postponed indefinitelybecause of the has recovered sufficiently to visit Together," “Hush Mah Mouth" and they made famous in previous edl- —
Tuesday night. Lunch was served.
Life Insurance." The Warner studio tlons of the series. And with Joan
prevalence of influenza. The date
were at home from Waltham. Mass.. Mrs Nlna
Mrs Mary Barker Manse on Elm street
relatives In Rockland.
Mrs Vincent Daucett returned
team of Harold Arlen and E. Y. Har- and Dick romancing through the picfor a short stay.—Born to Mr and Mrs j osephlne Bessey, Mrs. Edna
Comique Theater attractions in- will be announce!
Wednesday from Knox Hospital.
Mr
and
Mrs.
George
Greenlaw
have
burg wrote these.
ture, and Glenda falling in love with
The Mystery Limit* will meet Mon
Mrs Orris C. H athorn, a daughter, ‘ McKinley Mrs. Grace Williams ' clude for Su:lday and Monday. Buddy
been passing a week ln Rockport.
L Carver Relief Corps met Tues
A smashing military number called Moore—whom she had set out to
Belle —Fred Snow painted his barn Mrs Lela Haskell. Mrs. Charlotte R°8f>rs and Mary Brian ln “Weekend I day at 2:30 at ‘he Mystic Rebekah
Mrs. W. C. Flint has been in P o rt All is Fair in Love and War" was “take over”—there s plenty of love day night at G A.R. hall. The new
Millionaire;"
Tuesday.
Edumund lodge rooms. Memoers are req* ested
with white trimmings. His brother, Hawes.
officers are: President, Inez Conant;
. . . .
Lowe ln "Seven Sinners;” also Get- to take pieces for patchwork. Mystic land.
done by another liitmaking team interest, —adv.
George, was the artist.
vice president, Lillian Gregory; sec
George Buchan has returned from
Eastern S t a r Installation
‘ Rich-Nite. $80 given away; Wednes- ( Rebekah Lodge meets that night, the
Elmer E. Allen
retary.
Carrie Cassie; treasurer, Cora
The officers of Orient Chapter, : day and Thursday. William Powell committee in charge of refreshments a trip to Boston and New York.
Tenant's Harbor. Feb 1.
ROCKVILLE
LINCOLNVILLE
Bunker; conductor, Madeline Smith,
Schools in town are closed on ac
, O. E 8., were installed Friday night and Kay Francis in “One Way Pas- ; being, Mrs. Cornne Perkins. Mrs
by Grand Ruth Mrs Oertude Boody •‘'age.''
Edna Moore, and Miss Avis Maloney. count of the prevailing distemper
Carl Beverage of North Haven is , There has been and still is illness guard, Abbie Hutchinson; past presi
FRIENDSHIP
They
will
reopen
Feb.
10.
____
j of Rockland, assisted by Mrs. Emma
Mrs. Guy Cucinotta entertained the
Despite the prevalence of grippe.
a visitor at the home of S. A. Nutt, in the village.
Mrs F. L. Hunter, d e n t, Della Simmers; patriotic in]structor. Florence Smith. A picnic
The Community Garden Club
The Pythian Sisters will hold a D Young of Thomaston as grand Twilight Twelve Thursday night a t ' co!ds and Influenza, 14 were present
The Air Line 4-H Club will hold Its son Vernon and daughter Marjorie I
at
the
meeting
of
the
Woman
s
Club
meets
Thursday
night
at
the
home
remain
1
1
1
though
showing
Improve-!
uPPer was served and the evenin«
public Valentine party Tuesday night marshal; Mrs Marie Butler as grand her home on Belmont avenue.
fourth winter carival Feb. 27-28.
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
K
Weston
1
Thursday
night
f.t
the
Club
rooms
ment;
Mrs
Ida
Barrows
is
better,
|
ln PIaytn« beano At the next
at the hall. A small fee will be chaplain: and Mrs. Inez Cameron
Mrs Kendall Hopkins was hostess
Pearson Thomas is ill with pneu
Mrs. Inez Bronkie ls up and about | meelln«- there wln >* a shower oI
charged and it is hoped that many of as grand organist.
t0 p^-jday Club this week. Mrs. A. V. Coffee and sandwiches were served on Main street. Instead of having a monia
by the program committee. Three in speaker, members who attend have
J
„ the house; members of the Vesper Iriuhesmember
take one °r
those who attend will be in costume.
Officers installed were: Worthy Eimore was reader.
Mr and Mrs. Frederick Gray and
. more
teresting word contests were enjoyed been requested to take articles of
Hall household are much Improved 1,101e
Members are asked to take comic matron, Mrs^ Avis Nichols; worthy j Mrs Richard Krementz and daughinterest on gardening or community children Janice and Gale of Hal as are also those of J E. Sinnctt's
Valentines for a box and also pack- Patron. Earl Butler; assistant matron. ter Nancy Qf Hizabeth N j mcm. by way of entertainment.
lowell passed the weekend with Mr.
Mrs. Carrie Williams Fowler of projects to present at the meeting.
Helen IL Smith
family; John S. Ranlett ls convales
ages for prizes. Ices and cake will Mre. Robie Robbins; assistant patron, i bers pf (he summer colony are spendand Mrs. M F Dickey
tne
Home
Service
Department
of
the
Although
the
house
to
house
can

Helen Rolfe, widow of Herbert
cing. Wilson Moon ls quite ill.
be served. Lois Brown. Eda La wry Roble Robbins; secretary. Mrs. Mary jng #
d
tQWn
Central Maine Power Co., wil! con vass for donations to the Red Cross
Edgar F. Allen is ill with grippe
Word has been received from Mr. Smith died at her home Monday
and Edna Packard are on the com- , Barker, treasurer. Mrs. Grace Wil
Maiden
Cliff
Rebekah
Lodge
will
duct a cooking s<hool demon .tratlon Flood Relief Fund has not been com
A dance will be held at the Air and Mrs. J. F Jaseph who are after a long illness Mrs Smith was
liams;
conductress.
Mrs.
Charlotte
mlttee.
observe Charter Member night Wed- Feb. 15. at Town hall. The public is pleted, the returns are coming in Line club hall Feb. 12. with music
spending the remainder of the winter born in this town, daughter of El
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wotton of L ynn., Hawes: assistant conductress. Mrs
i quite rapidly so that the fund totals by Woodrow's orchestra.
chaplain.
Minnie. nesday, and have picnic supper at ] invited to attend.
in St. Petersburg that Mr Jasephs bridge and Frances (Henderson)
Mass.. spent last weekend with Mrs. ' Lena Heald;
.
-------The sermon topic Sunday mornimt $236 at the present time. Every one
Blanche Wallace and Mr. and Mrs. Mathews; marshal. Ethel Creighton; 1
Mrs. Elizabeth Mathews was at son-in-law. Edward LaCrolx who Rolfe. Her age was 58 years.
The annual meeting and supper of at the Baptist Church will be, i realizes the need for helping this
Walter Wotton.
Adah. Marion Alden; Ruth, Marie
home Sunday frem Belfast.
with Mrs LaCroix accompanied them. - She is survived by two sisters, Mrs.
the Congregational Church has been “Around The Table,” with Church worthy cause and it Ls hoped th a t the
Due to illness among the school Butle r. Esther, Gladys Cramer:
Mrs
Grace
Young
is
guest
for
a
sustained
an ill turn the third day m Freeman L Roberts of this town and
postponed from Feb 10 to Feb 24.
School a t noon, and Christian En- fund will reach $300 Contributions
children, Llewellyn Oliver who is a Martha
Mrs
Geneva Prescott;
Mrs Sumner Pierce of Dorchester,
Florida
and
died Jan. 30.
few
days
of
her
brother
Paul
in
The Philathea Class met last night deavor a t 6. The subject for the may be left with William H. Brooks
teacher at the Broad Cove School In E,ecta- Miss Evelyn Mank; Warder,
The Chatanso Club had a picnic , Mass ; also by a niece and nephew
7 o'clock service will be, “A P leasant! John H. Lovell was the speaker Orono.
at the Baptist Church parlors.
Cushing, has been a t home for a part Mrs. Nannie Burns; sentinel. Clinton
Mrs. 8mith was associated in busi
Rea Rankin made a business trip dinner Wednesday with Mrs. Dana A
Mrs. Leslie D. Ames is a medical Walk."
Tuesday afternoon at the Woman's
of the week.
Cramer
Sherej-. Those who sat down to din ness with Miss Sophronla Tolman.
Saturday to Bangor.
patient at the Pettaplece Hospital.
• • • •
Club. He took for hls subject “Flori
Miss Letha C arter has employment [
Misses Jane Miller and Doris Mil ner were Mrs. E, H Perry, Miss Ma She was a woman of fine personality,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Riker Proctor arc
culture in North America" and with
Mrs. Lydia R. Libby
ler of Belfast spent the weekend at bel Oxton. Miss Olive Tolman. Mrs and loaves many friends to mourn
at the home of Mrs. Granville Brow.
SPRUCE HEAD
In New York city to attend the wedFuneral services for Lydia iRingi his knowledge of the subject made it
Ralph Davis and family of Union I
------Shercr and guest !Mrs. Cecil A. her loss.
ding today, of Miss Mary Borden wjfp Q, char|ps ubby whQ djpd most informative to the audience. He home.
recently visited Mrs. Allie Russell.
I Miss Mildred Waldron has sold her j
Funeral services were held Thurs
Turner of London and Mrs. Proctor's Thursday after several weeks illness received a rising vote of thanks at Several young persons of this Rhodes of Camden. Mrs F. C. Ma
The Pythian Sisters partook of re- property here to Mr. and Mrs. Sumn- brothpr E Hamilton Hall which
community enjoyed the sports Sun loney a member was unable to join day Rev N F. Atwood, pastor of
the
close
of
the
address.
Plans
were
freshments Tuesday night and de- j er Waldron who will occupy it in the takcs p,acp at thp hQmp of thp bridp.s were held today at the Baptist
day at Hosmer's Pond.
There
the group. The next meeting will be Union Church officiating
Church. Rev. Howard A Welch offi completed for the purchase of a flag
•• • •
lighted in a social period at the finish I spring.
were many beautiful Coral tributes
Feb. 17 with iMlss Tolman.
s uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Zlato ciating. Burial was made a t the pole for the High School building
of business. Annie Doe, Florence I The prevailing epidemic (four-day I Balakovlc. Mr. Hall is the son of
Cards are being received from Mr from relatives neighbors and friends.
Benson P. Hall
Tea was served by the hostesses Mrs
Burns and Bertha Jameson were on, Hu) has hit this village badly. Prac- , Mrs Ernpst A
and thp ,atp cemetery near the soldiers' monu
and
Mrs O W Carroll from Hot Mrs Smith was a member of Ocean
Benson
P.
Hall.
84,
a
highly
es
Rose Weston. Mrs. Carolyn Mitchell
the social committee.
j tically every family has had from one w i„ iam E Ha„ , f Hammond. La.. ment.
Springs, N M . where they will re- Bound Rebekah Lodge, which order
and
Mrs.
Elsie
Guerroier.
teemed
citizen
and
life
long
resident
Mrs. Allison Wotton who has been J to seven ill at the same time, but j and is a s s js t a n { manager of th e ' Mrs. Libby was born in this town
main for a few weeks
attended the services in a body. In• • • •
of this town died Jan 28 at the home
guest of her daughter. Mrs. Nellie | everyone is now on the mend.
C a m d e n H e ra ld
°
■daughter of Peter and Lucinda
The snow which fell early in the terment was in the family lot in
Camden
Herald.
Eastern Star Installation
Brazier in Danvers, Mass., has re- ; Miss Ethel Holbrook and Mrs.
__ . ,
H
f th , ,
j ’Watts) Ring. She had been in frail
of his daughter. Mrs. J. Fred Morang week followed by rain and then Ocean View Cemetery.
The annual installation of the of of Corinna, where, with Mrs. Hall, freezing weather has made it pos
turned home.
Eugenie Godfrey won high honors _, . p ’ . .
‘p „
d health for some years, and succumbed
..
...
, ,
____(finally to the ill turn which occurred ficers of Wlwurna Chapter, O E E
Clayton Oliver and Perley Benner Thursday night at the home of Mrs. ! there
he had been passing the winter. Mr sible to get Into the woods on run
will be something doing every a few weeks ago. She had been
NORTH HOPE
was held Wednesday in Masonic hall
were ln North Waldoboro last Sunday Frances Newhall where the bridge
club was entertained at supper and
Un^ '
in c lu d in g a fajtb fuiiy cared for during her last The ceremony was conducted by Hall had been in failing health for ners for the hauling of wood. The
and there called on Mr. Oliver's
FHv4 <4 .Vi | baby show jn tbp aft€rnoon and an
■
Mrs. Clara Hall was a visitor Sun
a long period, but Sunday sustained a | freezing temperature throughout the
illness by Mrs. Bessie Hills.
j D.D.GM. Louise Blagdon of Wiscasset
parents, Mr. and iMrs. Llewellyn cards.
week has gladdened the hearts of the day In Camden.
[ excellent program of entertainment.
sudden
ill
turn
from
which
he
never
Besides her husband, she leaves | assisted by Celia Feyier as grand
Mrs. Martha Maker is ill at her
Oliver. Mr. Oliver who is over 80, is
Ice men especially those who har
Eight acts of vaudeville in the eve
Mrs. L. H. Perry and daughter
one daughter. Mrs. Ernest Jones of marshal and Sace Weston as grand rallied.
home, with Dr. Frohock ln attend
in 111 health.
vest Chickawaukie ice.
ning. beano and dancing.
! Berenice, spent the weekend at WllHe
was
a
man
liked
by
both
old
Thomaston,
and
two
grandchildren
chaplain.
ance.
Mrs. Melvin Lawry ts ln Quincy,
The annual meeting of the District
i low Brook Farm.
The Bridge Club was pleasantly
-----------------I Officers installed were: Esther and young, a good citizen and ever
Mass., for a 10-day visit with Mrs.
Nursing Association will be held today
ready to respond a t time of trouble
Mrs. Barbara Perry and children,
TREMONT
Shorey, worthy matron; Austin Win
Alma Sheriff and Mrs. Helen Ander- entertained Monday at supper and at 4 o'clock, at the St. Thomas Parish |
READfM
■Donald and Patricia, have been pass
| chenbach, worthy patron; Gladys or illness. His kindly nature will be
bridge at the home of Mrs. Margaret
•on.
’
House.
ing a few days with Mr. and Mrs.
associate
m atron greatly missed ln the community as
Mrs. Albert Sawyer went Monday !Winchenbach,
WANT ADS
• Mrs. Geneva Thompson is ill with ’ Carr in Rockland. Honors went to
Walter Bowden in Camden.
grippe at her home.
I Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey and Mrs. Marto Portland to spend a few weeks with Hamlin Scofield, associate patron well as in the home.
Funeral services were held last
her daughter Mrs William Clark
Mrs. Oeorgie Burns who has been ( Baret Carr,
Sarah Stafford, conductress; Althea
CLARRY HILL
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Sm ith have Winchenbach, associate conductress Saturday from the home, Rev. Mr.
nut of town for several weeks, has reGuests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. returned from a trip to Augusta, Celia Feyier. marshal; Sace Weston Graham of Corinna officiating The
turned home.
FRIENDSHIP
rites were largely attended and the
Kenneth Boardman of Jefferson Portland and Boston.
chaplain; Ida Stahl, secretary; Rena
Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlin 81mmons
Mrs, Ralph Benson entertained Crowell, treasurer; organist, Louise floral tributes from relatives, friends
are recovering from grippe.
The sum of $9.50 was realized from were Mrs. Lucy Clarry of North Wal
RATES1
doboro
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earle
Mil
the
Bass Harbor bridge club Tuesday Miller; Milven Pollard, Adah: Alma and neighbors were beautiful and
Mrs. Allie Russell, Mrs. Gertrude the recent supper and Sunday Schujl
numerous.
The
bearers
were
Parker
night
a
t
her
home.
ler and family of South Warren.
to Your hotel in B O S T O N
Fitch, Ruth; Lila Lovejoy, Esther
Oliver. Mrs. ElHs Lawry and daugh ;ni'_riainmen',
Miss Sadie Kelley spent last Sun
Mrs. Ida Bartlett of Seal Cove is Gladys Grant. Martha; Vera Scofield Young. Hollis Deane, Herbert Thom
ter Eda. Mrs. Lois Brown and Mr. and
Mrs. C. Brow and son. Carrol, of
a$i w o o m i w it h | a tb
spending a few weeks with her cousin Electa; Olive Crowell, warder; G ar as and Richard Lermond
Mrs. John Mitchell attended the Portland were receait callers on rela day with Mrs. Eva Robbins.
Among those from out of town
R ooms
Mrs. Jacob Kelley.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Feyier
vis
land Day. sentinel.
Eastern Star installation Wednesday tives and friends in town.
who
attended
the
funeral
were
Randall Stanley was dinner guest The retiring officers, Mrs. Verna
night in Thomaston.
The Eaptlst Circle met Thursday ited Sunday at the home of Mr.
R A D IO
and Mrs. George Wiley in Warren. Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Scofield worthy matron and worthy Horace Carter and Mrs. Bessie T al
Funeral services for Evelyn S.. wife afternoon with Mrs. E. H. Lawry.
bot
of
Belfast
and
Mrs.
Gladys
Pack
5
E
R V ID 0 R
Smith.
patron, Austin Winchenbach were
of Edward Durand, who died Fqb.
Tne Girl Scouus at an assembly Mrs. Roland Miller and Mrs. Wal
ard of Camden.
T U B -.S H O W E R
ter
Feyier
called
Tuesday
on
Mrs.
Mrs.
Ralph
Benson
and
daughter
presented with pins and the district
3. in Brooklyn, will be held Sunday Wednesday night enjoyed refresh
Rosa accompanied by Mrs. Clarence deputy grand matron with a gift. Miss
at 2 o'clock, at the Methodist Church, ments and game playing as guests ol Dora Clements at Mank's Corner.
Mrs. Gussle Ross has returned Harding and Mrs. Harvey Moore, Laura Creamer, violinist.
Miss
Rev. William Lewis officiating
I,
the VF.W Auzlliery.
WE B U Y
home after spending six weeks in were In Bangor on a day’s visit re Frances Crooker reader and John
*’ N O R T H S T A T I O N
■ I
Newburn soloist, presented a pleasing
Portland with her granddaughter cently.
•< S T E P - ^ r .z i/.z r T R A I N - R O O M *
F e w w h n w r i t e to the newspa
Miss Alice Ross.
Mrs. Vera Harding entertained the program. Refreshments were served
per realize th a t th irty lines will
Mrs. Lucretia Pushaw is caring for Ladies' Aid at its latest assembly by the committee. Mrs. Fannie Brooks CLARENCE E. DANIELS
•equre a hundred readers, while
JEW E LE R
Mrs. Abbie Burgess who is seriously and Mrs. Sarah Kittredge will be next Mrs. Bessie Benner and Mrs. Miles
half a column secures one.
370 M A IN S T ,
RO CKLAND
liOKtess.
ill.
Pollard,

Concerns Itself W ith Alcohol,
Uppercuts and Six Foot
Snow Drifts

NO TRAFFIC OR T A X I/
500

READ THE AOS

OLD

GOLD
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grand chaplain; Mrs. Faye M. Stet- J
Probate Notices
Notices of Appointment
son, grand organist and Ralph CarAdvertisements In th is column not to
STATE OF MAINE
Howard B. Stetson. 11-year-old son roll, past patron.
I, Charles L. Veazlc, Register of Pro
three lines Inserted once (or 23
bate for the County of Knox, in the
To all persons Interested In either of txceed
cents, three tim es (or 50 cents. Addi
of Mrs Walter K. Butler, narrowly
Officers installed were: Worthy
State of Maine, hereby certify th a t In the estates hereinafter named:
tional
lines
(lve cents each lor one time
F. G. CONGDON, C om m on Carrier Service
the following estates the persons were
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. 10 cents (or three times. Six words
escaped drowning Wednesday night matron. Mrs Marian B. Grafton; I
appointed
Administrators.
Executors. In and for the County of Knox, on the make a line.
when he fell head first into a well at worthy patron. Edgar A. Ames; as
Guardians and Conservators and on the 19th day of January In the year of our
Daily service to and from Belfast, Camden, Rock
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
dates hereinafter named:
his home on Elm street. He was sociate matron, Mrs. Avis R. Brazier;
GEORGE L. MERRIFIELD, late of thirty-seven and by adjournment from
land, Thomaston, Damariscotta, Bath, Brunswick,
rescued by Mr. Butler when his associate patron. Edgar Libby; secre
Appleton, deceased. Winnie Merrifield day to day from the 19th day of said
Richmond, Bowdoinham, Gardiner, Hallowell, A u
of Appleton was appointed Executrix. January the following matters having
serpams drew the family to the scene. tary, Mrs. Florence H. Gardiner;
been presented for the action thereupon
Jan 4. 1937. w ithout bond.
hereinafter indicated
It Is hereby
As the well was two-thirds full of treasurer Mrs. Cora M “ nights; con
gusta, Waterville, Fairfield, Portland, Bridgton, Har
T CHARLTON HENRY, late of Phila Ordered:
NOTICE—is hereby given of the loss
delphia. Pa., deceased.
Girard T rust
water, the boy received a thorough ductress, Mrs. Hazel Gilchrest; as
rison, Fryeburg, Cornish, Kezar Falls, Biddeford,
That notice thereof be given to all of deposit book num ber 7062 and the
Company, Julia B Henry, and Gerald
drenching but was not otherwise in sociate conductress, Mrs. Lura M.
Ronon. all of Philadelphia. Pa., were I persons interested, by causing a copy of owner of said book asks for duplicate In
Sanford, Bar Mills, West Buxton, Gorham and all
appointed Exrs.. Dec. 15. 1936. and this order to be published three weeks accordance with the provisions oi the
Libby; chaplain, Mrs. Madolyn Spear;
jured.
qualified by filing bond Jan. 4. 1937 I successively in the Courier-Gazette a State Law SECURITY TRUST CO..
intermediate
points.
10-S-16
Alan L. Bird of Rockland appointed Agt. newspaper published a t Rockland In said ENSIGN OTIS, Receiver.
The death of Evelyn (Simmons) marshal. Mrs Emma D Young; or
TESTED STOCK. R. I. REDS. Barred
County that they may appear at a Pro
in Maine.
Rocks and Hall-Cross strain day-old
wife of Edward Durand, summer resi ganist, Mrs. Faye M Stetson; Adah.
Tel.— Rockland 953-W ; Camden 703; Belfast 353
tested pullets. CARL NELSON. Tel.
LEWIS M DELANO, late of Friend bate Court to be held at said Rockland,
714-W, 310 Limerock St.
14*25
ship deceased. Ethel M Delano of on the 16th day of February A D 1937.
dent of Friendship, occurred Tuesday Mrs. Margaret A. Lakeman; Ruth,
16-tf
Friendship was appointed Admx . Sept , at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and be
Mrs
Eleanor
M.
Cullen;
Martha,
Mrs.
in Brooklyn. N. Y.. at the age of 65.
SC.R.I. REDS, baby chicks tor sale,
15 1936. and qualified by filing bond ; heard thereon if they see cause.
bred from high producing birds; every
Jan. 7. 1937.
ABRAM L FISH, late of Rockland, de
The remains will arrive here this Dorothea Young; Esther. Miss Helen
heh mated with E B Parm enter cock
ABDON K SPEAR, late of Warren, de ceased Will and Petition for Probate
Studley;
Electa,
Mrs.
Hazel
M.
State tested and pullorum clean.
morning and will be taken to the A.
COMETS WON AGAIN
VI/k BEAR MOUNTAIN ceased Clara Spear of Warren was thereof, asking th a t the some may be YOUNG couple w ith no children desire erels;
M
KINNEY, St. Georg Rd . Thomas
appointed Exx., Jan. 19. 1937, without proved and allowed and that Letters completely furnished modern small house ton,MTel.
D. Davis & Son chapel. Funeral Young; warder. Mrs. Leila W. Smal
Tenant's Harbor 56-14.
Testamentary Issue to Arthur D. Fish
bend
apartment, w ith private bath. Write _________________________________14*19
services will be held Sunday at 2 ley; sentinel, Hollie Harrington.
Rockland's Semi-Pro Team Early Spring Trippers South ETTA MARTIN DAY. late of Rockland, of Rockland, he being the Executor or
Apartment
care
Courier-Gazette
15*17
Tire installing officers did their ,
PUCKEYE Incubator for sale. 2,304
deceased. Edward G. Day of Rockland named In said Will, without bond.
o'clock from the Friendship Metho
DAY work wanted Laundry to do at egg capacity. Excellent condition. Basy
Too Much for Doc Big
Will Find New Travel was appointed Exr., Jan. 19. 1937. w ith CARRO E. COPELAND, late of Warren, home
or
accommodating
by
experienced
dist Church, Rev William Lewis offi work in a pleasing and impressive
and economical to operate. Price reason
out bond.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate Finnish woman. Phone 452-WK
15*17 able. WILSON MERRIAM, Union. Me
gers' Gang
Aids Listed
ABBIE C. CAMPBELL, late of Rock thereof, asking th a t the same may be
ciating Interment will be in Friend manner and several novel features
14*10
STEADY
Income
all
winter
Every
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
land.
deceased
Fred
G.
Campbell
of
ship. Deceased is survived by her were introduced that added much tc
Warren and Ernest A Campbell of Rock Testamentary issue to Madeline E. home buys flowers, shrubs, roses Take
In la fast, free scoring basketball
The continuance of fine weather land
orders
now
for
spring
delivery.
Free
o
u
t
Brasier
of
Portland,
she
being
the
Execu
the
usual
procedure.
When
the
were appointed Exrs.. Jan. 19. 1937.
husband, a son and a niece, Mrs.
fit. Cash paid weekly. Full or part
trix named in said Will, without bond.
Worthy Matron-elect had come to game Thursday night at the new and the absence of heavy snow from without bond.
time Job HEATH NURSERIES. Man
Blanche M Prince of Camden.
CHARLOTTE
C RHODES, (otherwise
CLEMENTS REDS AND
MARIETTA W HATCH, late of Friend chester. Conn.
Community
Building
the
Community
15*17
the East, George G. Grafton, her
most of the highways undoubtedly known as Lottie C. Rhodes) late of ship. deceased. Will and Petition for
Audrey Butler who is ill with
Comets
hung
up
their
second
win
by
Rockland, deceased. Olive R. Wilson of Probate thereof, asking that the same
USED hogsheads, barrels, kegs, lor sale
CROSSBREDS
young son, entered dressed in sailor
has inspired many motorists to plan Rockland was appointed Admx., Jan. 19. may be proved and allowed and th a t Olive casks 150 gallons. Salmon casks 100
measles is being attended by Dr. Kel
costume and bearing a (.miniature overwhelming a scrappy Thomaston
1937, without bond
Letters Testamentary Issue to Grace A gallons Mackerel and herring b arrels, Bred to lay—bound to pay. Sired by
ler.
their spring motor trips a little
CLARA E THURSTON, late of Union, Flood of Burlingame. Calif . and Charles and kegs. Heads dropped Inside If I pedigreed males. Grow fast, feather
boat, in which the various Star points Boys' Club quintet by the score of
deceased
Wilbur C. Thurston and S Payson of North Weymouth Mass desired Already to forward Also In the i well, lay heavily. Maine Pullorum
The Parent-Teacher Association had placed the bouquets emblematic 43 to 39.
earlier than usual this year. Perhaps Florence
E Thurston, both of said Union, they being the Executors named In said Market to buy drums. HENRY A. 1 Clean. 30 years experience.
Sold
THORNDIKE. Newport. R. I
15-40
meets Thursday in the High School of their office, meantime repeating
The first quarter, with both teams the fact that Lincoln's Birthday falls were appointed Admrs. D B N . C T A . W i l l , w i t h o u t bond.
under broad guarantee.
Get our
Jan
19.
1937,
and
qualified
by
filing
HOUSEKEEPER wanted lor lone man.
Catalogue—that's the Maine idea.
assembly hall, at 7:30. The program . a suitable verse, and the grand m ar displaying deliberate offensives, was a
ALIDA M KEENE, late of Boston.
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS, Winteron a Friday this year and Washing bond on same date.
M ass. deceased
Exemplified copy of lovely furnished house, electric lights,
will be announced in the next issue.
nip
and
tuck
battle
with
the
Comets
FRANK
CUNNINGHAM,
late
of
Wash
tel.
piano,
banjo,
guitar,
piano
accor
port, Maine.
11-tf
Will
and
Probate
thereof,
together
with
shal presented these flowers to her.
ton's Birthday on a Monday, thus ington. deceased. A rthur E Johnston a Petition for Probate of Foreign Will, dion. xylophone and radio for music No
Services at the Baptist Church
oi Washington was appointed Admr. asking that the copy of said will may be hard work, fine home for some lone
Other features which made the coming out on the long end of a 19
giving many two or three days of d b .n . Dec 15. 1936 and qualified by allowed, filed and recorded In the Pro healthy lady. BAY VIEW FARM, N orth,
6unday will begin with Bible School
ceremonies unusually effective, were to 9 count, a slim one point margin.
14*19*
filing bond Jan. 19. 1937.
bate Court of Knox County, and th a t Haven. Me.
at 9:45: morning service a t 11, the
It was in the second quarter that leisure to enjoy, may also account for
the costumes worn by the five Star
CARRIE BLAKE, late of Rockport, de Letters Testam entary be issued to Old I STENOGRAPHER,
business
school
pastor to speak on, "The Rainbow In
ceased Vesper E Grover of Rockland Colony Trust Company, of Boston. Mass . graduate, wants perm anent or part time
points, each woman being gowned in the locals' reserve strength began to this early activity.
was appointed Admr . Nov. 17. 1936. and without bond.
work Write E. R., 25 Franklin St., City.
The Cloud." The music at this ser
tell
on
the
Thomaston
lads,
and
while
SHENANDOAH
15*17
the color symbolic of her station.
Those contemplating trips to the qualified by filing bond Jan. 19, 1937.
WILLIAM E PERRY, late of Brookline.
vice by the Choral Society will in
a strong defense was cracking down
EDWARD
L
MARSH,
late
of
Swamp
M ass. deceased
Exemplified copy of
PAIR
boys
shoe
skates,
size
7,
1
pair
Gifts, mementos of happy associa
Wood-burning brooder stoves; ample
Mass., deceased. Mary H. Marsh Will and Probate thereof, together with girls, size 8 Must oe in good condition
clude the anthems, “Lord of Heaven"
any of their opponents' scoring at South may obtain a free copy of the scott.
of said Swampscott, and Arthur P
tions were presented thus: Past ma
h eat for coldest weather, cost less to
Petition for Probate of Foreign Will, TELEPHONE 186-R. City.
14-tf
by Rossi and "Son of My Soul" by
tempts, the Comets' basket caging new North and Soutn map published Stone of Newton. Mass , were appointed aasking
that the copy of said will may be
run and take less care than coal
trons' jewel to Mrs Lucy S. Young,
USED tvpew rltter In good condition
Exrs
.
Dec
15.
1936.
without
bond
allowed,
filed
and
recorded
In
the
Pro
Reyner. The evening service will be
artists, led by Treneer and Duncan. 1by the American Automobile Asso- Charles T Smalley of Rockland ap
brooders. Burn green wood. Used
bate Court of Knox County and that Let wanted. Call 793-W . a fter 4 p. m. 5*tf
and past patrons' jewel to Edgar S.
omitted.
,
were garnering 10 points for a com- ciation for the Bear Mountain pointed Agent in Maine.
and sold by CLEMENTS BROS.
ters Testamentary be Issued to Harold E
SEXTANTS—Eldridge Charts wanted.
Ames, by Worthy Matron Marian B
MARY A ANNIS. late of Camden, de Perry of New Bedford. Mass., and Send full particulars KELVIN WHITE
FARMS, Winterport, Maine.
Ask
fortable 20 to fi lead a t the half.
Bridge, which shows the principal ceased
Mrs. Inez Flint, of Dover-Foxcroft,
Z M Dwlnal of Camden was Maurice R Perry of West Hartford. COMPANY. 90 S tate Street. Boston.
Grafton; gift to the retiring matron
them for further inform ation and
Mass
12-Th-21
With
"Mud"
Dondis,
scintillating
1
highways
between
the
New
England
•
appointed
A
dm
r.
Jan.
19.
1937.
and
Conn.,
with
bond.
was overnight guest Tuesday of Mr.
prices.
u -tf
from the officers with whom she had
SALESMEN w anted who have had ex
Comet forward, leading the fray, the States and Florida, which avoid such ' qualified by filing bond Jan 23. 1937.
ESATE ORVILLE BROWN, late of
and Mrs. Rodney E. Brasier.
MINNIE C. SMITH, late of Rockland, Rockport, deceased
worked
the
past
year
and
perience with C urtis or Crowell Pub
Petition
for
Ad
Miss Virginia Cobb of Saco is visit a bouquet of lovely snapdragons from last two periods saw both teams play I traffic congested areas as New York deceased. Orrin F. Sm ith of Roclnand ministration. asking th at Alan L Bird lishing Co. on club plan. Car and
was appointed Exr.. Ja n 19. 1937. and of Rockland, or some other suitable per good appearance essential. Also need
ing her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar the Chapter, presentation by Mrs. fast, rugged basketball and while the ; City, Jersey City. Newark. Trenton qualified by filing bond Jan. 25. 1937.
two men for general sales work to travel
son be appointed Admr., with bond.
Boys' Club figured in the scoring, the and Philadelphia, by writing to the
State of Maine W rite BOX 334. ROCK
HENRIETTA P LEVENSALER. late of
Cobb.
ESTATE
WILLIAM
HOOD,
late
of
Margaret A. Lakeman; gift from the
LAND. Give references A good Job for
deceased. Alfred W Levenpace kept up by the Rockland forces Bear Mountain Bridge at 39 Broad- Thomaston,
14-16
saler of Concord. N. H . was appointed South Thomaston, deceased Petition persons willing to work.
The joint installation of Arcana Chapter to the district deputy grand
for
Administration,
asking
that
Sidney
was too much for them and the game ; way. New York City or from the A dm r. Jan. 19. 1937. without bond
COTTAGE w ith garage wanted to rent
O
Hurd
of
South
Thomaston,
or
some
Lodge K P. and Mayflower Temple 'natrOn',_in..aPpreC_i!,t!iOn_ °L.he.L.Se[*" ended wlth the Comets winning by i American Automobile Association. Rodney
I. Thompson of Rockland ap
other suitable person be appointed near salt water, w ith bath and electricity
pointed Ag t in Maine.
P. S.. which was to have been held ice as installing officer, by the re
for family of 5. In vicinity of Tenants
I Admr . with bond.
the impressive margin of 43 to 30.
! Pennsylvania Avenue and 17th St..
USED stoves bought and sold. Some
EDWIN
F
NASH,
late
of
Warren,
de
Harbor. Owls Head o r Rockland, some
with Georges River Lodge and Cres tiring matron.
ESTATE HENRY J. KEATING, late of w hat detached from other houses, for good bargains In kitchen ranges. C. E.
ceased Edna L. Nash of Warren was
For the Comets. Dondis. Treneer Washington. D. C.
GROTTON,
138 Camden St.. Tel. 1214-M.
Rockland,
deceased.
Petition
for
Ad
appointed
Admx.
Jan.
27.
1937.
and
cent Temple, in Warren. Tuesday
summer. Call 793-W after 4 p m 15*tf
Adding to the pleasure of this af and Duncan were the stars, while
14-tf
ministration, asking th a t Katherine L
The new popular North and South qualified by filing bond on same date.
night has been postponed because of fair, which was largely attended by
Keating of Rockland, or some other
Attest:
USED cook stove for sale, antique
Libby was the outstanding player for Route. U. S. 202, is detailed in this
,
suitable
person
be
appointed
Admx
.
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIE.
Register
spool bedstead, light colored wood. C. A.
so much illness.
members and invited guests, was a Thomaston
13-8-19 ' without bond.
VOSE. Brooklyn Heights. Thomaston,
new map.
There will be a rehearsal of the program, interspersing the installsTel 150-11
16-18
w ith two victories under their belts
ESTATE MATTI RUOKONEN. late of
new officers of Grace Chapter O ES.. tion ceremonies, which consisted of: Jt^ecomets are journeying to Augusta j
St. George, deceased. Petition for Ad
—UNPAINTED CUPBOARD for sale;
ministration. asking th a t William HonLegal Notices
bcai,nd new with glass doors Reasonable
in Masonic hall. Monday at 7:30.
konen of St George, or some other
Soprano solos. “Smilin Througn tonight (Saturday) to play that city's
THE 30-HOUR W EEK
WATCHMAKER—watches, clocks, a n  prlc
Edwin F. Lynch, who spent several: and "Pennies From Heaven by Mrs y MCA. quintet, but the fans will be i
suitable person be appointed Admr.. tiques.
all kinds, repaired. Call and
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
TEN tons of fine English hay for sale.
without bond
deliver. 6 ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 MABEL A. CRAWFORD. Warren. Tel.
days in New York city while on busi J. Richard Bemis, of Rockland, ac- abie t0 see them in action twice next
WHEREAS. Bovd W Leach of Warren
ESTATE MARGUERITE GILLIS et als.. Amesbury St , Rockland. Tel. 958-J
8-11.
12*16
Man-made
(Laws
Cannot
ness. returned home Thursday,
in the County oi Knox and State oi minors, of North Haven. Petition for _________________________________ 15-tf
companied at the piano by Mrs. Karl week when they play hosts to the
GOOD HOME. 6 rooms, hard wood
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the License to Sell certain Real Estate,
The Knox County Council of the
Change Amount of Na twenty-sixth day of September. A. D situated in said North Haven, and fully DON'T take chances with your Radia floors, hot and cold water, hot air fu r
Stetson; selections by the Hawaiian Rockport Aces on Monday night a n l
tor. Only an expert can repair it. We nace, cement cellar, set tubs, garage,
1929. and recorded in the Knox County
American Legion meets Thursday
Trio. Refreshments were served in on Thursday night the strong Watertional Income
Registry of Deeds. Book 221. £age 376 described in said Petition, presented by specialize on auto radiators only. Drive hen house, good garden spot, fruit
in Rockland. Supper will be served at the banquet hall.
in for estimate All work guaranteed. trees. Price right. ROBERT COLLINS
conveyed to The Georges National Bank Mcllle P Gillis of North Haven. Gdn.
ville Celtic outfit. The scores:
ESTATE BYANTHA A BROWN, late of ROCKLAND RADIATOR WORKS. 70 Real Estate. 375 Main St.__________14*16
a banking corporation having its place
6:30
'Renewed agitation is being made of
16*18
First and final Park St.
business at Thomaston In said County, Thomaston, deceased
Comets
MAN'S fine, heavy black broadcloth
The Baptist Christian Endeavor
certain lot or pax cel of land, situate in account presented for allowance by
THE only tailor In the city who can coat, mink lined, Persian lamb collar,
to impose arbitrarily upon industry, aMid
W a r : * a n d bounded as follows, Olive H. Jackson of Thomaston. Exx.
G
alter and repair your garments and i value $500. Someone can have a great
will meet in the vestry Sunday at 4
Mary F. Lermond
furs perfectly. NEW YORK TAILOR, i bargain, lor $125. Inquire at Courler10 a 30-hour working schedule witli viz.
Dondis. rf ............... 5
o'clock The president of the Society
BEGINNING at the westerly shore of ; ESTATE ANNA W CASE, late o"f Rock- corner Main and Sum m er Sts.
152-tf
6-tf G azette office.
deceased. First and final account
1 weekly wages unchanged." says the. Crawford s Pond at land formerly of j• land,
Edward P. Thurston, will be the lead In the death Sunday of Mrs. Mary Newman, rf ............ 0
presented
for
allowance
by
William
W
USED Automobile Parts—motors for
PAINTING, paperhanging, all work
Benjamin Boggs; thence westerly by 1
8 First National Bank of Boston in its land formerly of said Boggs and land Case. Admr. d.b.n.
guaranteed, prices reasonable
VAN I boats. New parts at a savings. All parts
er and will use as subject, “Christian F. Lermond this town has lost one Treneer, I f ............... 4
on Money-Back Guarantee. AUTO
EMILY HEWETT, late of Rockland RUSSELL. 16 F ulton St , Tel. 408. 4-17 sold
6 current New England letter. Con formerly of Nathan Leach, across the
Lord, c ........x._......... 3
Youth Face The Future Together."
YARD, INC., 1887 River St., Hyde
highway leading from Warren to Union, J deceased. W’lll and Petition for Probate
SKATE sharpening, promptly done. SAVE
of its oldest and most respected resi Connon. c ............... 0
Park. Mass.
152*38
0
anil
by
land
formerly
of
Emerson
thereof, asking th a t the same may be CRIE HARDWARE CO . 408 Main St
Twenty members of the Friendly
Creighton, to a stake and stones in the proved and allowed and that Letters _________________________________ 14-tf
VICTROLA with records lor sale.
4 tinuing the bank .says. "The chief woods;
Peterson, rg ............ 2
Club were entertained Thursday dents.
thence southerly thence easterly ;
W alnut, console style, excellent condi
issue to Cassie Nettle
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock tion; very reasonable. Call 793-W after
8 ! argument of the proponents of this and thence southerly by land formerly of Testamentary
Hewett of Rockland, she being the
Mrs. Lermond was born in Warren, Duncan, rg ............. 4
night at the home of Mrs. George E.
Jesse Williams to stake and stones in j Executrix named In said Will, w ithout land Hair 8tore. 24 Elm St. Mall orders 4 p m .
148*tf
solicited. H. C. RHODES Tel. 518-J.
4 I measure is that this would spread angle of land formerly of said Williams bond.
Cross and Miss Nellie Gardiner. Dur daughter of Jacob and Clarissa J Karl, ig ................. 2
SIX-ROOM HOUSE for sale, good loca
_________________________________14-tf
thence
easterly
by
land
formerly
of
said
1
- j the work and increase the aggregate Williams, land formerly of Nathan
tion $1600: 8-acre farm, good building
ing the business meeting, which was (Waltz) Robinson. Her early life was Rubenstein, lg
SARAH F PRESCOTT, late of Rock To whom It may concern.
70-acre farm, good buildings $1600.
Will and Petition for
Notice Is hereby given that Fire I n  $800;
land of Charles Perrin and land land. deceased
presided over by the (president. Mrs 1spent in that community. She was
” ' purchasing power. The fallacy of Leach,
Probate thereof, asking that the same surance Policies Nos. Z439712. Z439717 Any of these for sm all payment down,
of
Leon
Wotton
to
the
westerly
shore
of
43
21
balance as rent. V. F. STUDLEY Tel.
Lura M. Libby, plans were made for married Feb. 28. 1872 to Oliver G.
aforesaid pond; thence by the shore of may be proved and allowed and th a t fz Automobile Policy No 79470 of the 1154.
: this proposal can readily be seen said
283 Main St.
14-tf
pond to the place of beginning | Letters Testam entary issue to Reginald Law Union Si Rock Insurance Company
Thomaston Boys' Club
the annual observance of C hurch, Lermond of Thomaston and since
G
Prescott
of
Brooklyn.
New
York,
he
FOCOHONTAS soft coal. $8.50; hard
Reference to this property may be had
of London, requiring for their validity
p
’
when
this
schedule
is
applied
to
all
F
Night of the Federated Church to be that time had always lived here.
G
by referring to Knox Registry of Deeds. being the Executor named In <aid Will, the countersignature of a duly author coal. $15: coke. $11. J. B. PAULSEN.
without bond.
14-tf
ized and licensed Agent, have been lost Tel. 62. Thomaston.
7 kinds of productive activities—man- Book 196. Page 262
1
held Feb. 17. in the Congregational 1 She is survived by one son. Woodcock, rf .......... 3
AND WHEREAS
The Thomaston
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNKLI
NETTIE E SMALL, late of Owl’s Head, No claims of any nature purporting to
vestry. Rev. Hubert F Leach, Miss George E Lermond of Thomaston; Libby, If ................. 4
2
10 : ufacturing mining, farming, dis- National Bank, n banking corporation deceased. Will and Petition for Pro be based on these Policies will be manufacturing co
14-t:
organized and existing under the laws bate thereof, asking th a t the same may recognized by the Company. The Public
Jessie Stewart and Miss Gardiner three daughters. Clara E. Lermond of Delano, c ................. 3
0
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or K
6 i tribution—for 1929 when practically of the United States, and having Its be
will take notice accordingly.
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
t for the season. Phone us. Rocklanc
office and place of business at Thomnc- , Testamentary issue to Edna M. Small of
If any of the above mentioned policies le
0
were appointed a committee on en Thomaston. Maude H. Lermond, ol Upham, rg ............. 2
980, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
all of the employable workers were ton aforesaid, is th e successor of said Owls
Head, she being the Executrix are In the hands of any person, firm
14-t:
0
tertainment and Mrs. W arren O. Plymouth, Mass, and Elizabeth M (Johnson, lg .............. 0
Georges National Bank by virtue of cer named In said Will, without bond
or corporation, inform ation to that ef
□ gainfully occupied. National income tain Articles of Consolidation dated Aug
fect should be given Immediately to the
1
Feyler and Miss Dorothy L. Starrett, Starrett, of Warren; a grandson Wood, lg
1
ESTATE
LETTA
M
DEAN,
late
of
11. A. D. 1931. and recorded in said Knox
undersigned.
_
_
_ for 1929, the highest on record, was County
refreshments. The remainder of the Douglass G. Starrett of Warren; and
Registry of Deeds, Book 231. Beverly. Mass., deceased. Petition for
A. N. ANDERSON.
Administration,
asking
that
Zadoc
L.
Page
254
whereby
the
assets
of
said
4
30
about
$81
000
000.000.
Aggregate
Special Agent.
evening was spent playing games.
cne brother, M. R Robinson of War13
Georges National Bank did become vested Knight of Rockport, or some other su it
38 Exchange St.. Portland. Me
In the preliminary game the Hiah Bovernmental
expenditures —Fed- in said Thn Thomaston National Bank; able person be appointed Admr. without
Services at the Federated Church ren.
16-S -22
AND WHEREAS said The Thomaston bond
Mrs. Lermond was a woman oi School J. V. team defeated the Lions eral> state and local—for th at year National
Sunday will be: Sunday School at
Bank did assign all Its right
ESTATE FRANK L. MONTGOMERY
THREE large rooms w ith bath to let,
9:45; morning worship at 11, subject high character, beloved by all who Club by the iscore cf 19 to 15. This ■’Aer® ‘n the neighborhood of $13 000.- title, and interest In and to said m ort late of Warren, deceased. Petition for
newly painted, on first floor S3 week:
gage and the note and debt thereby Perpetual care of burial lot. presented by
MONHEGAN
also
all modern, unfurnished house, two
of the pastor's sermon, "The Ministry were fortunate to call her friend 6ame saw Coach Peterson 's J. v. ;C03 0C° leaving approximately $68- secured to the undersigned, by Its deed C Ida Stevens of Rockland. Exx
lots of land, garage, corner Limerock
assignment dated January 26. 1937
of Silence.” At this service the Her happiest hours were those spent Quintet led by Cuccinello and Huntley OOO.OCO.COO available for distribution of
and
Broadway, price reasonable; also
ESTATE FRANK L. MONTGOMERY
and recorded in said Knox Registry of
Rosetta H. widow of Robert Lewis, u n fu m ued. four room apartm ent with
late of Warren, deceased
First and
Choral Association will sing the in service for her family and home. take the lead early in the contest t0 caPltal and labor. A modest net Deeds in Book 249. Page 534;
b
ath:
water paid. $4 week Range
AND WHEREAS, the condition of said final account presented for allowance died Thursday a t her home at the furnished.
Tel. 330 or 1154. V. F. STUD
anthem, ‘T he Lord Is My Shepherd ' She was a woman of rare personality, and hold it throughout despite the return after taxes of 3'T on produc mortagage
by C. Ida Stevens, Exx
has been broken;
ESTATE CASSANDRA A WASHBURN, age of 101. Funeral services will be LEY. 283 Main St.
NOW THEREFORE, by reason of the
by Witty. At 7 o'clock the pastor will courage and wit. one whose memory threatenings of thfe roaring Lions. tive fixed capital, estimated at $346.breach of the condition thereof, we. the late of Thomaston, deceased. First ac held today in the church at 2:30. Rev. __ _______________________________14-tf
OCOOOO.OOO would amount to about undersigned.
use as theme, "The God of The will be loved and cherished by all.
The score:
Trustees for Depositors of count presented for allowance by Joseph John Holman of the Port Clyde Ad
FURNISHED second-floor heated apartm en t to let, 14 Masonic St.
16*18
The
Thomaston National Bank in ac Emery. Exr
$10,000,000,000. After deducting the
Lost.”
Rockland J. V.
cordance with a certain Trust Agreement
vent Church officiating. Burial in
ESTATE
OLIVIA
B
JAMES,
late
of
Mil
HOUSE
at
Ingraham
Hill
to
let.
In net
return
on
capital
invested
the
The Baptist Ladies' Circle meets
dated June 23. 1933. do hereby claim a ton. Mass, deceased
Petition for Island cemetery.
qutre WILLIAM DONOHUE
16-21
G
F
of said mortgage
License to Sell certain Real Estate,
amount available for distribution in foreclosure
Wednesday afternoon in the vestry.
PORT CLYDE
TWO FURNISHED APARTMENTS to
Dated at Thomaston. Maine, this situated in North Haven, Maine, and
G. Huntley, rf ........ 2
0
let. Nice and warm. Hot water heat gas
the form of wages and salaries would twenty-seventh day of January, A. D. fully described In said Petition, presented
A public supper will be served at 6
Perry, rf ................. 0
0
elec
and bath. R ent very low. FLOYD
1937.
by Arthur D Hill. Richard H. Wlswall.
be $58,000,000,000 or $1230 for each
with Mrs. Georgie Thorndike, chair
SHAW. 47 North Main St. Tel. 422-R
RTCHARD O ELLIOT.
Schools open Monday after six Cuccinello, if .......... 4
and Adams Sherm an Hill. Exrs.
1
JOHN
BROWN
________________________________
14-tf
0 i of the 47 156.000 persons gainfully
man. A musicale will be sponsored by weeks' vacation.
ADDIE E JIPSON, late of Rockland,
Bohn. If ................. 0
0
JAMES E CREIGHTON.
FOUR-room apt. to let. with heater
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
2 employed in 1929. Assuming for that
members of the Choral Society for the
Trustees
for
Depositors
and bath. 12 Knox street, Tel. 156-W.
0
asking th a t the same may be
Several from here attended funeral Cole, c ..................... 1
13-8-19 thereof,
Op'ear the working hours were reduced
benefit of the Circle. A small ad
______________
10-tf
proved and allowed and that Letters
Winchenbach. c ...... 0
0
services
Wednesday
in
Thomaston
Testamentary Issue to Edwlna F Jipson
HOUSE to let at 43 Pacific St.; newly
mission will be charged and tickets
4 ,from the then prevailing 50 hours a
of
Rockland,
she
being
the
Executrix
Anderson,
rg
..........
0
4
papered and painted throughout; onefcr Amasa Maloney, father of Ernest
MICKIE S A Y S —
named In said Will, without bond
week to 30 and that the productivity
may be bought from members of the
pipe furnace, lights. References reHuntley, rg ............. 0
0
Maloney of this town.
qulred Tel. 291-W.
8-tf
ISAAC M JIPSON, late of Rockland,
choir.
of
labor
remained
the
same
per
hour,
Duff, lg ................... 0
0
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
M ADE IN P O R T LA N D , ME.
THREE furnished rooms for light
Willing Workers met Tuesday night
WHO SELLS TH' MOST GOODS'?
At St. John's Church services Sun
then there Is 40' reduction in the
thereof, asking th a t the same may be
housekeeping to let. w ith private bath.
proved and allowed and that Letters
T H 1FELLER WHO STAMPS
65 North Main street.
14-tf
day will be at 9:30 a. m„ Holy at the home of Mrs. Earl Davis.
191v°lume of goods to be distributed,
14
Testamentary Issue to Edwlna F Jipson
•ROUWO
MOM
LIKE
A
GLAM,
I of Rockland, she being the Executrix
FIVE-room apartm ent a t 253 Camden
Eucharist and sermon. For the com
i
Necessarily
the
wage
earners
would
Ellison Wilson and family have
Lions Club
OR T H 1HUSTLER. WHO CALLS
St:, hot water heat. Bath, lights, gagage,
named In said Will, without bond.
ing week: Ash-Wednesday. Feb. 10, moved to the home of Mr. Wilson's
be able to receive in general far less
garden patch, $18 m onth. MRS. FROST.
ATTEkfriOU T O WHAT HE'S
ADA F RIPLEY, late of Appleton, de
F
G
Tel. 318-W.
14-tf
9 a. m.. morning prayer, litany, peni father, James Wilson.
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate
in purchasing power than before—
GOT TO SELL AMD M A K E S
0
■thereof, asking th a t the same may be
Sleeper, rf ............... 0
FtJRNISHED heated apartm ent to let,
A GOOP SELL!MG TALK
tential office and Holy Eucharist:
probably the decrease would be in
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
two rooms, bath. $5 week. FOSS HOUSE.
0
Four Coast Guardsmen from B u rn t1Cross. If ................. 3
HUSTLERS ALWAYS
Testamentary issue to Wilmot A Ripley
Tel. 330, 77 Park St.
14-tf
Friday 8 a. m.. Holy Eucharist; 7:30
this proportion.
Island are on their way to the flood ! Haskell, c ............... 1
1
of Appleton, he being the Executor
ADVERTISE •
p. m., Way of The Cross and sermon.
“The
crux
of
the
issue
is
that
the
named in said Will, without bond
1
Lord, rg ................... 0
Because of so much illness in town area.
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Esquire.
volume of goods produced and serv
1
0
g e n u in e £ n g r a v e t )
Paladino.
rg
Judge of Probate Court for Knox County.
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Atxms me mov
the Beta Alpha Club will not meet
ices
rendered
constitute
our
national
Rockland.
Maine.
1
Merrill, lg ............... 1
Attest:
Monday. The date of the next meet ing to Teel Island.
income and the only way to increase
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
S T A T IO N E R Y
ing will be announced.
Nicholas Anderson who spent a few
13-8-19
15 the living standards is through a
At The lowest Prices la Hlstoryl
Woodrow Wilson, who has been days with his parents, has returned
larger volume of goods at prices
spending the past two months with to Portland where he has employ
Visiting C a rd s
that are within the range of a great
his mother. Mrs. G. Edgar Wilson, ment.
100 paneled cards, choice of 4
er number of people.
elzes and 30 styles of engraving,
and sister. Miss Harriet Wilson, went
“During the past few years Ameri
Mrs. Helen Spear and two children
The committee on .Tea and Shore
PLATL INCLUDED, only__ $1.65
Thursday to New York city to join of Warren are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Fisheries will give a r" b!:c hearing In
can industry has been marching to
its rooms at the State Home, In Augusta
W edding A nnouncem ents
the S. S. Coloradan.
ward the goal of reduced working
John Anderson.
WEDNESDAY, FEE. If), P. M.
or In vitatio n s
The Federated Ladies' Circle will
H, P. 201 Resolve, r iatin? to lobster 1
schedules
and
higher
wages.
From
Miss Maxwell of Martinsville will
fishing in W inter Harbur —H P. 202 An j
On white or ivory stock—wed
assemble at the home of Mrs. Lee W.
j 1900 to 1929 the working hours of in
act requiring all resident fishermen to '
ding or plate finish. Inside and
obtain license (or catching ground fish
Walker, on Dunn street, Tuesday at make a visit March 3 at the local
dustry were reduced from fifty-seven
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
(or
commercial purposes.—H P 203 An
library.
2 o'clock.
CLUDED ______________ $8.95
act to prohibit the taking o( ground fish
AND UP
| to fifty hours while per capita real
Bernard Cushman, who passed a
in certain waters during spawning sea
Funeral services for Lewis J. John
(J To Us Printing is more than i income was increased by 40% or apson.—H. P. 204 An act to prohibit n o n 
Your Old Range Taken in
Social S tatio nery
week
at
the
home
of
his
sister,
Mrs.
son, who died Wednesday in Rock
residents (rom taking fish (or commer
”
just putting words into type. i proximately the same as the inExchange
Special styles for men and women.
Frances
Ellis
in
Thomaston,
returned
cial
purposes—jH.
F.
205
An
act
to
pro
land are being held at the A. D.
It is the creation of a work of art, I creased productivity per worker durA choice of lovely colors, mono
hibit the taking of ground fish In cer
Atlantic Ranges are available In
Davis <te Son chapel today at 2 home Monday. He is suffering from be it a simple little announcement jing this period.
tain waters during the spawning season.
grams and styles of engraving,
Black
and
All
Enamel
Finishes
—H. P. 206 An act to regulate the size of
a severe cold.
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
PLATE. INCLUDED____________
o'clock.
mesh
in
nets
used
by
beam
trawlers.
“The objective of a 30-hour week
$2.25, $3.95 and up.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Melquist and we take all the pride of en artist
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
15-17
son of Tenant's Harbor were recent in hie craft, in each job; end that | can come only in the course of time
The
following
committee
on
Taxation
Eastern Star Installation
•••*••••*•♦••••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
.«•
Business S tationery
is the secret of the superlative
will give a public hearing in its rooms
through improved operating methods
500 business cards or Hammermill
The officers of Grace Chapter. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lowell. quality of The Courier* Gazette
at the State House, in Augusta.
i
The
newspaper
cannot
make
and more efficient machinery and not
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 10. 1937. 2 P. M.
O ES. were installed in Masonic hall. Alex Hathorn and Mr. Hilt were also Printing.
H, P. 43. L. D. 25, Act Relating to
CLUDED, o n ly ___ _
$7,95
overnight by feovernmen* decree which I ufe of announcements of births,
Wednesday night by District Deputy visitors at the Lowell residence re
Exemptions of Estates from Taxation.
marriages and deaths unless
I
would
disrupt
Industry
and
greatly
H.
P.
208.
L.
D.
76.
Resolve'
in
favor
of
a
cently.
accompanied by the name of
TEL. 9s0
Grand Matron I« ah F. Davis, asrebate of certain taxes ’for the Town of
lower the standards of living of the ♦ the sender.
Supt. F. L. S. Morse visited the
S1J-325 M A IN S T ., ROCKLAND
Lincolnville. H. P. 499. L. D 166, Act
isted by Mrs. Emma D. Young as
♦
working class.”
Relating to Exemptions of Estates fr mi
4 7 -tl
, rand marshal; Mrs Carrie Carroll schools Thursday.
Taxation.
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Every Other-Day
A SPECIAL PURPOSE

O C l ETY
Prizewinners at the card party held
at Odd Fellows hall Tuesday after
noon by Miriam Rebekah Lodge were:
Mrs. John Thompson, Jennie Feyler,
Doris Jordan and Nellie Cunningham.
The usual circle supper was held, fol
lowed by the evening business at
which time the Grand Master of the
Orand Lodge of Maine was an hon
ored guest. The second in a series of
home card parties will be held with
Mrs. Addie Brown, Tuesday night at
188 Maverick streetfl Mrs. Lizzie
French will be hostess at the after
noon party th a t day.

Women of the Universalist
Mission Circle Meet Next
Wednesday

KNOX FRIENDS IN MIAMI
Charming P en and Ink Sketch Of Local Folks A t
P lay In F lorida’s Sunny C lim es

The Mission Circle of the Univer
salist Church will meet in the ves
try on Wednesday at 2.30 p. m. This
is to be a very special meeting of
vital interest not only to members of
the Circle, but to every woman in the
church. Coming as it does, on Ash I
Wednesday, the first day of Lent, ]

O p p o r tu n ity

>a>a~a~a~a*.a-».

Bathed in Miami ' Ion. Don and I went picnicking a lew
sunshine (With my miles north of this spot. There we
notebook shaded by I enjoyed fishing, swimming, and
Royal palms, I sit on , plenty of Southern fruit—a real “feed”
a green bench here at 1on the ivory sands.
Don and I were interested to read
14th Street, Miami
Beach, the first day o f 'a n account in The Courier-Gazette
the meeting is planned to serve as a
February, facing th e ' of the Tamiami Trail Bus accident
An encouraging word can be
rallying point for the Lenten season.
emerald - colored wa- of last week, when 17 persons met
offered this morning in answer to the
Running parallel with the death. We were witnesses of that
The program will be a departure ters
hundreds of anxious queries con
from
the
usual
order,
in
th
at
local
shore,
off a short distance, is the tragic affair, watching for hours rela
cerning the condition of Frank A.
purple Gulf Stream, with ocean liners, tives, who were in Miami identifying
women
will
unite
at
the
same
hour
Winslow, associate editor of this
with the women of the church freighters, and smaller fishing craft their own. We were in the front line
newspaper. Fighting successfully the
throughout the nation, in carrying dotting the horizon. Near the shore, spectator point of vantage, protected
threat of pneumonia, Mr. Winslow is
out a special service of dedication in just in front of an orange-red canoe, by police.
at this hour much improved and on
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton and Mrs.
Visiting is pleasant in Miami. Tne
observance of “National Dedication I can see Kay, Marie and Charlie
Monday will be allowed to take a few Marguerite Johnson will be hostesses
Day." This service is one of beauty, Berry, and Don, flirting with the surf. other day we jumped into the Oldssteps if the improvement continues. at a beano party for members and
It is early In the day. The beach mobile at 196 G. E. 14th Lane, and
dignity and impressiveness, was pre
friends of Anderson Camp Auxiliary,
pared by our Universalist women of is rapidly filling with persons, fash hurried over to 12>'S. E. 13th Street,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred "bi ecart in went at Mrs. Barton's home Monday night. New York State, for this occasion. ionably dressed, from every State in to the Berry apartment. There we
Friday to Boston, where they will sail
It is hoped church women who are the Union. Across the sands news joined the Berrys on a motor ride out
Mrs. Elise Allen Corner leaves for
on the Savannah Line for a month’s
not members of the circle will unite paper boys hasten crying, “A paper to Coral Gables, to visit Captain
Sunday morning. D ur with the members in making this from your home State. Where you George Snow and his son George,
stay in Miami. Fla They are tak- ' New York
ing their car, and plan to return over ing her absence classes will be in meeting a memorable event a t the from?"
Mr. and Mrs. |J. Stanley Boynton, and
charge of Miss Florence Molloy, Mrs.
the road.
beginning of the Lenten season. The
Skyward they are all looking! The Dr. and Mrs. Harrison Sanborn. Later
Com ers assistant.
response for roll call at this meeting flying artist is writing “I. U. Fox, Fine we called at Hotel Gralynn to see
Miss Rose Adams of Wassookeag
is "Service.” Mrs. Katherine Haines Furs" in the cloudless sky. As the Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller and then
Mrs.
C.
Blair
Leiter
who
has
been
School faculty, Dexter, is spending
16-17
letters take on a |fluffy coat the eager ever to the Beach to see Win and Ned
visiting her father, A. W. McCurdy, is refreshment hostess.
the mid-winter recess at her home
onlookers turn south to see the Good Leighton at the Whitman Hotel. At
has returned to Boston.
on Berkeley street.
“TO PN O TCH ” A SU SU A L Year Blimp lower itself that its pas the Hampton Hotel were Graham
sengers may see the sun-tanned backs Hills, Dick Knowlton, "Spud" Mur
Sunshine Society will meet Monday
phy, and Steve Accardi.
Mrs. George Britto is confined to afternoon at Central Maine rooms. Brotherhood Bible Class Fol on the beach.
While drinking cocoanut milk on
her home on Camden street by ill There will be a business meeting and
Numbered with the 80,000 bathers
lows Custom In Choosing Sunday, Jan. 31, I entertained on a Flagler street, Vic Whittier slapped
ness.
tacking.
sand-colored blanket Mrs. Clarence Don on Ithe back. It was a joyous
President
Fisher (a former Lubeo girl) with her round we had made just as the
The Educational Club's next mem
Mrs. Helen Cooper Lord who has
George J. Cumming was elected daughters Muriel and Marlene.
Miami moon was climbing the
ory lesson is the Bible’s most fa been in this city for several weeks,
president of the Brotherhood Bible
It was just such a beautiful day heights cf the palms.
mous chapter, 1 Cor. 13th chapter; called by the illness and death of her
Hurry, Ann and Fred Trecartin, to
th a t upon which President F.D.R. late father, John F. Cooper, leaves Class of the First Baptist Church at last Wednesday, Jan. 27 (I haven’t
their semi-annual meeting held in the seen a 'cool day) th at Kay, Charlie, enjoy the tropical treats.
placed his hand when he took his tomorrow for her home in Brooklyn,
parlors of the church Thursday eve Marie Berry, Stan and Esther BoynLeah Ramsdell Fuller.
oath four years ago and he used an N. Y. at Fort Hamilton, accompanied
ning.
ancient edition, with "charity” trans- j by her mother. Mrs. Mary Cooper
The meeting was preceded by an
lation, instead of the later version wb0 wju make an indefinite visit,
TO DEBATE TUESDAY
LENTEN SERMONS
excellent bountiful pot roast supper,
"love,'' used in Drummond's well- Iu eut col. Kenneth P. Lord came on
served under the direction of Mrs.
known book "The Greatest Thing in from Fort Hamilton to make the
Hope Brewster, with Mrs. R. I. Dr. Lowe Will Hold Special Famous Teams Will Argue
the World." Lesson also includes re journey with them.
Thompson, Mrs. D. L. Karl, Mrs.
Vital Question At the
Services Each Thursday
memorizing opening patriotic devo
Walter Staples and Miss Barbara
tions, Preamble to U. S. Constitution,
1 High School
Evening
Mrs. Inez Flint who has been the Melcher as assistants.
American's Creed, Gettysburg ad guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Durreil
Leslie A. Packard presided over the
Thursday evening, the day after
Bates College and Mt. Allison Uni
dress, and O ath of Allegiance to U. has returned to her home in Doverbusiness meeting, at which time those Ash Wednesday, Dr. Lowe will begin a versity will take part in an Interna
S. Flag, all of which appear from Foxcroft.
present listened to the reports of the series of special midweek Lenten tional Debate at Rockland High
time to time in this paper. The six
secretary and treasurer and then services in the vestry of the Univer School at 8 p. m.. on Wednesday eve
applicants admitted to membership
Blue Bonnet Troop of Girl Scouts elected the following officers, G. J. salist Church. The services, begin ning. Feb. 10. They will discuss the
Jan. 15 were Bessie Church, Arlene who wish to help finunciahy in the Cumming,
president;
Raymond
Davis, Florence Havener, Haael Red Cross Flood Relief, are asked to Pendleton, vice president; R. S. S h er ning at 7.30 p. m. each Thursday proposition that; "Congress should be
evening during the Lenten season, empowered to fix minimum wages
Woodward, Caroline Sleeper, Blanche
take the amount they desire to con man. secretary; E. H. Crie, treasurer; will be devoted to the singing of fa and maximum hours in industry."
Shadie, while 56 names were pro
tribute to the 4 o’clock meeting Mon L. A. Packard, chaplin; Frank H. miliar inspirational hymns, medita
Both institutions are outstanding
posed.
Ingraham, teacher and Leslie A. tion and prayer. Dr. Lowe will give in the field of international debate.
day afternoon.
Packard, assistant teacher.
a series of informal and intimate For several years Mt. Allison Univer
Arthur L. Orne is in Wilmington.
Superintendent Cumming, of the
The American Legion Auxiliary has
talks, using as the central theme of sity located at Sackville, New Bruns
Bel. there joining Mrs. Orne as
cancelled the meeting of Monday a ft Rockland and Rockport schools, new- his message "Keynotes In a Happy wick were debating champions of the
guests of their son Arthur.
ernoon and evening owing to the ill
maritime provinces and are regularly
Life.”
ness' of several members.
outstanding in debating in Eastern
Using
the
Beatitudes,
in
the
ser
Mrs. L. M. Lufkin. Mrs. John
mon on the Mount, his effort will be Canada. At one time they had not
Thompson. Miss Margaret Bowler
The meeting of Ruth Mayhew
to explain in simple language, how lost a debate in 10 years. This winn
and Mrs. Charles Hall won card hon
Tent D.U.V. was held Monday. There
we
can avoid the pitfalls of misery ing streak was broken by a Bates
ors at the card party given Wednes
was sewing in the afternoon, the
and
achieve a happy, peaceful, joy- | College team which debated at Sackday afternoon under the auspices of
workers completing two quilts, fol
ous
life.
The talks will be absolutely '
*n ^ l . Since then Mt. Allison
the S.U.V. Auxiliary. Mrs. Gladys
lowed by a 6 o'clock supper. In the
non-sectarian, touching our common debaters have visited Bates at Lewis
Thomas, hostess.
absence of the president, senior vice
ton and the Bates men were at Sack
life in the most vital spots.
president Ida V. Huntley presided at
Friends of the general public, who ville again in 1934.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Moreshead of
Mt. Allison debaters follow the
the business session, the members
appreciate
the value of a quiet hour,
Portland are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
American style of debating more than
voting to donate $5 to the flood re
full
of
radiant
hope
and
inspiration
J. R. Durreil, Franklin street.
lief. The next meeting will be held
are cordially invited to attend this they do the English. They are on
a tour of New England at this time
j Monday Feb. 15 with Mrs. Mae Cross
series
of Lenten services.
Members of the Charity Club and Mrs. Lizzie French serving as
and will debate other outstanding
were entertained Thursday by Mrs. housekeepers.
universities.
E F. Glover at a luncheon given at
The Bates debaters will be Ernest
J. EDGAR'S "O. K.”
Hotel Thorndike. A pleasant after
Robinson '37 of Houlton, Maine and
The Congregational Circle supper
noon was spent at cards at the ho
Director of F. B. I. Gives Howard Becker 38, Yonkers. New
will be held Wednesday at 6.15. Miss
tel rooms of Mrs. Elmer S Bird.
York. Mr. Robinson is the President
Corice Thomas will be chairman
Maine Finger Printing Bill of Bates College Debating Council
with the following assisting commit
Mrs. Elmer E. Marston of PortHis Approval
and has debated on the Bates Varsity
tee, Mrs. Nettie Frost, Mrs. Mary
land visited relatives in this city
for three years. He is a member of
Harriman. Miss Ruth Peterson, Mrs.
J. Edgar Hoover, director of the
Friday.
the Bates Students Speakers Bureau
George
J.
Cumming
who
is
to
guide
L. B. Cook, Mrs. Fred Trecartin, Mrs.
Federal Bureau of Investigation ex
the destinies of the Brotherhood pressed pleasure today that the and three years has won his letter as
Shakespeare Society will meet Maurice Spiller, Mrs. Harold Con
guard on the Varsity Football Team.
Bible Class
Maine Legislature was considering a Mr. Becker has only been at Bates
Monday night with Mrs. Elizabeth non, Mrs. Vance Norton, Mrs. Basil
bill requiring the fingerprinting of two years; during that time he has
Otis hostess and Miss Ellen Coch Stinson, Mrs. A. H. Jones Mrs. N
ly elected president of the class, spoke !all persons suspected of having cornF. Cobb and Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell.
ran leader.
been a regular member of the varsity
interestingly on the subject, "Making , mitted felonies.
J debating team. Both men are mem
Junior Harmony Club meets this Investments," stressing the value and J “j am very glad to know of this
Mrs. A rthur Doherty was hostess
bers of Delta Sigma Rho. the Nato the Tuesday Night Bridge Club, afternoon a t 4 o'clock in the Uni satisfaction of performing the little ; progressive action contemplated by i (tonal Honorary Forensic Society. In
vestry.
The program acts of life in a manner conductive the officials of Maine,” he wrote to March thls same team is scheduled
top scores going to Mrs. Walter Ladd versalist
j Sumner P. Mills, Farmington lawyer. to debate Dartmouth College at ManMrs. L. B. Cook and Mrs. David Mc scheduled will be postponed until next to smoothing out life's pathway.
week.
A recital of incidents gathered ; whose hobby is fingerprinting.
J Chester. New Hampshire.
Carty.
while on several trips to Labrador, as
'‘Undoubtedly effective criminal
____________ _ _
Miss
Carolyn
Reed
went
Friday
to
The Clyde H. Smiths of Skow
engineer of the "Karluk", owned and identification records, particularly j Word comes from University of
hegan write tire Educational Club New Brunswick, N. J„ to be the guest navigated by George G. Williams, re- [hose maintained in a world-wide Vermont that Kenneth Prince Lord
president they are now delightfully of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Stevens.
tired soap manufacturer of Connecti collection of the character provided ' Jr. of New York and Rockland has
situated at 11 Raymond St.. Chevy
cut.
was given by Maynard Condon. by the identification division of the made the Dean's list, a coveted posiMr. and Mrs. Albert T. Thurston
Chase, Maryland, ready to entertain have gone to Boston, where Mrs. His infromal talk gave the men inter Federal Bureau of Investigation here. | tion in that college of hard rankers,
Educational Club fellow members, as Thurston will visit her sister. Mrs. esting side-lights on customs in that constitute one of the most potent Kenneth is also president of his fraMrs. Smith now becomes this club's Lawrence Trumbull while Mr. Thurs part of Labrador visited.
weapons available to law enforce- I ternity, Alpha Tau Omega
twelfth life member, having formerly ton is on a business trip to New York.
The attendance was cut down by ment officials and to society." he ■________
the prevailing epidemic, however wrote.
been an Honor Roll member. Eight
new lifers have been lately added,
The Sleeper Bible Class will meet twenty-one men enjoyed the evening I "I would riot be disposed to offer
with more in prospect.
with Mrs. Evelyn Snow Monday at immensely. Those present were, L. A. any specific recommendations as to
Packard, Frank H. Ingraham, R. S. the type of legislation to be desired. [
2:30.
Chapin Class met Tuesday night
Sherman. John Blethen. George J. Ihe wrote with reference to the Maine ,
with Mrs. Katherine St. Clair at
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison W. White- Cumming. Donald L. Karl. Edwin H. bill which had hearing before the I
The Lauriette. Time was devoted to hill of Thomaston anniunce the Crie, Carl Williamson, James Hender
Judiciary Committee last week.
relief sewing. A talk given on “God engagement of their daughter Martha son, Jasper Rawley, Bert Gregory,
"I am confident that the adoption 1
Will Farm* by Miss Elizabeth Amts, Elizabeth, to Woodrow W. Wilson also Hezekiah Lunt, Hyman Lunt, Wal
oi particular measures constitutes a
was very interesting, Miss Amts of Thomaston. Miss Whitehill is a ter Staples. Fred Moore, James G aff matter th at the local officials are in '
telling of the many promising men graduate of Thomaston High School ney. Leroy Williams, Ralph Stickney,
the best position to consider." he
who have been connected with that class of 1932. a member of the South Otto Diesler, Ernest Brazier and
concluded.
institution and of the work carried Warren Grange and Grace Chapter Maynard Condon.
The finger-printing bill was intro- !
O
E
S
.
She
is
at
present
employed
at
on there. The meeting of next week
duced into the Legislature by Senator
will be held at the Universalist F. W. Woolworths. Mr. Wilson is HE PAID THREE DOLLARS DOWN
Leroy Fernald (R) Winterport.
Church, with a picnic supper under the son of Mrs. Minnie and the late
the chairmanship of Mrs. Blanche G. Edgar Wilson of Thomaston. He And Death Paid the Rest O n This
down, and was to pay the remaining
New York Automobile
Calderwood. There will be a quilt is a graduate of Thomaston High
$2 if it proved to be as good as war
tacking in the afternoon and a large School, class of 1930. a member of
ranted.
The
whole
story
of
this
democratic
Orient
Lodge
F.
<
fe
A.
iM„
of
Thomas
attendance is needed.
I t illustrates the lawless phase ot
ton. He is employed by the Ameri and industrial civilization is summed
can-Hawaiian Steamship Co., as up in the adventure of the one-eyed our democracy that a man with de
second mate on the S. S. Coloradan Negro driver and his $5 automobile, fective eyesight should be let loose on
BEAUTY CULTURE
No date has yet been announced for says the (New York Times. H e was the highways with a lethal weapon
Hub Academy, largest In New Eng
the wedding.
charged in the Homicide Court with in the form of a $5 automobile.
land. Faculty of professional lec
turers. Employment department to
responsibility for the death of an
place graduates. Fully equipped kit
aged
pedestrian up in Harlem. The
For
Sunday
Dinner
desert,
try
a
given free. Day and evening classes
now forming. Write for catalogue. Cherry Nut Roll, covered with maca fatal accident occurred while the auto
HUB ACADEMY of Hair and Beauty
roon crumbs; four large servings 35c mobile was being tried out. Its driver,
Culture, 161 Massachusetts Avenue.
Boston. Mass. Approved by State of
Your nearby Fro-Joy dealer has them a good American, had bought it on
Maine.
the installment plan. He paid $3
They are delicious.—adv.

READ THE ADS

K n o c k s

A g a in

By a Happy C ircum stance w e have been aw arded a new
but lim ited supply of the

Better Sight Lamps
which sw iftly outsold dem ands last fall
This lamp m et w ith so trem endous a public approval that
the su pp ly w as sw iftly exhausted
This remarkable table lamp, together with a 100-watt bulb, regular

$7.05

(pQ

value— while they last

only—

Phone Y our Order T oday— Call 530

A n oth er Grand V a lu e
A lso in Limited Supply

H o t P o in t
(Automatic) I r o n
This is the famous Hot Point that Automatically Controls its heat for
special type of work— a heat for silk, a heat for wool—a heat for cot
ton, a heat for linen— and always right for perfect work.

F re e

With this splendid iron you will get absolutely Free
an Ironing Board Pad and Cover.

Call at our Main Street Office

CENTRA! 4 M A IN E
POW ER C O M PA N Y

COMMUNITY SERVICE
4-H Clubs Have Made a
Splendid Record In Serv
ing Society
Four-H Clubs are literally serving
their communities in the proverbial
1001 ways, a check of their last years
activities by the National Committee
on Boys and Girls Club Work shows.
Histories of 4-H Clubs entered in the
National Program on Social Progress
last year revealed hundreds of ac
tivities which could be grouped un
der such heads as public presenta
tions. educational promotion, social
service, conservation and recreational
improvement.
Under these heads 4-H groups co
operated with the Red Cross. Cham
bers of Commerce, Farm Bureau,
Grange; Farmers Union. American
Legion. Klwanls, Rotary and Lions
Clubs, and churches, schools and
other groups.
The activities of the youth groups
were as varied as the material and
spiritual needs of society. Four-H
members were found »o be cheering
the sorrowful, serving the sick, min
istering to the poor and improvident,
assisting the unemployed, provid
ing wholesome past-time ocupations.
and creating better community re
lationships.
The widespread dissemination of
these facts now being carried on
through the press, by the radio and
other avenues, is destined to greatly
enlarge the opportunities for group
service by the nearly 100,000 4-H
Clubs now in existence.
Club leaders and members are
again offered Incentives in this phase
of their work through the social
progress program which is sponsored
by the Radio Corporation of America
and provides 87500 in county, state
and national prizes for the best re
ports. Details of the program are
to be announced upon its acceptance
by State Club Leaders.
Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss are enroute
for Florida where they will remain
several weeks.

At present there are 26 boats on the
river, just below I3torer wharf.
It was his boyhood training off
A Waldoboro despatch says:
Glover's wharf that gave Claude his
Claude Fitch of this town has
uncanny knack with the shiny little
caught the largest number of smelts fish.
on the Medomak river this season.
His largest catch in one day was 125
pounds. Up to date, he estimates that
he has caught one ton of smelts,
which he sends over the road to Bos
ton by truck. About six years ago,
he caught 168 pounds in one day.
This year, on account of the mild
weather, the men have been obliged
icks ough rop
to put their shanties on flat boats.
EARLY TRAINING DID IT
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LOBSTER REARING STATIO N

WINTER W O R LD ON

SKIS

R

F anciful Tale C ontribu tes Much P ra ctica l In for
m ation On $ 2 0 ,0 0 0 P roject

E A L M
M

u

OF

R em ark able D evelopm en t Of V irile Sport H as
S w ep t the N ation— Skis Of Y esterd a y

:

ISIC
This winter the popular sp o rts' would only become entangled in the
Ju st what is this lobster rearin g , If we want to save our lobster indusiy G la d y i S t. C la ir H t it t a J
slogan
Is 'G o North, Young Man— fray,
station business all about, anyway? try we must take this drastic step."
Within recent years veteran skiRepresentative
Sleeper
said
th
a
t
and
bring
the ladies, too," says
' Representative Cleveland Sleeper. Jr.,
G U A R D IA N S O F O U R C O A S T
makers of Norway and Sweden have
and
collector
of
folk
music,
tunes
his
he was firmly sold on the plan and
An ancient Roman orgain. said to
bulletin from the Washington. D. C„ been importing white hickory wood
of Rockland has introduced a bill in that he would battle for passage of
be the oldest ever found, was dis guitar to suit himself, but now makes headquarters of the National Geo- ; (rom the forests of Minnesota. It is
j the House asking for $30,000 to fl- the measure with all his resources.
S What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect coastcovered recently in the ruins of a a profession of singing and playing
graphic Society.
! heavy enough to give the skier ballast
K wise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from many lonely
! nance this project which Rodney E. Mr Elliot promised his full support.
building at Aquincum. a former Ro old songs to illustrate his lectures.
P outposts along Maine's waterfront.
“Ski trains plow northward from and ls extremely tough
Care is
Spaeth's list goes on and on, brist
The mechanics of rearing are com man settle Bent, now a Budapest
Feyler. Commissioner of Sea and
. . . . . . . .
.
. , I necessary in seasoning and varnishing
Shore Fisheries claims is necessary paratively simple.
Seed lobsters suburb. An inscription on a tablet ling with familiar names In science big cities, their cozy snow coaches'
. . .
.
hickory skis, however, or they may
to save our declining lobster indus- would be purchased from the fisher attached to th e instrument gives the ’ finance, art. sport, and other fields, laden with skis, ski poles, skiers, and warp
w hltf ash the faw U e
Dark gold, the seaweed smolders on 11snow and so are the boys and girls
I try. Word of the measure spread men and taken to the station. Many date of the organ as 228 A. D.
He claims doctors in general lean
shore
would-be
skiers.
Ski
planes
operate
,
wood
of
the Indians, is a lighter
Left black by the ebbing tide. The rock in P ortland,
strongly toward music as a recreation.
pools cup
The eoid wave Tuesday night up and down the coast and reached would be purchased in the summer,
from
Chicago.
And
'snow
boats'
have
substitute,
while some skis are
Sand and blue shells, and water against
Neptunia, the ancient capital of lob- placed In pounds during the winter
Jan. 25 was the 178th anniversary So do athletes.
the side
j maybe wasn't so cold, but after all
been
leaving
New
York
Harbor
to
,
fashioned
of
maple or pine. Machines
• • • •
A hurried meeting was to be ready for spring operations. At of the birth of the Scottish poet,
Ot broken, se.-haunted granite is driven j th e w arm days
R we Juit had sterdom.
give passengers several weeks of slides are little help In ski-making. For Xhe
called
by
Czar
Crustacean
who
ap

the
plant
the
seeded
females
would
Robert
Burns,
and
next
year
will
From April 1 to 10 the Metropoli
In a firoth of green from lost horizons
to shiver and start up fires.
pointed residents of Kelpvllle. Sea be placed In hatching trays about Jbring thc 15Oth anniversary of the tan Opera Company will present at and tumbles at the famous ski cen- , proper thickness—about an Inch in
-Frances Frost I
Mrs.
R.
T.
Sterling
entertained
Mr.
the middle—and the correct tapering,
a • a a
weed City and Rocky Bottom plan 10 feet long and partitioned off into wrjting of his most famous p o e m - the Boston Opera House six German ters of Europe,
and
Mrs.
Fred
W.
Morong
Sunday
a
watchful carpenter is to be pre
Isles of Shoals
tation to contact the Commissioner compartments. One lobster would ..Auld Lang Syne." Recently some- operas, live of them by Wagner, five
An Indoor Ski Meet
ferred.
The straight slats are
afternoon and evening.
and
find
out
a
few
things.
be placed In each compartment. A one commented th a t while everybody Italian operas, two French and a
It was a pleasure to receive a card
"Department stores offer a free
steamed until they turn up their toes
Mrs. Clyde V. G rant of St. George
A session was arranged for today steady stream of warmed water would starts to sing the song bravely and Russian opera For the opening night lesson with each ski suit, or practice
recently from W O. Puller In Florida
“Their length varies from 18 Inches
arrived in Portland by train last and Mr. Feyler explained the propo- Jrun through the trays speeding the iustily. few get beyond these lines
the company plays one of its trum p
Keeper W. I. Brewster has been on 1Saturday and was guest of Mrs F O.
on borax-covered runs to try out a for toddlers to about 10 feet for
sltion in detail. Enthusiastic over operation which would be a natural
Should auld acquaintance be forgot.
cards
in
presenting
“Tristan
and
six days' leave.
Hilt. Mrs. Grant returned home , the prospects of pending fishery' L eg-! one. A catch basin would be placed
And never brought to mtn'?
set of skies. An International win- adults. Like other footgear, skis must
Isolde” with Kirsten Flagstad and
Should auld acquaintance be forgot.
First Assistant George McKenney Sunday in her car accompanied by Nation, Representatives Sleeper a n d ’ at the end of each tray to take the
fit, but they fit the wearer's height
And days of auld lang syne?
Lauritz Melchior. And a second Is ter sports meet was held in New York
and Mrs McKenney entertained re Mrs. Lucy E Robinson.
instead of his feet; usually they are
City,
transplanting
skiing
to
an
in

Albert Elliot of Thomaston arrived seeds as soon as they were thrown by About this point many, voices are piayed the following evening when a
as long as the height of the wearer’s
cently at a birthday party in honor
door
Arctic,
homemade
with
aircondi
Robert T Sterling Jr. with a crowd , for tbe conference. They were fo l-: the mother
heard going. “La. la, la.la;' while double bill of Rimsky-Korsakov's
reach.
of the latter's anniversary. Qu'-'.U of boys motored Sunday to Neva lowed by Lillian. Lucy and Larry
tioning
and
machines
for
flaking
500
others quit fiat. Few are those who “Coq d'Or'' and Leoncavallo's "Pag“The use of skis spread from Nor
included Keeper W I. Brewster, Mrs Hampshire looking over the skiing Lobster who were dressed In the
The seeds would be placed In succeed in singing the song In Its llacci." will feature Lily Pons in the tons of ice into ‘snow; The ski slide
way mainly by the word-of-mouth
Brewster Second Assistant F Mc situation.
latest styles of the smart Eel Grass hatching Jars. In a short time they entirety.
one and Lawrence Tlbbett in the came down from the rafters of Madiadvertising of snow-sportsmen and
Bride, Mrs. McBride, Capt. Georg?
Men were in the Fort Monday In- ; Memorial avenue shops.
would become active and In 21 days
other. On Saturday afternoon April son Scluare G arden
climbers. England is *
Torrey, Mrs. Torrey of Star Island specting trees for brown tail moths !
• • • •
would reach the fourth stage as
“Thls
burst of enthusiasm
climaxes mountain
Helen Hayes, who Is appearing In 3 the company begins with "Das
— ■-----------------— —. --------------Virginia Brewster and Donald Brews They happened to hike to the Light
The legislators asked a lot of ques- compared with a much longer period • vjCtoria Regina. ' has received a Rheingold" its complete presenta- an amazing development of skiing as stronghold of skiers, although no
a sport. Eighty years ago a ski was ’RHng is possible in their own country.
Ro)d med li from the National Speech
ter. Refreshments served by the reservation, and seeing the poles with | tions and expressed their intentions under natural conditions. As the „_______________
.
tlon of Wagner's "Ring ofthe Nieall for utility and not for sport. It
Japan. Australia, and New
hostess consisted
of crabmeat, lines attached. Mrs. Hilt got an idea of fighting hard for the passage of young are cannibalistic theywould be ArU Fellowship m recognition of her belungs.” O ther operas forthe reserved as the heavy substitute for a | Zealand have had a touch of the
chicken and ham sandwiches, coffee they were going fishing. Clean off this bill.
CommissionerFeyler to ld , fed every two hours to keep them dlcUon and speech during 1936. The matning days are'
three kinds of cake and peach ice your glasses Dora or else get another of existing conditions in the industry from eating one another. A great presentation was made by Dr. Mary ' -Die W aikure"
Rlng galosh or a hip boot used by Scandl- craze
j and gave interesting figures on the deal of care Is necessary to preserve McGovern. Dr. McGovern ls the .
Melchlor »nd R*thber«
I navtans who had to venture through
"Popularity In Canada ls traced to
cream. Games were enjoyed by all. pair!
I their long winters' heavy snows. H un- , college students who encountered
Painting and cleaning quarters are
decline which has seen the lobster these youngsters and keep them in founder of th e National Arts Fel-1
Rosa Ponseiie. Richard crooks,
Ring i te rs *kled fro m trap t0 trap over s'cUng on their trips to Europe.
catch shrink from 19.000.000 pounds good health and spirits.
lowshlp whlch was organized a year Slegfrled L‘™ nc« Tlbbeu
the first stages of spring work nowIn spite of false lights
j drifted forest trails. Then some Scandinavian immigrants brought
in progress.
in 1910 to a little more than 5.000.000 | A fourth stage lobster is about one- ag0
aid yn establishing a criterion
Flagstad and Melchior
on the shore, sail on nor
original spirit, not weary with h u n t- tbe sport to the United States at the
pounds in 1936 The salty delegates half inch long and has reached the o{ proper speech and to call atten- Lucia
The T*'“
ot Ho*Iml‘n
Glad to hear from F. E Singer of ] fear to breast the sea
dt Lammermoor
Lily Pons
1ing or fishing or running errands. beginning of this century. Now New
from down under expressed them- natural formation of an adult. They tion t0 outstanding speakers of the
Manana Come up sometime for a ' H. W Longfellow
Ooetteradaemmerung
Rlng had the idea th a t skiing might be England 1« an important skiing area,
selves in appropriate style and it was are very lively and vicious. They stage screen, radio, through the preduck dinner 'You bring the duckst.
Flagstad and Melchlor
i fun.
with perhaps the world's most extenHalsel and Oretal
the unanimous opinion of the group would be taken from the jars and s t a t i o n of an annual award
While on leave. First Ass't and
Cavallerla Rustlcana
“In the Telemark district of Nor- slve network of downhill skiing trails,
that a rearing station is one of the transported to the known lobster
. . • ■
Mrs. George McKenney called on
Rosa Ponseiie
SHOW NO MERCY
way. about 1863. probably with no
"About 80 winter playgrounds are
most vital needs of the fishing in- ; grounds along the entire coast and
it Is heartening to note th at music, Faust
Merrill Conners of Ram Island
Helen Jepson and Richard Crooks
thought beyond fresh air and rivalry mattered through the Poconos and
dustry. today.
released
---------- As they would be at the long considered a "pipe" course at n Trovatore
Ledge at his home in Boothbay H ar
Nation Is Rising In Protest In explaining the proposition Com- sinking stage they would go to bot- Bowdoin College, has become one of
Rethberg and Martinehi
and healthy play, unsung pioneers
Alleghenies in Pennsylvania, the
bor.
Against Drunken Drivers missioner Feyler said. "We are con- tom and hide away until they had the most im portant offered by the 1 have not given these operas in started skiing competitions, and {-Skills and Adirondacks in New
We are pleased to learn that Keep
vinced that a rearing station is the reached a size whereby they could college, and this to the credit of rotation as I have no information to
new sport was born. Soon th e York, the Green Mountains in Verer Osgood of Popham is fully recov
Here is an excellent thought from only way by which our lobsters can protect themselves. Although many Prof. Frederic Tillotson. concert
effect in hand. I do know th at Whoie world welcomed wings for its m°bt. the White Mountains in New
ered and back on the station.
the Port Umpqua. Oregon. Blade: "If be brought back. Other means of of them would fall by the wayside pianist, who took charge of the de- the ticket sale opens Feb. 13. to the
Equipment was simple: some Hanrp*bire. the Berkshlres In Massa Eight of the men and two boats
Then follows
follows the
gen- snowy slopes. two skis, two poles to chusetts and Connecticut, and the
the Blade man were a judge in courts conservation, such as the protection their chances of reaching m aturity partment last September. Prof. Til- guarantors. Then
the
genwent to the flood area from the
dispensing sentence upon drunken Of seed lobsters are worthwhile ac- would be much greater than through lotson has built up the glee club eral mail order sale for the public. push or brake progress and tw70 kne^ Rockies and coast ranges of the F ar
Isles of Shoals Coast Guard Station,
auto drivers, there would only be first tivities but not drastic enough. Arti- the natural process. The mother which now ranks high among New On Feb 18 and 16 comes the mall not prone t0 tremble
West. Ski trains pour city sportsmen
leaving Malcolm Berry in charge with
offenders. Regardless of race, color, fleal rearing is a proven method and throws her eggs and immediately England colleges. He plans to re- order sale for season tickets fall 12
Into mountain hamlets which would
Leroy Manchester and Otis Odionne.
creed or alleviating circumstances, good results are
being obtained in leaves them. For several days they vive interclass “sings.' The glee j performances) or for series tickets Yard-Long Pointed Leather Shoes
otherwise be contentedly snow
Hollie Larrabee of Rye Beach and
on Ski Family Tree
the person who has so little con this country and abroad At first the float on the surface a prey to many club goes on tour this month, to sing for eight performances excluding the
bound. As ln W hittier's day. the
John Bradley of Wood Island also
The ski itself has gone through snowstorm brings ‘a world unknown
sideration for the lives of innocent results were notespecially gratifying natural
enemies and pollution. in Boston. Hartford. New York City four performances of the Ring, or
went. The surfboat left here for
• • nothing we could call our own,'
people as to drink intoxicants before but continual experimentation over
This operation would continue for and to New Jersey where it will sing for series tickets for "Der Ring" only. I transformations. The name comes
Portland Jan.25. Capt. Calder is in
with its four performances. From from an Icelandic word for 'piece of but today that means the whole white
or after placing himself behind the ( a long period of years has led ex- three months each summer and it before alumni groups,
Evansville. Ind . while the others are
steering wheel of an automobile perts to believe that they have at I is estimated th a t 5,000.000 young
Prof. Tillotson believes in rating Feb 17 to March 6, inclusive, the wood, but four centuries ago it ap - universe of sky and snow is overrun
in Cairo, 111.
should never be allowed to repeat the j last found the correct process,
would be released. Experts claim th at music as a first-grade academic general mail order sale for orders plied also to leather shoes three feet with scarlet and orange ski suits or
The lifeboat left here Jan. 27 with performance. Revocation of licenses |
. . . .
a fourth stage lobster has a 95% subject along with English, the ro other than season or series tickets long, with pointed toes curled up and red plaid windbreakers, and echoes to
B M. Seavey Surfmen Murphy, would be fatal and final Driving a j “I recommend the method
used better chance of surviving that the mance languages. Greek, or history will occur. For full information ad- the rear end fastening around th e ’bouts of T ra -a-a-ac k !”
Alley and Beals, for City Point. They car is a privilege—not a right."
------------------by the State of Connecticut. The first stage youngster. During other However, he has been forced to pro- dress Boston Opera Association, 234 ankle. An earlier variation was a
are now in St. Louis.
I t is impossible to prove exactly best features of every known process months the station could be used for vide studies to take care of a lack of Boylston street, Boston.
wooden ski with tips like prows of ILIA IMP PI VIM/'" rD H W C
Two Coast Guard boats stopped what percentage of automobile ac- have been utilized In a plan which is propagation
ancient Viking ships, curving either
r LTllNU VxKUjyD
of
other declining pre-college fundamental
training,
here Ja n 28 while the men had din cidents are caused by drunken driving highly successful
in or out in a scroll-like curl. T he | A great increase ln the number of
Each year this species.
His courses in theory are planned to
ON STRAIGHT ROADS
ner. One was from Fort Popham for the reason that in many cases State spends more money and places
. . . .
lay the groUndwork for advanced
resemblance may have been one students taking flying instruction inwith Clifford Morong aboard.
We
.
,J where
part, arresting» , more stress on the artificial ----------„
rearing -------------------------Twenty years—ago
study 111
ln lharmony,
counterpoint,
com- I Vlo „
A r r ; J - n ta PP vr nn nn An rr Lt iinn nr , -- I reaSOn Why old Norse P0^ called a dlcates an increase In interest in avia
.
-------- —,liquora plays_ a »-------o _ the
- Federal gov- SLUQV
i a i m u m . VUUUVCI
PUXIIL, VUIU“
called him up as we knew him when Officers and prosecutors are unable of lobsters and the result is that an ernment discontinued lobster rearing position and analysis
He has also 1
”
' shin'the
,h“ski
cVio f the sea.
““ '
ship
on Seguin The other boat was from afterwards to produce sufficient evi- almost extinct supply Is now becom- at the Boothbay Harbor plant. It g|Ven attention to courses dealing
ately O n the Improved "Now the national sport of Norway. tion In Maine, Harold F. Troxel. presi
Cape Elizabeth One went to Glou- dence for a conviction. But all the ln8 a prolific one. Connecticut has was regarded by many as unsuccess- with musical literature and history
Roads
ski-running has long been at home ln dent of the Portland Flying Service,
cester and the other to Allerton.
best estimates say th at alcohol ls the expended about $20,000 for a station , ful but the reason for closing was
. .. .
..
! lbat country. Legend claims th a t Inc., said Thursday.
Second Assistant and Mrs. L. Me- j definitive factor in a much higher and appropriates around $5,000 a year a financial one. The system used
Sigmund S paeth had an article in
More accidents per vehicle mile the first Scandinavian, named Nor,
A total of 63% hours lof student
Bride spent their leave in Boston , proportion of mishaps than is gener- ! for operating it. A plant of the same there has been disaproved. The seeds The Rotarian some months ago that i occur on the wide, expensive main actually reached his peninsula home
flying instruction was given by the
and vicinity, visiting friends and any realized. Furthermore, an ac- siz® would be sufficient for Maine were scraped from the lobsters and makes a special appeal to me. even : highways in New Jersey than on the on skis. Early settlers revered a skirelatives. They reported a very cident in which a drunk is involved but It would cost about $10,000 for the released at the first stage.
This though said article did not come j low-cost secondary roads, according shod god of winter. Ullr, and a special Portland Flying Service at the P ort
pleasant time.
j Is more likelyto be serious than one , operations. This money would be merely made more food for the sea- under my eyes until just the other j to a report of Arnold H Vey, state goddess for ski-running. Skade. S k i land Airport In January. Mr. Troxel
involving sober drivers.
taken from our regular appropriation birds and fish as they floated for day. Entitled “It Isn't Sissy to Like traffic engineer. He revealed th a t 21 ing Norwegians a thousand years ago reported, Just about double the num
Squirrel Point
Drunken drivers are often released so the only added expense would be days. Very few ever matured, it is Music;' Mr. Spaeth rets forth brief J percent of the accidents in th a t state astounded their enemies by leaping ber of hours ln the same month last
after paying relatively small fines, the cost of the plant. We would plan believed. The process recommended by stories of many notable public fig- occurred on the expensive state high- from mountain ledges and sliding on year. The number of new and pros
Greetings, everyone!
ures who are accomplished musicians way system, which Includes only six down slopes without injury. A pic- pective students Indicates that this
Keeper Asa Smith has returned to Some juries are notoriously derelict, to rear and release around 5.000.000 Mr. Feyler is altogether different.
'We would not entirely discontinue and participate in it both for satis- 1 percent of the road mileage of the I ture of a ski-runner, carved on a rune wfil be the largest year ever ln s tu 
duty from the Marine Hospital in in their duty in bringing in convic fourth stage lobsters the first year
of operation and increase this amount our present forms of conservation faction and relaxation. Here are a state. T hat is an accident rate per stone near Upsala, is believed to date dent flying instruction ln Maine, he
Portland having been there for 26 tions.
The drunken driver should never be as conditions warranted. I hope until this station had convinced all ; few he cites:
ra.le on the main highways four times from the 11th century
days. He remains in very poor health
said.
Hendrik Van Loon, jovial 250- that lor the secondary’ roads.
regardless of the doctors who a t allowed to pay a fine and he should every citizen of Maine who is inter that it was doing the Job right," said
"Skiing is essential to snowbound
The mild, open winter has had little
Not only is the accident rate per Lapps when the Artie winter descends to do with the increase in instruc
tended him. In spite of its being his be denied the right to use the public ested in the economic welfare of the Commissioner. Opponents of the pound Dutch writer, plays the violin.
first experience in a hospital, he re streets and highways. If such a pro. the State will demand from the Leg- bill will find heavy going, it is be- C. Luther Steward, president of the mile higher on the main roads, but upon the top of the Scandinavian tion, Mr, Troxel said. Some students
ports enjoying his stay there, as n is ' gfam were carried out throughout islature that this project be launched, lieved
National Federation of Federal Em the wider the road the greater the peninsula. They do not use two ski have been able to |get in more flying
ployees. is th e owner of the largest peril, reported Mr. Vey. saying th a t poles. Their pole ls a handy weapon instruction because of the mild
a wonderful institution for those the country, one of the gravest
menaces to life would be greatly
| private collection of old songs in the it is safer to drive an automobile in against wolves which may attack weather, but others have postponed
who are in need of help.
United States.
Jimmy Cagney, New Jersey on a two-lane highway reindeer herds; therefore only one is flying until there is sufficient snow
Keeper Asa Smith, Mrs. Smith and minimized.
movie actor, plays the piano and than on a three-lane road, and th a t carried, since an additional one to use skis, he explained
their son Leland motored Monday
sings to his accompaniments. Dwight four-lane highways had S he worst
to Bath for supplies.
POLICEMAN POET
Franklin, who makes little
wax j accident records. According to figMr. Brown, substitute, returned
statues for the New York City museum ures submitted toy Mr. Vey, on twohome Tuesday.
Mrs. Brown and Patrolman Price Pulls Poems
; twangs the guitar in no mean fashion lane roads the accident rate was 2.75
children are at the Light for a few
From Thin Air
Charlie Chaplin's Iricnds knows him accidents per million vihicles; on
days.
as a violinist, and he has now three-lane highways, 358, and on
Ground hog day and he surely saw
j emerged oh the screen as a singer and four-lane highways, 3.61.
his shadow! Oh well! maybe we can
Thirty-nlne years ago this month flames and minor explosions still composer as well.
The former
put up with six weeks more of win
the nation was shocked by the news harassed the vessel.
' middleweight champion, "Philadelter by knowing that spring Is just
The mere hnowledqe that al Ihe Columbus, you are indeed al the
NINE POINT PLAN
that the U SS . Maine had blown up
There were many individual acts of phia'' Jack O'Brien, plays the violin—
around the corner.
social and qraqraphical center ol Ihinqs lends a sense ol veil beinq
• • ■•
in Havana Harbor while on a friend- heroism, among them that of Private well, too, and once thought seriously
lhal enhances your entire slay Bui Columbus charm is rooted deepin
ly visit to Cuba.
William Anthony, of the U. S. of turning professional. The grim- Local Seers Avance Sane
Monhegan
practical inundations in quid luxury ol appointments, in proficiency
Two
hundred
and
fifty-four
lives
Marines
who
made
his
way
through
vlsaged
steel
baron.
Charles
Schwab,
The children remain confined to
Scheme For Safety
were snuffed out in the first blast, the inky darkness of the sinking ves- is a skilled organist. Perhaps the
in providinq the creature comforts, in superior service. Two entice
the house with measles, but are
Thirteen others died later of their sei to inform Captain sigsbee of the best-known am ateur violinist in the
A Knox County service club inter
floors ul public rooms, indnidual decocalions. baths vilh both tub aod.
nearly well again. School has been
wounds.Eighty-fourshell-shocked,
extent of the disaster. He was highly world today is Albert Einstein. He ested in highway safety has pre
shover. complete soft-valer plant steam heat unique seventeenth
closed for two weeks due to all the
nerve-wracked men survived the commended by both the Captain and , finds in music alone the right bal- sented this nine-point plan to re
school children but two being vic
floor dininq room-added Io centralized convenience M every
catastrophe, none of whom ever fully the Navy Department.
ance to his exacting scientific work duce carelessness on the highways
tims of this disease.
business and recreational activity—these are laremosl amonq the
recovered from the dreadful horror
Rockland. Feb. 6
The cause of the explosion is still and
^as ^ ad
P'easure of mak- and lower the automobile accident
The keeper is ill with a cold but
many (adors lhal coalubule to complete vacation cnioyoeq) io
of th a t tragic moment.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
more or less of a mystery. It des- ing real money for various charities fatalities.
improving.
Miami’s Fines! Hotel
The explosion occurred about 9:4$ troyed a warcraft which, at that time. by Pla>'in8
Knowing the ability of Edward V.
Heavier penalities for drunken
public. John D RockeOscar Burton is building an addi
Price, the poet of the Police Depart- [ o'clock on the night of February 15, was the pride of the Navy. I t aroused feller' J r • ls als0 an excellent vio- drivers.
Compulsory
Insurance.
tion on his house.
ment, we feel it our duty to him to 1shortly after a young marine trum- public sentiment to the boiling point. ,inlst' and Henry Ford's honest in State laws requiring retirement of
W. S. Stanley and Henry Stanley
put together a small bit of verse. It ,,
j peter
. had blown "Taps." A moment and prompted millions of voices to terest in country fiddlers and old all cars after a certain period of
are doing repair work on the Bowes
is
our
hope
that
the
public
appreciate
;
before
the tragedy Captain Charles raise the battie. Cry of the Spanish American music in general is well years. Compulsory inspection
of
cottage.
this Shakespeare of the Bluecoats.
D. Sigsbee. who was writing at his American war:
the ,Maj , known.
mechanism
at
regular
Intervals.
Re
Weather has been vary warm and
Edward Price ls an ace-high poet—
| desk in his cabin, laid down his pen
Among th e musical millionaires moval of death traps, and more fourthere has been no snow to stay as yet.
All the good people in Rockland know . tp Usten
the nQtes Qf
bug[e j
there
is the octogenarian Adolph lane highways.
Not much news at this writing, He composes his rhythms as he goes.
>which, ho afterwards said, “were
Lewlsohn. who still takes singing leMore rigid examination of wouldThrough glistening rain or when It
but will try to send a line more often.
singularly beautiful in the oppressive
snows.
sons
and
likes
nothing
better
than
be
drivers before granting them li
•
•
stillness of the night."
to pipe up with the "Two G rena censes. Federal laws limiting the
You've heard the tale 'bout Old Man
Northeast Harbor
T h e A ccum ulative diers" or some other stirring ballad. speed possibilities of ordinary cars
Following the blast the whole for
Brown.
T hat chestnut ls famous all over town; ward part of the ship catapulted up
Mrs. Elmer E. Conarv and son
Known as patrons of orchestral mu ln the process of manufacture.
Also the verse about the pickles,
Effect of G ood
Henry T. Conary. took Retired Keep
Where'er Its heard It causes tickles.
ward in a searing flame, amid the
sic and performers in a mild way
Suspension of licenses for serious
er Conary to the Marine Hospital in Changing his tune with groceries Instead. crash of falling beams and twisted
are Harry Harkness Flagler and infractions and complete denial of
A dvertising
You'll hear th a t quoted after he's dead; : bits of debris, and the sound of shatPortland. Jan 31 lor treatment and
Clarence Mackay, the latter the hus licenses in extreme cases. A ttach
observation.
8im will recite till the end of his days, ^ r e d bodies as they fell into the sea.
band of a singer (Anna Case). Kent ment of warning insignia to cars
• • • •
C annot
1 In the confusion that followed disCooper, head of the Associated Press, whose drivers have figured in reck
A thousand others Ed can quote
___
,
_
Portland Head
Almost as good as Shakespear wrote: ] cipline was superb.
Every ableis a remarkable pianist. John Ers lessness so the public may be warned.
Be O verestim ated
kine. author and lecturer, is probably
If these provisions are backed up
From John S. Robinson in New No m atter what happens throughout the , bodied member of the crew did his
Edward V. Price has It down in a ditty. I pari in rescuing those not fatally inthe best pianist of them all Carl by public opinion we may make some
jergey comes word that winter is a
The Owl Club li’ired, even though threatening
Sandburg, biographer of Lincoln progress.
flop'' down there. He is waiting tor
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